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Most Title I reading teachers have some, if not extensive, 
preparation in the teaching of reading. There are always 
opportunities in the form of workshops and summer courses 
to broaden and extend competencies and knowledge of teach-
ing methods and materials. In addition to the remediation 
of reading difficulties, all Title I teachers have respon-
sibility for parent involvement. This is a responsibility 
for which teachers generally have not been trained. In my 
travels around the state, I find that teachers want sugges-
tions and assistance in the area of parent involvement, per-
haps more than in any other area of Title I. 
The activities in this book began as a 12-page speech given 
at a parent involvement conference. A number of people 
asked for the ideas in writing. In order to make the ideas 
more workable, I thought it would be helpful to have com-
plete descriptions of each activity and sample materials to 
accompany each activity. To accomplish this, I enlisted the 
aid of two Title I reading resource teachers, Pat Branch and 
Nancy Speck. Together we developed the descriptions of each 
idea, samples, and appendices which we hope will make the 
activities easy for teachers to implement. 
While not all of the activities are original, all of them have 
been developed or adapted for use in Title I reading programs. 
We have also incorporated ideas which are being used success-
fully by teachers. Credit has been given in the book for each 
activity which was contributed by a Title I teacher in our 
state. 
The activities and projects in this book are designed for use 
in a kindergarten through grade eight program. We think that 
some of the activities can be adapted for use at the high 
school level, but we did not want high school teachers to be 
disappointed when they saw that most of the sample materials 
in the appendices are for parents of elementary and middle 
school age children. And it almost goes without saying that 
though the activities are directed to teachers, the knowledge, 
support, and involvement of building principals and directors 
is essential for an effective parent program. 
The book is directed to the teacher because the activities have 
as their purpose involving all of the Title I parents in the 
education of their children at school and in the home. In or-
der for these activities and projects to be successful, it is 
necessary that they be initiated by the teacher, or teacher and 
aide or parent activities coordinator. We are assuming that 
the teacher will, of course, work with the parent advisory 
council. Many of the activities could be used in conjunction 
with parent advisory council meetings or they could be adopted 
as parent advisory council projects. 



The partners in learning approach brings into clear view 
research findings of the past two decades: the home is 
vital to and intimately linked with school achievement. 
Benjamin Bloom, in his studies of learning, found that dif-
ferences in children's academic and cognitive development 
can be traced to the value placed on education in the family 
and specifically to parental reinforcement of the child's 
activities in school. Bloom also concluded that when home 
and school are "mutually reinforcing" optimal conditions are 
present for a child's academic growth and achievement. 
Since parents and teachers are the primary agents in children's 
education and development, their roles must not only be sup-
portive of children but also supportive of each other. Pro-
grams that will help children develop most fully must involve 
similar goals and directions in the classroom and in the home. 
Parents are invaluable teaching partners. When parents are 
sensitized as to how they can provide motivation, reinforce-
ment, enrichment, and exposure to reading at home, children 
will benefit. The activities in this book are designed to 
support that partnership, to develop communication between home 
and school, and to increase parent participation in children's 
reading. We also tried to add a dash of fun and creativity! 
In our review of the literature on parent involvement, we found 
many preschool parent participation programs and resources. We 
also located books and articles for elementary teachers which 
provide general guidance for holding conferences with parents, 
reporting pupil progress to parents, etc. What we did not find 
many of were specific and practical activities for reading teach-
ers who are responsible for involving parents in their program 
and in the Education of their school-age children. 
This book is contained in a loose-leaf binder so that users can 
"make it their own" by adding their own notes and ideas. Also, 
the Colorado Department of Education, which published this book, 
may, from time to time, send holders of the book new or revised 
activities and resources to be included in this binder. 
Our only request is that at the end of the year, we would like 
feedback on these ideas and suggestions for resources which may 
be added to the activities or for new activities which could be 
added to the book. 
We hope that you find the ideas helpful and, above all, useful! 

Linda Jones 
Spring 1980 
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VIEWS ON PARENT INVOLVEMENT...IN CHILDREN'S LEARNING...IN READING 

Parents are the child's first teachers 
and the home is the first classroom. 
In many ways parents are the most 
influential teachers in the child's 
life. They can either greatly en-
hance or actually obstruct learning. 

In carrying out my responsibilities 
as United State Commissioner of 
Education, I had the opportunity to 
study the characteristics of unusually 
successful schools all over the nation. 
I soon learned that the best schools 
are located in neighborhoods where 
parents are actively involved in the 
learning activities of their children 
and where the schools are constantly 
reaching out to encourage parent 
participation. Indeed, during my 
years as a teacher, university pro-
fessor, superintendent of schools, 
and chief state school officer this 
belief in active parent stimulation 
of learning in the home has been 
strengthened. 

-Terrel H. Bell, Preface, 
Active Parent Concern: A 
New Home Guide to Help Your 
Child in School, 1976. 

To emphasize the importance of parent 
involvement in education, NCCE has 
conducted an extensive survey of the 
research on the effect of parent 
participation on student achieve-
ment. 

We found many studies that report a 
strong positive relationship between 
involving parents and improving chil-
dren's achievement. Because the re-
lationship is subtle and complex, we 
find that when parents show a strong 
interest in their children's schooling, 
they promote the development of attitudes 
key to achievement and, consequently, 
their children tend to achieve regard-
less of their race and social setting. 

When the Coleman Report was first 
published, it seemed to demonstrate 
that schools have little influence 
on achievement compared to family 
background factors like income, race 
and educational level. More recent 
analyses have found that student 
attitudes are the most important 
influence on achievement. These 
attitudes do originate in the family, 
but they have more to do with the way 
the family interacts than with its 
social class or income. For example, 
whether parents read to their children 
or talk to them about their homework 
(is important)... 

Even where parent participation is 
superficial, an effect can be ob-
served. In reanalyzing the Coleman 
data, Christopher Jencks found that 
PTA attendance was significantly 
related to achievement. 

What this all means, of course, is 
that the parent participation pro-
visions are not only important for 
building support for the Title I 
program and for making it more 
responsive, they are vital to the 
success of the compensatory educa-
tion effort as a whole and deserve 
to be strengthened. 

-National Committee for 
Citizens in Education, 
October, 1977. 

One of the simplest and most enjoy-
able things parents and teachers 
can do to promote language growth 
is to read to their children. This 
advice may seem trite, but the fact 
remains that reading aloud to chil-
dren is the single most important 
activity for language development 
that parents can do. It is the 
child's introduction not only to 
reading but also to the pleasure 
that books can give. 



Readiness to read is part of language 
development, but is not a clearly de-
fined stage. It comes slowly indi-
vidually and irregularly. The child's 
total experience of living has contri-
buted to his or her spoken vocabulary; 
as he or she has learned by experience 
at home, so he or she continues to learn 
by experience at school. One of the 
teacher's tasks is to ensure that this 
happens, and to plan the school environ-
ment so that the child becomes aware of 
the need for reading in everyday life, 
just as, earlier, he or she became aware 
of the need for listening and speaking. 

-Ann Baldwin Taylor, "Home and 
School: Twin Paths to Lan-
guage Development," The 
Allyn and Bacon Reading News-
letter, Number 8, 1979. 

The role of parents in affecting chil-
dren's success in reading is becoming 
increasingly recognized. When Artley 
(1975) asked 100 education majors if 
anyone or anything besides teachers 
contributed to their interest and abil-
ity in reading, the overwhelming re-
sponse was parents and family. Artley 
recommended that parents be made "full-
fledged partners in the education pro-
cess" through information on the school 
reading program and suggestions of sup-
plemental home activities. Similar re-
commendations have also been made by 
George Gallup (1975) and by Dorothy 
Rich (1973), as well as many others. 

In Montgomery County, Maryland, we at 
Title I (compensatory programs for the 
disadvantaged) began piloting ways in 
which parents could be involved as 
teaching partners in the reading pro-
cess. Our idea was to offer services 
that could be incorporated by a school 
reading teacher or specialist if a day 
or half-day a week were scheduled for 
helping parents help their children... 

It is our contention that investing a 
regular portion of time for involving 
parents as teaching partners in read-
ing can reap benefits far greater 

and more long-lasting than trying 
to work solely with the children. 

It is seldom too taxing on parents 
to spend ten minutes a day listening 
to their children read or playing a 
reading game together. Yet it is 
physically impossible for a school 
to provide ten minutes of individual 
reading work daily with each child. 
For a teacher of thirty children, 
this would consume five hours a day 
with no time for transitions, group 
instruction, or work in any other 
topic. 

-Annette Breiling, "Using 
Parents as Teaching Partners." 
The Beading Teacher, November, 
1976. 

One of the most important factors in 
a child's attitude toward reading is 
the home environment. Edward Lee 
Thorndike (1972), in his study of 
reading comprehension in 15 countries, 
found that family style was by far the 
strongest variable in reading achieve-
ment. 

Where parents are able to provide a 
literate environment, the child and 
school show high achievement. Parents 
can help foster desirable attitudes by 
making reading a basic part of family 
life and setting. Set aside at least 
15 to 20 minutes each day for the entire 
family to do recreational reading in a 
book, newspaper or magazine. 

When children see their parents reading, 
a favorable attitude toward reading is 
established. Children's sense of 
values, to a large extent, are estab-
lished in the home. If reading is im-
portant to parents, then it is very 
likely that the child will attach equal 
importance. 

-Nancy Eberhart, Columbus Dis-
patch, February 15, 1979. 



An extensive body of normative litera-
ture suggests that reading to young 
children enhances their language de-
velopment (Templin, 1957; MacKinnon, 
1959; Durkin, 1972; Department of 
Education and Science-Bullock, 1975) 
and is related to reading success 
(Almy, 1958; Durkin, 1972, 1974). 
Educators have urged frequent oral 
reading to young children in the be-
lief that "language is as much caught 
as taught" (Durkin, 1972). Several 
methodological texts on the teach-
ing of reading urge parents to read 
to young children because books and 
stories provide children with "models 
of book language"—an extremely 
important concept for young children. 
(Durkin, 1972). 

-James E. Flood, "Parental 
Styles in Reading Episodes 
With Young Children," The 
Reading Teacher, May 1977. 

A school system without parents at 
its foundation is just like a bucket 
with a hole in it. 

-Jesse Jackson, Working With 
Parents, 1979. 

Recently the state of Pennsylvania 
gave reading tests to a selected 
group of elementary school chil-
dren from various areas. In addi-
tion, each child was asked certain 
questions about reading at home. 
When the replies were tallied, it 
was found that the best readers had 
certain experiences in common: 

1. They saw their parents reading 
at home. 

2. They had books, magazines, and 
newspapers to read at home. 

3. They watched less television 
than the children with low 
reading scores. 

On the other hand, children with 
the lowest scores on the reading 
tests did not see adults reading 

at home, had no books or magazines, 
and watched a great deal more tele-
vision than the best readers. 

It is not difficult to conclude that 
parents and the quality of family life 
made the difference for those two 
groups of children. 

-Nancy Larrick, "Forword," 
Helping Children Read, 1980. 

Research shows parent interest in a 
child's education improves the school 
performance. If parents become in-
volved in Title I programs, their 
interest may be continued throughout 
the rest of a child's education 
career. 

-Linda Brown, Federal Education 
Project of Lawyers' Committee 
for Civil Rights, Education 
Daily, December 7, 1979. 

Educators are aware that the whole 
process of learning to read does 
not occur solely in the classroom 
and parents are a primary force in 
their children's education. The 
teacher teaches the child to read, 
but the family motivates him, pro-
vides the experiential background, 
and reinforces learning as it pro-
gresses. Parent participation in 
the child's ongoing education is 
vital in the areas of motivation, 
reinforcement, and enrichment. 

Today's parents are interested; they 
want to help their children learn to 
read. If we expect them to under-
stand and support what is being done 
with their children and to enlarge 
upon these efforts, the schools must 
assume responsibility for parent educa-
tion. When educational programs are 
available to them, parents can learn to 
use many skills effectively. 

-Evelyn M. Pickarts, "Learning 
to Read - With a Parental 
Assist, Today's Education, 
February, 1971. 



Children are great mimics. If they 
see that their parents enjoy reading 
and feel that reading is important, 
they will tend to do the same. Con-
sequently, parents were encouraged 
in many different ways to read, both 
to themselves and to their children... 
Research has shown that family life 
exerts a lasting influence on chil-
dren and that parental example is 
extremely influential... 

-Irving Baker, Fran Durdeck, 
Elizabeth H. Howell, Mimi 
Schmitt, "Children's Lit-
erature at Home Base," 
The Reading Teacher, 
May 1975. 

As teachers, we take pride in seeing 
our children become successful, en-
thusiastic readers. We congratulate 
ourselves that we have done our job 
well. Too often, we forget that we 
are not the only influences on the 
children in our classroom. We for-
get one all-important ingredient-
the children's parents. Parents, 
more often than not, are the key to 
a child's success. Parental support 
is a vital factor in most successful 
reading programs. 

Children spend more waking hours with 
their parents than they do with either 
their peers or their teachers. The 
home is the strongest single influence, 
positive or negative, on the child. 
As teachers, we can make this influence 
more positive by insuring that our 
approach to parent involvement is 
positive. 

In the past, parent involvement has 
often been interpreted as parents 
working for the teacher in the class-
room. Instead, emphasis should be 
placed on parents working for the 
child in the home. The difference is 
crucial. 

Teachers are skilled professionals, 
trained and experienced in presenting 
and evaluating a carefully designed, 

structured reading program to give 
children the skills they need to read 
fluently and with understanding. 
Just as doctors, lawyers, and den-
tists do not ask clients to help them 
do their professional jobs, teachers 
should not be asking parents to come 
into the classroom to help them carry 
out their professional duties. Rather, 
they should be giving assistance, ideas, 
and concrete suggestions to the parents 
for helping their children at home... 

During the school year, the teacher 
has the opportunity to set the cli-
mate with the parents of the students 
in his/her classroom. Parent meet-
ings are one way of doing this, but 
such meetings often consist of us (the 
teachers) telling what we plan to do. 
Parents are interested and need to 
know what will be occurring in the 
child's "school day." However, we 
need to spend more time giving the 
parents practical suggestions for 
what should and could occur in the 
child's "home day." 

In your discussion it is essential to 
be informal, to avoid education jar-
gon, and to attempt to relate to 
parents in an honest concerned manner. 
The primary goal should be to estab-
lish good rapport and a relationship 
of trust and respect. You want the 
parents to know that you are sincerely 
eager to teach their child but that 
you can do this effectively only if 
they are willing to help their own 
child at home... 

-Patricia S. Koppman, "Parent 
Involvement - One Key to a 
Successful Reading Program," 
The Allyn and Bacon Reading 
Newsletter, Number 4, 1979. 

My goal is to somehow get every 
parent of every school child in-
volved with his/her own child's 
education. 

-Dorothy Gotlieb, Colorado 
State Board of Education 



In interviews with 1,045 mothers, 
Gallup found that 70% of high-
achieving first graders were read 
to by their mothers. 

-George Gallup, "First Annual 
Poll of public Attitudes Toward 
Education," Idea Reporter, Winter 
1969. 

The International Study of Educational 
Achievement (1973), completed by Swedish 
social scientists, found the home to be 
of critical importance. In a survey of 
258,000 students, 50,000 teachers from 
9,700 schools in 19 countries, the over-
all finding as reported by the New York 
Times was: Home is a crucial factor: 
the home is more important than the 
school to a child's overall achievement. 
The study supports American findings 
published by James Coleman in 1966 that 
the children's home background is more 
important to their success than the im-
pact made by the school. The number of 
books and magazines in a student's home 
had a greater effect on achievement in 
literature than income and education of 
the student's family. 

-Fred Hechinger, "Home is a Crucial 
Factor," New York Times, May 26, 
1973. 

The home and parent factors which have 
been found to relate most highly to 
academic achievement are these: 1) par-
ental concern and support for achievement 
and learning; how valuable parents hold 
schooling to be; the amount of substan-
tive guidance and support the parent is 
able to give the child in school; 2) 
the amount and kind of verbal interaction 
between parent and child; 3) maternal 
teaching style, the manner in which the 
parent interacts and responds to the 
child; 4) home resources for general 
learning, including magazines, books, 
toys, and games. 

-Milbrey McLaughlin, "Parent 
Involvement in Compensatory 
Education Programs," #6, Policy 
Research in Education Series 
Cambridge, Mass., 1971 

Children will become readers only if 
their emotions are engaged, their 
imaginations stretched and stirred 
by what they find on printed pages. 
The truly literate are not those who 
know how to read, but those who read 
-fluently, responsively, critically, 
and because they want to. That is 
why children's literature is so im-
portant in the process of learning 
to read. Tales well-told in poetry 
or prose, facts made unforgettable 
by an artist's words, and pictures 
nourish the imagination and develop 
a desire to read. Experiencing such 
books with delight is the first step 
toward becoming a lifelong reader 
and lover of books. 

The children able to profit most from 
instruction in reading are those who 
come to school already interested in 
books. The mechanics of reading 
instruction may be left to the schools, 
but school reading lessons can be 
futile unless the young child is con-
vinced that reading is worth the time 
and effort. Early, enjoyable experi-
ence with books offers powerful per-
suasion that reading is worthwhile. 
Taking delight in the exploits of 
Horton the Elephant and Curious 
George comes before taking an inter-
est in the vagaries of long and short 
vowel sounds. 

The parents who provide pleasurable 
experiences with literature, imagina-
tive literature in particular (stories 
and poems in which ideally language is 
used with intensity and power in a 
direct appeal to the feelings and the 
imagination), are helping their chil-
dren learn the joy of reading. Fine 
literature—interesting, well-written 
stories and poems—is the most effec-
tive "reading program" ever devised. 
Furthermore, it is only the art of 
literature that can successfully 
counter the drawing power of tele-
vision and the mass media. 

-Glenna Sloan, "Good Books Make 
Reading Fun for Your Child," 
International Reading Association 
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SCHOOL-HOME COMMUNICATION 
a. Home Visits 

To get the program off to a good start, visit the home 
of every child soon after the opening of school. Home 
visits can be a rewarding experience for parent, stu-
dent and teacher. Parent and child alike should be 
included and they will regard the home visit as an in-
dication of genuine interest. While such visits will 
be time consuming, they will establish communication 
and rapport which will be valuable throughout the year. 
Teachers who make home visits report that the time 
spent represents an investment which pays for itself 
many times over during the year. Observation of the 
student in the home environment often gives insight as 
to the behavior the student displays in the school 
setting. 
In addition to the initial visits by the teacher, home 
visits can also be an activity carried out by parent 
liaison aides or parent activity coordinators during 
the year. Such visits would be particularly beneficial 
in situations where parents, who because of small child-
ren or other reasons, find it difficult to come to the 
school. 
Guidelines for Home Visits 

Home visits should be by appointment only. Appointments 
can be initiated via a letter (See Appendix 1 for sample) 
accompanied by a return form indicating the parent's 
choice of time for the visit. A follow-up should be 
made on those parents not responding to the initial 
communication. 
Definite purposes should be established for home visits. 
Examples of such a purpose would be: sharing informa-
tion about the Title I program and services being pro-
vided to the child, sharing information about upcoming 
activities for parents, delivering a gameboard and skill 
cards, or delivering a paperback book to the child as a 
gift. Basic to sharing is the eliciting of ideas from 
parents. What insights does the parent have about the 
child? What has the parent done at home with the child 
that might be effectively shared? 
Quite often the parent and child have planned something 
special for refreshments and the teacher can share in 
this hospitality by bringing along a bag of cookies. 
Home visits should be brief but not hurried—a half hour 
is a reasonable period of time for the visit. At least 
fifty percent of the time should be spent listening to 
parent and child. 



Advanced planning will facilitate successful home 
visits. The Home Visit Plan (See Appendix 2) can 
be used to insure that individualized objectives 
will be set and important items will not be 
forgotten. 
After the home visit is completed, a report can be 
made to indicate who was present, materials taken 
and outcomes of the visit. For a sample Home Visit 
Report, see Appendix 3. 
Sample Activity With a_ Purpose 

On a home visit, take along three paperback books 
of appropriate interest/readability level for the 
student. These books can be suitable for reading 
by the student or parent reading to the student. 
Upon completion books are returned in exchange for 
three more. The Reading Calendar (See Appendix 9) 
is an excellent supplement to this activity. It is 
appropriate for the student to record time spent 
reading on his/her own or time spent by the parent 
reading to the child. 
Resources 

For staff members, administrators, or others inter-
ested in setting up a home visitation program, a 
book by Ira Gordon and William Breivogel, Building 
Effective Home-School Partnerships (Allyn and Bacon, 
1976), provides a comprehensive treatment of this 
topic. The book covers the selection, recruitment, 
and training of home visitors and includes chapters 
on the role of the parent, home visitor, administrator, 
and teacher in a home visitation program. Guidelines 
for designing home learning activities and sample 
recording forms for home visits are also included. 
Appalachia Educational Laboratory, Inc. Home visitor's 
Handbook. Charleston, W.Va.: Appalachia Educational 
Laboratory, 1972. 
Gotts, Edward E., ed. The Home Visitor's Kit: Training 
and Practitioner Materials for Paraprofessionals in 
Family Settings. New York: Human Sciences Press, 1977 
(contains home visitor's notebook, parent's notebook, 
and home visitor's resource materials). 
The Portage Guide to Home Teaching. Portage, Wisc.: 
The Portage Project, 1975. 
Shearer, M., and D. Shearer. "The Portage Project: 
A Model for Early Childhood Education," Exceptional 
Children 36(1972): 210-17. 



b. Individual Letter 
One method of establishing initial communication with 
parents is through an individual letter. The formal-
ity and content of the letter is a matter of the per-
sonal preference of the writer. 
An informal letter is more personal in tone and might 
be handwritten. This type of letter will introduce 
the program to the parents. It is a means of letting 
them know how important they are in terms of their 
child's success and lays the groundwork for building a 
partnership between home and school. A letter could 
also be the initial announcement for a get-acquainted 
meeting or upcoming activities for parents. 
A less personal, more formal letter would be type-
written. It could contain a description of Title I 
and the services being provided for the child. (See 
Appendix 4) 
A combination of these two letter types might be ap-
propriate for some teachers. A personal note to the 
parent would be followed by a description of the 
program. 



c. Open House 
Hold an "Open House" in the evening early in the fall 
so that the whole family can participate. Suggestions 
for insuring a successful open house are as follows: 
Preparation for the Open House 

Have each student create an invitation for his or her 
family. Invitations could also be extended to other 
teachers in the building and board members. A poster 
contest could be used as an incentive for parents to 
attend an open house. This must be a parent-child 
project. Poster board is sent home to each family. 
The theme for the posters is any feeling or thought 
about reading and what it means in life. The parent 
must be an active participant in creating the poster 
and sign the poster as testimony of his/her involvement. 
Parental attendance at the open house is a prerequisite 
to the poster being judged. For the contest announce-
ment and criteria for judging the posters, see Appendix 
5. Before the open house, students can help prepare the 
classroom, create bulletin boards and displays of their 
work, and make refreshments. Students can also help in 
decorating a handmade tablecloth. 
Parents arriving at the school for open house activities 
will feel especially welcome when they see their picture 
on a WELCOME PARENTS bulletin board. Each student draws 
a picture of the parent(s) who will be coming to the 
open house. Suggest that the student draw the parent in 
the attire he/she hopes the parent will wear to the open 
house. Cut the pictures of the parents out and arrange 
the pictures in an attractive format on the bulletin 
board. Label each parent group by name (i.e., Mr. and 
Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Jones, Mr. Brown and Grandma). After the 
open house, the parents take their picture home to enjoy. 

Another idea for brightening the classroom is to have 
each student trace around his body on butcher paper, 
color it, and have the paper cut-out of himself sitting 
in his chair I 
A treasure hunt developed by the child for his parents 
is an interesting and fun activity. Each child writes 
specific clues for his parents to follow: for example, 
"Look under my desk for the next clue," "Look for your 
next clue behind the ivy plant on the window." The 
parent's name should be on the back of each clue in case 
more than one child should choose the same hiding place. 
The treasure hunt might end for everyone at the refresh-
ment table. 



A friendly atmosphere can be created the moment 
parents enter the door by having a student or 
teacher greet guests as they enter. Fresh or 
handmade papier-mache flowers add a bright touch 
and name tags will insure that everyone is wel-
comed by name. Following an overview of the pro-
gram by the teacher, students can describe and 
demonstrate classroom activities. One way of 
organizing the evening is to set up stations in 
the room. Parents and other guests can move 
from station to station to see the variety of 
instructional activities in the program. Stu-
dents might also like to actually involve their 
parents in completing vocabulary and comprehen-
sion activities, playing reading games, etc. 
Provide babysitting for the youngest children 
and refreshments for all. Before the parents 
leave, whet their appetite for more involvement 
by describing upcoming activities for parents. 



d. Parent Visitation Day(s) 
The parents will welcome a special invitation to visit 
the school at a time when their child is involved in 
the learning process. The invitation designates a time 
for the parents to visit the classroom during their 
child's reading period. 
This type of invitation is more personal than the gen-
eralized "you are welcome to visit the program anytime" 
approach. 
The addition of coffee/cookies adds the final touch, 
re-emphasizing this message: Parents--you are an im-
portant component of your child's school life. Your 
presence in the classroom affirms this message to 
your child. 

Visitation Activity Example 

A full week is set aside for parent visitations. 
The parent(s) of each child is extended an invitation 
to visit the classroom during a specific time in which 
the child is involved in reading. 
The format of the visitation day may be composed of 
any of the following student reading activities: 

language experience 
skill development 
read along 
audio/visual 
reading games 
independent reading 

A very effective procedure is one in which the student 
demonstrates to the parent(s) the use of the audio/ 
visual equipment or, for another example, explains the 
end goals of a reading contest. The main objective is 
to relate to the parent the vital role which learning 
to read plays in the life of the child. 



e. Happy Gram 
The Happy Gram, patterned after the telegram, is 
designed to send home notes that convey student 
praise. This form of home communication proved 
to be so effective that additional ideas such as 
the "Warm Fuzzy" came into being. 

This type of recognition operates on the following 
principle: the rewarding of small units of posi-
tive behavior tends to insure larger units of posi-
tive behavior. Take Home Praise (See Appendix 6) 
is an example of the type of home communication which 
reinforces small units of behavior. 
Certainly, the student need not be reinforced for 
every positive behavior; rather, the teacher should 
insure that each student receives recognition peri-
odically throughout the school year. 
Resources for Recognition Awards 

Frank Shaffer Publications, Inc. 
26616 Indian Peak Road 
Dept. 27M 
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274 
Teacher's Pet 
400D 
Templeton Gap 
Colorado Springs, CO 80907 
Good Apple 
Box 299 
Carthage, IL 62321 

Teech-up Co., Inc. 
P.O. Box 4232 
Overland Park, KS 66204 
The Learning Works 
P.O. Box 6187 
Santa Barbara, CA 93111 
Trend Enterprises, Inc. 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55165 
Teacher's Helper 
5330 Sheridan 
Denver, CO (Tel: 433-2503) 
Take Home Praise 
Educational Creations 
P.O. Box 33696 
Denver, CO 802 33 



Good News Call 

Another method of relating positive information about 
the child to the parent is a Good News Call. These 
calls, made via the telephone, keep the parents in 
close communication with the school. During these 
brief, informative calls the teacher can share pro-
gress the child is making, special projects that 
have been completed or special contributions the 
child has made to the program. 



g. Special Occasion Cards 
Mail time can be special for people of all ages. 
Receiving a card or letter can be a highlight for 
children whether it is sent by the U.S. Postal Ser-
vice or via a classroom mailbox. 
Birthday Card 

The most important day of the year to a child is 
his/her birthday. This is a day to remember and 
share with others. A note or card saying "Happy 
Birthday" lets the child know his/her birthday 
was remembered. 
Get Well Card 

When a child is absent three or more days send a 
We Miss You or Get Well Card home which includes 
a personal note to the child from the teacher and/ 
or classmates. This conveys that the child is missed 
when absent. For students who are absent for exten-
ded periods, a weekly log of class activities or tape-
recorded messages from classmates might be shared. 
Holiday Card 

Valentine's Day, Halloween, St. Patrick's Day and 
other holidays are a perfect time for a card. This 
is another way of making children feel special. 
Missing Tooth 

A child experiencing the first loss of a tooth finds 
the occasion to be every bit as meaningful as Christ-
mas or a birthday. The recognition of this event by 
classmates and the teacher makes this a special day 
to remember. 
The Missing Tooth Award special occasion card, pur-
chased through Good Apple, is a means of recognition 
and one the student will certainly treasure. To make 
the day even more meaningful, read The Tooth Fairy, 
a delightful story about what the Tooth Fairy does 
with all the teeth she collects. 
Resources 

Missing Tooth Award 
Special Occasion Pads 
Good Apple 
Box 2 99 
Carthage, IL 62 321 

The Tooth Fairy 
Addison Wesley Publish-

ing Co. 
2725 Sand Hill Road 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 



h. Grandparents' Day 
Bring both real and/or "buddy" grandparents to 
school for a day of special activities and lunch. 
Invite grandparents and senior citizens (remem-
ber that some children do not have grandparents 
or they have grandparents who live far away) to 
come to school. Request an RSVP the day before 
so that adequate food can be prepared. Provide 
a special place for lunch, paper tablecloths, and 
children's table decor. Plan special activities 
after lunch, such as children interviewing guests, 
guests telling or reading stories to children, or 
children reading stories they have written. 



i. Note From a V.I.P. 
When a child has done exceptionally well, request 
that the principal or superintendent send a note 
home to the child's parent(s). This can boost the 
child's self esteem and promote parent goodwill. 



Newsletter 
Send home a monthly or quarterly newsletter, news-
notes, or open letter to parents. This can include 
samples of children's writing or drawings, parent 
activities, and ways the parents can supplement 
school activities at home. Parent volunteers can 
assist in editing, gathering news, using the mimeo-
graph machine and distributing the newsletter. A 
theme can be used as a focal point for each news-
letter. In large districts which publish one news-
letter for a number of participating schools, one 
page each month can be used to feature a school and 
include the pictures and work of children at that 
school. (See Appendix 7 for sample pages from a 
monthly newsletter.) 



Rationale 
for 

Letter Contents 

Child's attendance 
a valuable contri-
bution to visit. 

Parent reading to 
child or child 
reading alone: 
either can be 
beneficial. 

Provide the parent 
with choices for 
time of visit. 

HOME VISIT SAMPLE LETTER 

Dear Mrs. Ima Goodmom, 
It is my hope to meet with all of the 

parents this fall. If it is convenient, I 
would appreciate the opportunity of meeting with 
you and Willy during the period between October 
3rd to October 5th. 

The purpose of the visit is to acquaint 
Willy and you with books which can be enjoyed 
by both of you. 

You will find a visitation schedule at-
tached to this letter. I am requesting that 
you indicate several choices of time for the 
visit. Please have Willy return this form to 
me. 

If you nave any questions regarding the 
visitation, please call me at 333-3333. 

Sincerely, 

Wanda B. Helpful 
Title I Teacher 

Visitations are scheduled during the following blocks of time: 

Saturday visits can 
be planned offering 
a wider time range. 

2:15-2:45 
3:00-3:30 
3:35-4:15 
4:30-5:00 
6:00-6:30 
6:45-7:15 

When sending confir-
mation, suggest parent 
make note of appointment 
on the calendar. 

October 3rd October 4th October 5th 

Indicate several choices of time by placing 
an (X) in the appropriate spaces. A letter 
will follow confirming your appointment 
time. 

Please sign below and have Willy return 
this form by September 20. 

Signed 



Appendix 2 

HOME VISIT PLAN 

Parent's Name 
Child's Name 
Address 
Telephone 
Date 
Home visit to be made by (teacher, aide, parent activities coordinator) 

General goals 
Parent: 
Child: 

Specific objectives 
Parent: 
Child: 

Opener: 

Discuss accomplishments: 

Child/Parent/Visitor time: 

Points to emphasize: 

Parent/Visitor time: 

Planning for next visit: 

Conclusion: 

REMINDERS 

Materials needed: 

Notes: 



HOME VISIT REPORT 

Date of visit 
Name of parent(s): 

Other children's 
Name (child) : Age Ages 
Home visit made by Time to 

1. Materials taken: 

2. Objectives/plans for this visit: 

3. People present during visit: 

4. Factors affecting accomplishment of the plans/objectives: 

5. Progress made: 

6. Problems identified: 

7. Objectives/plans to be included for next visit: 



Appendix 4 
SAMPLE INTRODUCTORY LETTERS 

Dear , 

C o n g r a t u l a t i o n s ! I am happy to inform you that your 
child has been selected to participate in the Title I ESEA 
Reading Program this year. 

Title I is the largest federal aid-to-education program 
in this country. It provides funds to school districts for 
supplementary assistance for children who are achieving be-
low their age level in areas such as reading, math, or 
language arts. 

A Title I teacher who is specially trained in reading 
and a Title I aide meet daily for 45 minutes with very small 
groups of children. During the time when your child is in 
the reading lab, s/he is involved in activities designed to 
strengthen his/her skills in reading. The individualized 
help your child receives in the lab is in addition to the 
reading instruction provided in the regular classroom. 

Your child comes to Title I at every day. 
Please come visit the Title I Reading Lab. 

We will have many activities planned for parents this 
year and we hope you will become i n v o l v e d ! 

Sincerely, 

Title I Teacher 



OAK RIDGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

September 17, 1979 

Dear Parents of : 

At Oak Ridge we are fortunate to have just begun Title I. Title I is a 
reading program designed to provide kindergarten through sixth grade students 
with additional reinforcement in reading skills. Your child was selected to 
participate in Title I on the basis of teacher recommendation and reading 
achievement scores. For approximately twenty to thirty minutes a day 

will leave his/her classroom and receive supplementary 
reading work in the Title I classroom. 

In Title I, materials for growth in reading skills include kits, books, 
equipment and games. These are all designed to strengthen your child's basic 
reading skills. Language experience activities and creative writing are also 
on this year's activity list. 

Your input into the Title I program is needed. Several events are 
scheduled beginning with an Open House, so that we can 
meet and share ideas. Also in September, Oak Ridge parents will elect a 
parent committee composed of parents of students in the Title I program. 
This committee acts in an advisory capacity to the principal and teachers 
in the Title I program. Membership on this committee is not too time consuming 
and your ideas are important to us. Please consider serving on this committee. 

Open House invitations will be arriving soon. I do so look forward to 
your visit on and to working with your child this year. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to call me at 123-4000. 

Sincerely, 

Sue Jones 
Title I Teacher 



AURORA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
1085 Peoria Street 

Aurora, Colorado 80011 

Dear DATE: 

Your child, , has been selected for the Title I reading and 
language enrichment program, ARE ABLE. Selection is made in the following manner: 

A general screening, to 
determine the reading needs 
of the children, is con-
ducted in each Title I 
school. 

As part of this screening 
process, the Title I read-
ing teacher analyzes the 
reading progress of the 
children . . . 

. . . and confers with the 
classroom teacher and other 
school personnel to select 
those children who have the 
greatest need for special 
instruction in reading at 
this time. 

After the students are selected for the program: 

Further diagnostic tests 
are given to determine the 
specific needs of each 
child. 

The children then work on 
these areas of need in a 
small group with the spe-
cial reading teacher. 
Group situations will vary 
from school to school. 

Students are also eligible 
for help in other areas, 
such as counseling and 
health. 



Parent Letter Page 2 

Parents may help their students by: 

Being involved in the 
school's Advisory Council, 
and/or the District Advi-
sory Council, to learn 
more about your children's 
growth, learning and 
behaviors, and the Title I 
program. 

Visiting the PAC resource 
room at Crawford School 
to check out books and 
games for your child and 
books and pamphlets for 
yourself. 

Signing up for the Reward-
ing Reading Program. 

I hereby give permission for my child 
the Title I reading program ARE ABLE. 

to participate In 

Parent Guardian 

I would prefer to discuss this placement personally. Please call me at 

Parent Guardian 



AURORA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
1085 Peor ia Street 

A u r o r a , Co lo rado 80011 

Dear D A T E : 

The Rewarding Reading P r o g r a m will be offered again this y e a r . Parents who par t i c i -
pated last year were m o s t enthusiastic . If, after reading the fol lowing information, you 
have further questions, p lease f e e l f ree to contact your ch i ld ' s A R E A B L E teacher at 
schoo l . 
The Rewarding Reading P r o g r a m works this way: 

The teacher se lects a game that 
will r e in force a skil l your child is 
working on in reading c l a s s . 

The t e a c h e r ' s aide will bring the 
game to y o u r home , explain how to 
play it, and leave it f o r a week. 

During the week, you play the game 
with your child. The number of 
t imes will depend on the amount of 
t ime you have to give and the chi ld 's 
interest in the game. 

s choo l is scheduled 
ning the week of and 

The fo l lowing week the aide will 
c o m e back to your home to pick up 
the game and leave a dif ferent one 
with you. This wil l continue f o r 8 
weeks . 

f o r the Rewarding Reading P r o g r a m beg in-
ending the week of 

P lease complete and return: 

I would like to participate in the Rewarding Reading P r o g r a m . 
Have an side contact me for an appointment. 

I wil l not be able to participate this year . 

Name 

Phone No. 

• 
• 



Appendix 5 
Open House Poster Contest 

Create A Reading Poster Contest 
We are furnishing the poster board. You furnish 
the color and the imagination. 

THEME: Any feelings about reading and what 
it means in life. 

THIS MUST BE A PARENT-CHILD PROJECT 
Entries will be judged on: 

CREATIVITY 
MESSAGE 
COMPOSITION 
TEAM WORK (PARENT-CHILD) 
ORIGINALITY 
NEATNESS 

CHILD) 

Questions 
Etc. 

Prizes will be awarded for: 
MOST HUMOROUS 
CLEVEREST 
MOST ARTISTIC 
MOST UNUSUAL 
BEST SLOGAN 

TITLE I READING OPEN HOUSE 
October 16, 1979 7 p.m. 

WHERE: Title I Reading Room, Montview Elementary School 
Posters will be judged and prizes awarded on this night. 

Parents must be present to win. 

(Contributed by Naydene Eyre, Title I Teacher, 
Aurora Public Schools, Aurora, Colorado.) 



Reprinted from Take Home Praise with permission. 
Appendix 6 

a n d w o r k e d today 



You 

t o o , if you 
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TITLE I OPEN HOUSE 

An open house was held the week of Nov. 5 
through 8. Parents were invited to attend 
Title I Reading and/or Math with their child 
during his or her regular Title time on any 
one of these days. For those who were unable 
to get to school during the day, a special 
session was held on Tuesday evening Nov. 6. 
Title I students accompanied their parents 
to this session. We were extremely pleased 
with the excellent turnout that we had for 
our open house week. We appreciate the 
extra effort you all put forth to visit us 
during this week. We enjoyed this chance 
to chat with you. If you were unable to 
stop by during this time, please feel free 
to call and set up a time when it will be 
convenient for you to come visit your child 
in Title I. 



2 5c WORDS 

The following are a list of words that 
the children have used in a sentence 
and have put in the "piggy bank." 

Laura Rodriguez - concussion, amuses, 
chauvanist, communicate, startled, 
isolated, technical, explanation, 
vaccination, billy, prejudice, respond, 
delinquent, astounding, vegetable, 
consolation, penitentiary, abbreviation 

Curtis Webbe - infinity 

Melaney Hughes - astigmatism 

Tacha Campbell - fortissimo, castigate, 
opportunity, communicate, participate, 
racketeer, impress, neglect, confusing, 
increasing, emeralds, penicillin, 
confounded, perceiving, introduced, 
education, hospitalized, photograph 

Sherry Dickson - opportunity 

Michelle Hill - mythology, experience, 
automobile 

Tricia Dory - co-operation 

Amy Washburn - actually 

Cindy Kuss - character, imagination 

TINY TIDBITS FROM TITLE 

The children were asked special Thanks-
giving questions and their answers 
were put on Pilgrims. 

The question was asked, what are you 
having for dinner: 

Christopher Hilburn: Turkey, mashed 
potatoes, macaroni and cheese, pie and 
ice cream. 
Johnny Strong - turkey and liver 
Robbie Amack - turkey, potatoes, root 
beer float 
Malinda Hall - salad, pepsi and turkey 

What are you thankful for: 

Sue Simmons: For God and the Indians for 
helping the Pilgrims so there is a 
Thanksgiving 
Kerry Ecton - for food and my football 
team 
Sam Bergman - the food God created 
Sheila Shapland - thankful for her 
missing tooth, her bed and a good 
mattress 

Where are you going for Thanksgiving: 

J. C. Falbo - My house. All my uncles, 
cousins, aunts and grandma will come. 
Sherry Dickson - might go to grandma's 
in Baltimore, Md. 
Mike Stevens - going to eat dinner at 
grandma's who lives in New York 
Tony Rodaway - will eat dinner at his 
oldest grandma's house. 

Lonnie Staton - consonant 



PARENT/CHILD ACTIVITY CALENDARS 



2. PARENT/CHILD ACTIVITY CALENDARS 
a. Activity Calendar: What Did We Do Together Today? 

This is an open-ended calendar for each month which 
can be given to a parent. Suggestions for parents 
can be written along the sides and bottom. For 
example, activities might include "listened to child 
tell a story," "took child to library," and "read a 
magazine article together." This focuses the par-
ent's attention on the importance of doing things 
with the child. (See Appendix 8) 

b. _ Reading Calendar 
Each month, the child starts a new "reading" calendar. 
S/he sets a goal as to how many minutes s/he will read 
daily. The child records the actual amount of time 
spent reading each day on the calendar. (See Appendix 
9) This focuses the parent's and the child's attention 
on how much actual reading is done at home and helps to 
establish a daily reading habit. If the goal is not 
met at the end of the month, the child and parent could 
discuss the following possibilities: 

maybe too much time is spent watching television 
the selections might have been too difficult 
special time could be planned just for reading 
parent and child could read together 
child could choose selections of special 
interest to him 
perhaps the goal was too high 

After discussion, a new calendar is started with any 
changes decided by the child. 



c. Things To Do and Read 
Prepare a monthly calendar for parents suggesting 
activities they might do each day with their child-
ren to reinforce learning in school. The calendar 
for the whole year can be prepared in advance and 
given to parents in September, or a calendar for 
each month can be prepared and sent home with the 
child a few days before the end of each month. 
Resources 

Fuzzy's Fun Calendar has been developed especially 
for parents by the Dallas Independent School District, 
Dallas, Texas. It contains a variety of ideas for 
games to play, places to go, books to read, and things 
to do using a monthly calendar format, with one sugges-
tion for each day, and photographs of children. One 
side of the page is in English and the other in Spanish. 
The calendar announces parent advisory and school board 
meetings, as well as suggests many fun and creative ac-
tivities, ranging from "Send fun telegrams to your child 
by cutting and pasting words from magazines to make mes-
sages" (October 10); to "National Popcorn Week. Pop a 
batch of popcorn—so yummy in the tummy" (October 24); 
or "Finger Paints: 3Tbsp. sugar, 1/2 cup cornstarch, 
2 cups cold water, food coloring. Mix the first two 
ingredients and then add the water. Cook over low heat, 
stirring constantly until well blended (November 27); 
"Have child make wrapping paper by finger painting de-
signs on paper " (November 28) . 
While this calendar could not be used in other school 
districts, it can be used as a source of ideas for 
creating a calendar. The Title I program in the Jef-
ferson County, Colorado schools created a calendar, 
International Year of the Child (1979-80) using the 
Dallas calendar as a resource. (See Appendix 10 for 
a sample page.) 
A Calendar of Home/School Activities by JoAnne Patricia 
Brosnahan and Barbara Walters Milne (Goodyear Publishing 
Company, 1978) contains reproducible activities for pri-
mary grade children which the teacher can send home. 
Part One deals with motivational ideas and simple read-
ing activities. Part Two contains activities for each 
month. A few of the monthly topics are metrics, basic 
food groups, and plants. Part Three contains arts and 
crafts activities. 



d. Places-To-Go Calendar 
The idea of a Places-To-Go Calendar is to increase 
awareness of local events, places to go and enrich-
ing experiences designed for the whole family. A 
parent volunteer can do the compilation, typing and 
reproduction. The editor or compiler subscribes to 
local events calendars and the weekend section of 
the local newspaper. These are used to make the 
school calendar. Compilers look for those events and 
places that supplement, not duplicate, the work of 
the school. All events are listed with necessary in-
formation such as addresses, phone numbers and prices. 
Arranged in easy-to-read calendar format, this is use-
ful for all grade levels. The calendar can be distri-
buted separately or as part of a newsletter. 
To involve children in constructing a calendar, 
parents could agree to take one or more children to 
an event or place and parents could assist the child-
ren in writing up their findings using a standard 
format. The calendar could be divided into fall, 
winter, spring, and summer. 
Resources 

As Kids See Denver '79 is an extensive guidebook 
describing over 100 "fun things to do" in Denver. 
It contains information on tours, visitor hours, 
and costs. The guidebook was written by fourth 
grade students at Dennison Elementary School in Jef-
ferson County, Colorado. It contains seven categories 
of things to do: (1) Historic sites and museums, (2) 
Animals and Nature (animals, botanic gardens, mines, 
parks, planetarium, scenic wonders), (3) Restaurants, 
(4) Transportation and Communication (communication 
museum, elevator ride, train ride, transportation 
museum, radio, newspapers), (5) Amusement and Recrea-
tion (amusement parks, sports centers, theaters), (6) 
Business and Organizations, and (7) Public Service 
(recreation classes, clubs, courts, library, police). 
Pictures of each student author are included. 



Holiday Reading Calendar 
The excitement of an approaching holiday offers 
an opportunity for enticing the student into 
pleasurable reading activities. The holiday calen-
dar provides a motivational approach for reinforce-
ment of specific skills and for recommended reading 
selections. (For a sample and a description of how 
to construct two holiday calendars, see Appendix 11.) 

Vacation Activity Book 
To keep students involved with learning activities 
during Christmas vacation, on spring break, or dur-
ing the summer months, a Vacation Activity Book 
might be the answer. 
These "things to do" booklets should include a 
variety of activities incorporating reading, math, 
and arts and crafts. The activities should require 
only simple materials found in the home. Many of 
these will be starters to give children ideas for 
developing even more activities. Some suggestions 
might include how to make a pet rock, several riddles 
to try on a friend, word search puzzle, math tricks, 
how to make a mobile, and books that fit the season. 
For sample pages from a Christmas booklet, see 
Appendix 12. 



together 



Appendix 9 

CALENDAR ILLUSTRATION 

Goal 
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Book of Month Selections 

1. 
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TOTAL READING TIME 



Appendix 10 

1979 SEPTEMBER 1979 
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

Decide on a theme and a p lace where 
your child can study and read each 

day. 1 
Help child make puppets to 
act out a story he or she has 
heard or read Use socks, 
paper bags or felt 

2 
Encourage your child to save 
some of his allowance or 
money he gels as gifts Open 
a bank account 

3 4 
PARENT ADVISORY 

5 
COUNCIL 

6 
CONTACT TIME 

7 
P.A.C. MEETING 
Edgewater 7:45 -

8:30 a.m. 

8 
Parents need to set the 
example Do your children 
see you reading and 
enjoying newspapers, 
magazines and books? 

9 10 
Encourage your child to 
make full use of the senses 
— especially in the world of 
nature Observe animals, 
insects, plants, sky 

11 
P.A.C. MEETING 
Foster 11:45 . 

12 
P.A.C. MEETING 
Eiber 3:00 - 4:00 

13 14 
Use the newspaper and have 
child see how many 
compound words he can find 
and circle Example 
mailman butterfly 

15 

16 
Read food advertisements in 
the newspaper Together 
decide which items need to 
be purchased to provide 
mam food courses for a 
week 

17 18 
P.A.C. MEETING 
Lumberg 2:15 

19 20 
Study flower arrangement in 
books and magazines and 
make a scrapbook of clever 
ideas Visit flower displays at 
your local florist 

21 22 
Help child practice 
record-keeping activities. 
Keep track of how much lime 
child devotes to homework 
weekly Record hours of 
sleep child get nightly. 

2 3 24 
Let your child help you take 
care of the house plants 
How often do they need 
watering, fertilizing, and 
dusting? 

• 25 
PARENT COUNCIL 
ELECTIONS 

26 
Plan a visit to your nearest 
library. Introduce yourself 
and your child to the 
children's librarian. 

27 28 
Together with child, learn to 
identify year and model of 
automobiles Start with the 
easy ones like V W bugs. 
Datsuns and Cadillacs 

29 



October 6 th 
October 7th 

October 14th 

th 

October 2 7 t h 



Witch Words 
Can you add more words? 
w wierd 
i icky 
t treat 
c cat 
h haunt 

Try this one— 
"Jack The Bum and the Halloween 
Handout" by Janet Schulman 

Happy Halloween Hints 
1. While wearing your mask, be sure 

you can see. 
2. Trick-or-treat in your own 

neighborhood. 
3. Turn a flash light on so that 

drivers can see you. 
4. Wait until you get home to enjoy 

your treats. 
A book of poems—"Hey-How For 
Halloween" by Lee Bennett Hopkins. 

Make a Jack-o-Lantern Sandwich! 
Directions: With a round cookie 
cutter, cut a circle from your 
favorite bread. Spread it with 
orange soft cheese. Next, decorate 
the sandwich with bits of olives, 
vegetables, nuts and/or pickles. 
Like Riddles? Try "Riddles That 
Rhyme for Halloween Time" by 
Leonard Kessler. 

Rhyme Time 
It's Halloween - I see a bat. 
Look over there - a big black 
A ghost is coming right at me. 
Oh! I wonder just what next I'll 

Read about "Hester" who goes 
trick-or-treating. Byron Barton 
wrote this book. 

Who-o-o-o-o-o-o Are Yo-o-o-o-o-u ? 

I am . 
I live at . 

I go to school. 
On Halloween, I'll be a 

On Halloween night, read "It's 
Halloween" by Jack Prelutsky. 

Scary Scramble 
1. abt 
2. cjak-o-naeltrn 
3. tciwh 
b. hostg 
5. aksm 

Have you read the witch story, 
"Meg and Mog" by Helen Nicholl? 

Missing Vowels 
1. c _ t 
2 . g _ b l _ n 
3. s p k 
A. t r _ c k - r - t r _ t 
5. H _ l l w n 

A good Halloween story? 
"A Book of Ghosts and Goblins" 
by Ruth Manning-Sanders. 

Another Tasty Halloween Treat! 

Try roasted pumpkin seeds - fresh 
out of the oven and sprinkled with 
salt — YUM! 

Did you ever hear of a timid ghost? 
Read "The Ghost Said BOO" by John 
McInnes. 



Directions for Construction of Holiday Reading Calendar 
1. Make a ditto master from Pattern #1 and Pattern #2. 

(See the following four pages for two sample calendars.) 
2. Run desired number of copies (one of each pattern 

per student). 
3. Cut along window lines of Pattern #1 copies. 
4. Type or write activities in Pattern #2 box. 
5. Place pattern #1 window copy over Pattern #2 box copy 

securing with glue on outside edges. 
6. Place appropriate decorations and dates on windows. 



PATTERN #1 



PATTERN #2 

50 

I J 







CHRISTMAS FINGER PLAY 
Here's a great big Christmas tree trimmed with lights and balls. 
(Put tips of fingers of both hands together, palms apart.) 
Here are Santa's little elves; they run when Santa calls. 
(Hold up ten fingers and wiggle them.) 
This is Santa's workshop filled with gifts and toys. 
(Use both hands to form a house.) 
The elves and helpers fill the sleigh, for all good girls and boys. 
(Pretend to be putting large and small toys into sleigh.) 
See the snowflakes falling. 
(Fingers dance like falling snowflakes.) 
See the candles glow. 
(Put up one finger of each hand for candles.) 
See the wreaths upon the door. It's Christmastime, I know! 
(Form wreath.) 

CREATIVE DRAMATICS 



LETTER TO SANTA 

Directions for writing Santa Claus a letter: 
Be sure to start your list early. 
1. Put your address in the upper right hand corner 

(so he will be sure to find your house). 
2. Address Santa nicely. 
3. Write your letter—list the things that you wish 

for and why you deserve them. 
4. Sign your name at the end. 

T o m Blue 
C D 123 Purple Ave. 

Redstone, C o 
80123 

D e a r S a n t a , 

y o u ? I H o w a r e 
am fine. 
I w o u l d like to 
h a v e a train, a 
bike, a h o r s e , a 
t r u c k , a n d a dog. 

I have been very good 
this year. 



POTATO PRINT CHRISTMAS CARDS 
Materials: Potatoes; medium-sharp knife; tempra, poster paints, 

or finger paints; charcoal paper (comes in pads at the 
5 and 10 store). 

Directions: Ask your mom to help you if you are not used to usinq a 
knife very well. Cut the potato in half. Plan out a 
simple design on paper. You don't need to carve a whole 
picture in one potato; just plan a simple design like a 
swirl, a leaf or a small bird for each half potato. If 
you stamp the same design over and over again or a 
combination of different simple designs, you can make a 
whole picture. Carve out the area around the design, 
so the design stands out from the rest of the potato (1). 
To make the card, pull a sheet of charcoal paper off the 
pad. Fold it in half. 
First, paint in the large 1-color shapes, like the 
angels dress and Santa's hat in our cards. Then pick 
your colors, dip the carved part of the potato in that 
color paint and stamp out the patterns wherever you like. 
After you press the stamp down pick it up straight. 
Don't push it sideways or it will smudge. (2) Experiment 
with all kinds of combinations. 
Write a Christmas greeting on the inside of the card. 

CHRISTMAS CARD AND WRAP IDEA 



RIDDLES 

1. What contains more feet in winter than summer? 
2. What toe isn't likely to get stepped on? 
3. When is a child with a cold in the head 

like winter? 

A W Z 
s 
B 
A 
D 
A 
C 
B 
C 
P 
V 
C 
C 
U A 
D D E F I 

G C A N D Y C A N E H E I J J T 
K L M N E O P Q N R S U T F V S W C \ 

B X Y X F Y Z S T D A I B K C G T D U \ 
L M P I R T C O L L D J L K R E H V S \ 

R O L L E R S K A T E E P M Q G D F F A E 
S A N T A C L A U S Q N O P H E N I N N 
N C A R O H L A U G H I N G Z L R R E I 

G R D M E R R Y C H R I S T M A S L T X H 
A S N I O I B O X E S N W X N T R R I S SNOW 
M L N M S A D N C H O R I G S H E V N SLED 
B E D W T R E U I N W T M E D A E D U TOYS 
E A E S M U F F D E E R S L E N S Y S / SLEIGH N T E R A K E E P S M I L I N N G C / ANGEL 
I P R E S E N T S E E S N O W U T 0 
C A T S T O Y S A P U P P Y M K Y S / BULBS 

CANDLE 
CARD 

E C L A R V I S I T T S A N A A S A J BULBS 
CANDLE 
CARD T O P U E S E R U D O L P H N H J 
BULBS 
CANDLE 
CARD O B H C E P R E S E N C A R O L S 

BULBS 
CANDLE 
CARD 

C A G S L E I G O R N A M E N T S V R N I F E A S T H A N R W A G O N \ A D E S K I I N G G E D L C A R D \ B U L B S L L A V A C A T I O N T T S \ E S L S N O W M A N Z V L T P Q A D E M \ H A P P Y H O L I D A Y E H T O M D N A R G ) 
MERRY CHRISTMAS 
REINDEER 
CHRISTMAS TREE 

PRESENTS 
SANTA CLAUS 
SNOWMAN 
ORNAMENTS 
CANDY CANE 

ANSWERS: 1. A skating rink; 2. Mistletoe; 
3. When it blows it's nose (it snows). 

CHRISTMAS GAMES 



PARENTS AS TEACHERS 



3. PARENTS AS TEACHERS 

a. Tips for Parents 
There are numerous means for increasing parent awareness 
of how they can assist their child in the learning pro-
cess. Following are several examples of how this can be 
accomplished. 
General Tips 

Make up a list of general tips for parents. Give the 
list to parents and involve the parents in a discussion 
of each item. This type of meeting would be held early 
in the year and would serve as a "warm-up" for a more 
in-depth workshop or series of workshops. At a minimum 
such a list would include such things as: 

Talk to your children, no matter how young. 
Listen to your children. 
Take your children places. Part of education is 
exposure to a variety of experiences. 
Read with your children. Encourage their questions, 
comments, etc. 
Have your children read to you. Listen when they 
tell you about what they have read. 
Praise children when they do a good job or try hard. 
Schedule a regular time each day for home study and 
reading. 
Monitor television watching. Turn off the TV and do 
something as a family. 

Appendix 13 provides a list of "Reading Tips for Parents." 
Appendix 14 contains a list of pamphlets and books on 
reading for parents. Some of these, such as the IRA read-
ing monographs, are so inexpensive that they could be given 
to parents. Others could be used as resources for creat-
ing tips or suggestions for parents. 
Christmas Tog List for Parents 

With so many different toys and games on the market, it 
is often an overwhelming job to go shopping for a child's 
gift. A more specific "tip" is a suggested list of in-
expensive educational toys and games. To make this list 
truly useful, it is necessary for the teacher to go shopping, 



keeping a wary eye out for toys and games that 
seem educational, but on closer examination are 
really only gimmicks. On such list, "Here's an 
Educational List for Parents," was developed by the 
Title I Resource Center in Jefferson County. It 
includes the name and manufacturer of the item, the 
educational value of the item, and the price and age 
of the child for which it is intended. All of the 
toys on this list are $5.00 or less. (See Appendix 15) 
The National Safety Council has posters and handouts available 
for teachers and parents, stressing the dangers to look 
for when buying gifts for children. These materials on 
toys can be obtained by writing The National Safety 
Council, Washington, D.C., 20207. 

Magazines and Books for Children 

Another tip for parents is a list of children's magazines 
and book clubs. A subscription to a magazine which con-
tains stories, reading activities, and things to make or 
do that comes regularly in the mail is something a child 
looks forward to. Since most of these cannot be purchased 
at a news stand, the address should be provided. It would 
also be a good idea to have samples of these available for 
children and parents to look at before the parent purchases 
a subscription. Appendix 16 contains a sample of the type 
of list which could be distributed to parents. 



b. Send-Home Activities for Parent/Child Interaction 
The home provides an ideal learning environment for 
children. It is important that parents realize what 
an influence they have on their children and how vital 
their support and interest are in improving their child's 
school performance. In the secure environment of the 
home, children may ask questions at any time and usually 
have someone that will listen to what they have to say. 
Parents are often in a position to give individual assis-
tance. Spare moments can be used to bring the parent 
and child closer together while benefiting the child 
academically. 
Parents are usually eager to help their children with 
learning activities when they have a specific idea of 
what to do. Sending home activities for the parent and 
child to work on together indicates to them that their 
support is necessary and important. 
Send home activities can be created by the teacher. 

. Booklets with wallpaper or construction paper 
covers can become vocabulary books. These book-
lets can be sent home along with magazines for 
the child and parent to cut out illustrations for 
vocabulary words. 

. Fishing poles can be made from dowel sticks, with 
a magnet attached to the fishing line. Vocabulary 
word cards, in the shape of fish are then made. 
A paperclip or staple is placed on the fish card. 
The cards are then sent home with the fishing equip-
ment for home practice. 

. A beehive can be cut from paper or made in a three 
dimensional shape using papier-mache. The beehive is 
sent home and as new words are learned at school, they 
are printed on bee-shaped cards to be attached to the 
hive. Other variations of this idea include adding 
petal shaped word cards to a flower, eggs to a basket 
or middle sections to a head and tail portion of a dog. 

. Origami paper and directions for folding a particular 
animal or design can be sent home for the family to 
enjoy while learning to follow directions. 

. Strips of green paper, cut in various lengths, green 
leaves and multi-colored flower petals of construction 
paper can be sent home with directions for making a 
spring flower garden. 



There are published materials available which the 
teacher sends home to provide specific activities for 
parents to do with their children at home. 
Resources 

Take Homes from Instructor Publications, Department R/J, 
Dansville, New York 14337 are ready to use parent/child 
activity sheets filled with exercises on a variety of 
subjects. These were developed with the Home and School 
Institute, Washington, D.C. They are designed for stu-
dents in kindergarten through third grade. 
Mommy, an Egg and I from Educational Creations, P.O. Box 
33696, Denver, CO 80222. This booklet describes activ-
ities to help parents teach basic concepts to students 
in preschool through grade three, using an egg. There 
are things to do and make as well as learning about eggs 
in general. 
You and I from Educational Creations, P.O. Box 33696, 
Denver, CO 80222. A packet of 32 different ideas on 
small cards designed for children ages preschool through 
grade two. These activities can be used as a special 
treat or as a "together time" project. 
Hip Pocket Reading Games from Instructor Publications, 
Department R/J, Dansville, New York 14437. This small 
booklet of reading games will fit in a child's back pocket. 
It is designed for parents and children. On the cover is 
a mini-letter addressed to the parent. 
Families Learning Together is a new publication from the 
Home and School Institute Inc., c/o Trinity College, 
Washington, D.C. 20017. Families Learning Together is 
a series of step-by-step math and reading activities in 
the form of recipes for children in grades K through 6. 
Each recipe provides the reason for the activity, back-
ground information on the subject, and a list of materials 
needed. The activities make use of ordinary household 
items and daily life situations. The parent gains tips 
on effective parenting, and both parent and child gain more 
information about daily life concerns such as nutrition, 
safety and consumer information. The book, which is direc-
ted to parents, can be obtained by sending $12 to the Home 
and School Institute. A selection of sample recipes can 
be obtained by sending $2 and a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope to the same address. 

For more resources on Parent/Child Send Home Activities, 
see Reading Recipes to Send Home in the "Reading Incentive" 
section of this book. 



c. Workshops on Parents as Teachers 
Demonstrated Activities 

The teacher can demonstrate activities and provide 
a written explanation as follow-up. For example, 
The Role of Parents as Teachers, available from the 
U.S. Government Printing Office, is filled with in-
formal math, language, crafts, and problem solving 
activities to do at home. This book is mainly 
directed at parents of young children. At each session, 
parents should discuss how the various activities 
worked. For the beginner, it may be easier to gear 
workshops for certain age levels. 
Make It-Take-It Workshops 

Put on several "Make It-Take-It Basic Skill Activi-
ties Workshops" to help parents become more effective 
teachers of their children at home, with special em-
phasis on home teaching materials that supplement the 
basic skills of reading and math. Parents are asked 
to bring any special materials that are needed (other 
than the usual arts and crafts supplies), such as cans, 
magazines, scrap material, boxes, etc. Have samples 
of the finished products available at the workshop. 
Provide enough time for explaining the how-to's, the 
use of the materials, and some home teaching tips. 
Have sharing time at the end of workshop for parents 
to discuss how they will use the materials at home. 
Open-Ended Gameboard Workshop 

Materials (Per parent/child) 
1 gameboard (See Appendix 17 for sample) 
Magic markers 
Skill cards 
Gameboard pawns 

Step 1. Parent and child color gameboard. 
Step 2. Game rules description provided for 

participants. (See Appendix 17 for 
instructions) 

Step 3. Parent/student play game. 
Step 4. Teacher explains procedure* for future 

gameboard/skill card use in the home. 
*Example procedure: 
1. Student selects gameboard of interest to him/her. 
2. Teacher supplies appropriate skill cards for skill 

in need of reinforcement. 



3. As individual skill mastery is determined by 
teacher, different skill cards will be sent 
home for use with gameboards. 

The following aspects should be explained to the parent 
regarding home use of the open-ended gameboard: 

Skills will be reinforced through the use of ap-
propriate skill cards and the open-ended gameboard. 
A packet of the appropriate skill cards will be 
sent home. 
A planned time should be set aside daily for re-
inforcement through the use of the gameboard and 
skill cards. An appropriate amount of time is 
ten to twenty minutes. 
As skill mastery is determined by the teacher, a 
set of cards for a different skill will be sent 
home. 
According to the teacher's desire — cards for 
skills mastered may either be returned to the 
teacher or retained by the student. 

Who ? Me? Teach Reading?; A_ Program for Parents of Ele-
mentary School Children 

One published program which teachers have found success-
ful is Who ? Me? Teach Reading ? A_ Program for Parents of 
Elementary School Children. It consists of a cassette, 
filmstrip and two booklets. The first booklet gives a 
rationale and materials for conducting a parent meeting, 
and a model letter for inviting parents to attend. There 
are also nine pages that can be duplicated and used as 
handouts at the meeting. Included are guidelines for work-
ing with flash cards, reading to the child, giving praise, 
playing games, and activities. The second booklet provides 
information on how to develop positive communication with 
the home. The home bulletins include recommended commercial 
games and ideas for summer reading activities and trips. 
The filmstrip shows families working together in the home 
and other settings, and the accompanying cassette explains 
the importance of family involvement in education. 
Resources 

The teacher will find that most resource materials have 
been developed for parents of young children and specific 
materials for parents of intermediate and older children 
are in short supply. The creative teacher can adapt or 
create his/her own. 



Parents are Teachers Tool 
Peninsula Publishing, Inc. 
PO Box 412 
Port Angeles, WA 98362 

Helps parents teach their preschool children concepts 
they should acquire before entering elementary school. 
Partners in Education: Parent and Teacher Series 
Turn Your Child On to Books (Ages 3-6) 
Preparing Your Child to Read (Ages 4-7) 
About a Very Special Person—Me (Ages 6-8) 
Learning Starts at Home (Ages 3-9) 
Home and School: A Partnership (Ages 3-9) 
Seeing, Listening, Feeling, Tasting, and Smelling 
(Ages 3-9) 
Alternatives to TV (Ages 3-9) 
Preparation for Learning (Ages 3-8) 
Prentice Hall Learning Systems, Inc. 
PO Box 527 
San Jose, CA 95106 

Parents as Resources 
Recipes for Fun (Ages 2-7) 
More Recipes for Fun (Ages 3-11) 
Still More Recipes for Fun (Ages 3-11) 

464 Central 
Northfield, Ill 60093 
Series for Parents (11 different booklets) 
Teaching Ideas for Parents to Use with Their Children 
Preventive Discipline 
Job Information for Parents and Students 
Communication with Teenagers 
Learn How to Study 

Moreno Educational Company 
7050 Belle Glade Lane 
San Diego, CA 92119 

Enjoy Your Child Series 
Enjoy Your Child at Home and School 
Enjoy Your Child at Home 
Enjoy Your Child 

Educational Planning and Product Development Co. 
7416 Twin Brook Circle 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37421 
Who? Me? Teach Reading?; A Program for Parents of 
Elementary School Children 
Kenneth Clause 
333 Quail Hollow Rd. 
Felton, CA 95018 



"A Parent-Teacher Conference" 
"Teaming Up On School Discipline" 
"A Parent's Guide to That First Day at School" 
"A Parent's Guide: Helping Your Child Learn" 
"A Parent's Guide to Standardized Aptitude and 

Achievement Testing" 
National School Public Relations Association 
1801 N. Moore Street 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 
What to Teach Your Child: A Handbook for Parents of 

4-6 year Olds 
Continental Press, Inc. 
Elizabethtown, PA 17022 
Your Child—From Home to School 
National Association of Elementary School Principals 

and National School Public Relations Association 
1801 N. Moore Street 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 
Child Development in the Home 
Fun in the Making 
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
Office of Child Development 
Washington, D. C. 20013 
"Shared Learning: A Parent Involvement Program for 

Secondary Schools" 
Six filmstrips and six cassettes with an accompanying 
manual. 

#1. The Most Important Teacher—You 
#2. The Language of Good Relationships 
#3. That Special Learning Place 
#4. I Like Me 
#5. Those Touchy Subjects 
#6. Sharing The Load 

Media Consultants 
126 W. Chatham Street 
Cary, North Carolina 27511 
School and Parent Digest Publication for parents. 
$5.00 for one year's subscription (six issues) 
School and Parent Digest 
P.O. Box 1127 
Newark, DE 19711 



d. Parent Involvement Conference 
For the teacher or director who has held a number 
of parent workshops and who feels particularly 
ambitious, sponsoring a larger scale parent involve-
ment conference might be the next challenge. A 
parent involvement conference, in contrast to a 
workshop, involves a number of speakers, concurrent 
workshops, and probably a luncheon or dinner. Sug-
gestions for planning a conference are as follows: 
Location 

The conference can be held in a school, college, or 
church facility. School facilities may be difficult 
to obtain if the conference is held during the week, 
but if the conference is held on Saturday, school 
facilities could be used. Some conference planners 
feel that environments other than a school are more 
comfortable and more conducive to having a good 
conference. 
Holding conferences in a motel or hotel can be ex-
pensive, but if group meals are provided by the hotel 
or motel, meeting rooms may be provided without cost. 
Some motels and hotels will also provide meeting rooms 
free of charge if enough overnight guest rooms are 
used by persons attending the conference. 
Developing the Conference Topics and Workshops 

A needs assessment should be conducted to find out 
what topics are of most interest to parents. Some 
sessions can be actual workshops, where parents make 
things to use with their children, while others might 
be more informational in nature. Parent advisory 
council members will probably be interested in ses-
sions dealing with how to make advisory councils more 
effective. Providing a variety of sessions and work-
shops will insure that everyone's needs will be met. 
In order to assure small-groups, it may be necessary 
to repeat sessions. If one or two sessions for the 
entire group are planned, obtaining good keynote 
speakers is essential. They provide the inspiration 
and set the tone for the conference. 
The Program 

The program should be attractive and easy to read. 
The scheduled time slots, workshops, and room loca-
tions should be clear. A brief summary of each 
speaker's presentation will help participants decide 
which workshop(s) they wish to attend. Programs 
should be made available beforehand if possible. Note-
pads should be provided or space made available in the 
program to take notes. The evaluation form should be 
separate or easy to detach from the program. 



Publicity 

Getting the word out to parents through a variety of 
media will insure a good attendance. Flyers can be 
sent home with children and posted on bulletin boards. 
Announcements should be made in the school, district 
or local newspaper, and through radio and television 
spots. 
The Conference 

Have everything well planned in advance of the con-
ference. Providing babysitting and transportation 
for parents should not be overlooked, if they are 
needed in order for parents to attend. 
Have several people at the registration table so that 
people will not have to stand in line. Provide name 
tags or have people make their own. Have hosts and 
hostesses to provide directions and answer questions. 
They should also check each speaker's room to make sure 
that everything the speaker needs is available. Signs 
to indicate times and speaker should be posted on work-
shop doors. If workshop rooms are spread out, maps 
should be provided or directions given at the opening 
session. 
Provide morning and afternoon coffee, tea and soft 
drink breaks or have coffee and other drinks available 
in a central location such as a hallway throughout the 
day. 
Giving door prizes, such as books on parenting or ma-
terials for children, at the final wrap-up session will 
add a nice touch to the conclusion of the conference. 
Request that evaluation forms be completed and turned 
in so that future conferences can be based on the com-
ments and suggestions of parents. 
Description of One District's Parent Conference 

The Arapahoe 2, Sheridan School District, in Colorado 
sponsors a Mini-Parent Involvement Conference similar 
to the Colorado Department of Education's Annual Par-
ent Involvement Conference, only on a smaller scale. 
The Sheridan School District holds its conference in 
a motel close to the schools since adequate space in 
the schools for meetings of this type is not available 
during the day. The conference begins with a short 
keynote speech and is followed by three choices of 
workshops throughout the day. Four workshops are of-
fered during each time period. A luncheon for the par-
ticipants is part of the program. The day ends at 



,3:30 p.m. with a wrap-up session in which all the 
participants come back together as a group. Because 
some parents work and cannot attend during the day, 
the conference is repeated in shortened form the same 
night. One of the schools is used for the evening 
sessions. This gives parents the opportunity of 
attending the conference when it is convenient for 
them. The conference costs are kept to a minimum by 
having teachers and other persons within the district 
present ideas for parents, for example, in the area 
of reading and math. The Sheridan District also in-
volves other community agencies, such as the police 
department to talk to parents about drug problems and 
preventative measures, and social workers and psychol-
ogists who discuss positive ways of working with 
children. 



e. Courses or Seminars for Parents 
Create Your Own 

Some districts have had good success with parent 
education courses and seminars. Title I parents, like 
others, are often involved with work, home, and children, 
trying to be all things to all people. Many of them feel 
a need to learn more about parenting. A seminar topic 
for parents of teenagers might be: "Communicating with 
Your Teenager," "What You Can Do at Home to Encourage 
Your Teenager to Read," or "Helping Parents of Teenagers 
to Cope." 
While there are a few published programs available, some 
teachers prefer to develop their own parent education 
program which might run for several weeks or months. 
One way to find out what topics are of interest to par-
ents is to conduct a needs assessment or interest survey. 
Parents with older children will be interested in dif-
ferent areas than parents of young children. The prob-
lems created by being a single parent, divorce and its 
effects on children also create special needs. For 
teachers who want to conduct their own program, there are 
a number of resources available. It is also possible to 
invite guest speakers to do some of the presentations. 
Resources 

Harriet Parker 
Colorado Institute for Parent Involvement 
1235 York St. 
Denver, CO 8 0206 
355-6009 
Provides inservice and materials upon request. 
Metro Center for Parenting Education 
Metropolitan State College 
1106 11th Street 
Denver, CO 80204 
629-8362 
The following information has been supplied by Metropolitan 
State College. The Center for Parenting Education provides 
a number of services which may be utilized by Title I pro-
gram personnel and parents. 
CLEARINGHOUSE: The Center has files on over 130 agencies 
(about 2 00 programs) who are involved in parenting educa-
tion. 
RESOURCE POOL: The Center also has approximately 80 
local parent educators who are willing to set up a pro-
gram tailored to fit required needs. 



COMMUNITY NETWORKING: A Center goal is to bring the 
community of parent educators together. In order to 
share resources, the Center publishes a regular news-
letter, "Oaks and Acorns." 
PROFESSIONAL TRAINING: Continuing education for people 
in tne field of parent education is another focus. 
Continuing education includes conducting conferences, 
sponsoring workshops, and speaking to community groups. 
PARENTING EDUCATOR CURRICULUM: Parent educators come 
from a variety of backgrounds, and share a lack of spe-
cific preparation for the role. To meet this need, a 
Parenting Educator program is being developed at 
Metropolitan State College. 
Models at Prevention 
Human Development in School-Family-Community 
2525 West Alameda, Suite 207 
Denver, Colorado 8 0219 
(303) 922-3761 
Models at Prevention sponsors The Quest Program, which is 
a secondary level program designed to improve the quality 
of family life and promote a positive orientation toward 
one's world by helping students and their parents develop 
the necessary skills for effective living. Quest consists 
of several components: 

. Courses for students - The "Skills For Living" cur-
riculum is an exciting and successfully tested series 
of activities, role plays, exercises and experiences 
designed to develop communication, decision-making 
and problem solving skills, as well as increased self-
esteem in teenagers. 

. Internships - A three to six day experience which pro-
vides students the opportunity to practice their newly 
learned skills in "real life" situations. 

. Seminars for parents - An 8-hour course for parents 
designed to improve family communication and self-
esteem. 

. Teacher Training - A two and one-half day training in-
service is mandatory for persons interested in receiv-
ing the "Skills For Living" curriculum for implementa-
tion in their school, group or agency. 



The Bowdoin Method for Effective Parenting 

The Bowdoin Method for Effective Parenting (Webster's Inter-
national, Inc., 1976) is a parenting program for 
parents of preschool and first grade children which 
is published in both English and Spanish. The Bow-
doin Method intertwines both the cognitive and affec-
tive areas. It consists of (1) What (content), (2) 
How (techniques), and (3) Why (understandings). The 
skills and attitudes are presented in sequence using 
a series of booklets. The attitudes and understand-
ing (affective component) are listed on the left side 
and the skills (cognitive areas) are listed on the 
right side below. 
Attitudes and Understandings 

(Affective) 
My Mommy Likes Me 
Instead of Nagging 
Words That Win Children 
The Importance of Good 
Feelings 
How Your Child Learns 

Skills 
(Cognitive) 
Parents are Teachers 
Thousands and Thou-
sands of Words 
How Things Look 
Get Ready for Reading 
Help Your Child Read 
Better 

In addition to the booklets which are given to parents, 
there are filmstrips, activities, and games to accompany 
each booklet. A teacher's manual provides complete in-
formation for conducting each meeting. Ruth Bowdoin, in 
explaining the program, related that one of the problems 
she encountered early in her work with parents was how to 
get at "wrong parent attitudes without pointing an accus-
ing finger at anyone." She found that role-playing is a 
superb way of achieving this. Therefore, many role-
playing scripts are included. The program helps parents 
develop positive self-concepts and confidence in them-
selves as teachers of their own children. 



Footsteps: Television Series on Parenting 

Footsteps is a series of half-hour television programs 
on parenting. The programs were shown on educational 
television in 1979. The films and all materials are 
available for those who are interested in conducting a 
parenting course locally. 
The Footsteps guide is free and contains a wealth of 
ideas for parents and resources which can be used for 
conducting parent workshops. Write to Footsteps, Con-
sumer Information Center, Pueblo, CO 81009 for your 
free copy. 
Student Guides and accompanying Teacher Manuals specif-
ically designed to enhance the ongoing educational value 
of the FOOTSTEPS Television Series on Parenting are also 
available for use in junior and senior high schools, 
junior colleges, and adult education settings. Produced 
in an easy-to-use magazine format, this series of in-
expensive curriculum materials provides readings and 
activities related to each individual program and offers 
a wide variety of discovery learning techniques—large 
and small group projects, individual research, puzzles, 
direct observation, role playing, and investigative 
projects. 

For use with parent and community groups, there is also a 
guide specifically developed for Group Discussion Leaders. 
This booklet uses the television programs as a spring-
board for exploring parenting issues at a more in-depth 
level. Discussion questions and activities help parent 
group leaders relate child development knowledge to the 
participants' own lives. 
Further information and ordering requests for both the 
Student-Teacher Curriculum materials and the Discussion 
Guide may be obtained from University Park Press, 23 3 
East Redwood Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21202, or tele-
phone (301) 547-0700. 
Films and tapes of the FOOTSTEPS series are available for 
sale or rental through the National Audiovisual Center, 
General Services Administration, Washington, D. C. 20409. 
Attention: Reference Section. 



Systematic Training for Effective Parenting (STEP) 

There are a number of parent education programs available 
commercially. One which teachers or parent activity co-
ordinators have found to work particularly well is "Sys-
tematic Training for Effective Parenting" (STEP). 

STEP is intended for study group use because the program's 
authors have found study groups an especially effective 
method of parent education. In a group, parents provide 
encouragement for each other. They share concerns and soon 
learn that their problems are not unique. Through discus-
sions, they become aware that their own reactions and atti-
tudes may have influenced their children's unacceptable 
behaviors. 
More specifically, STEP helps parents learn effective ways 
to relate to their children. By clarifying the purposes of 
children's behavior, STEP also helps parents learn how not 
to reinforce their children's unacceptable behaviors and how 
to encourage cooperative behavior. Parents discover that 
they are not necessarily the cause of difficulties with their 
children. When this burden of guilt is removed, parents are 
freed to function more effectively. 
A STEP parent education group can be led by a teacher, 
counselor, or any other person trained in the helping pro-
fessions. It can also be led by a lay person, such as a 
parent activities coordinator, who is willing to study the 
materials and has the ability to lead discussions. A STEP 
leader does not have to be an authority on child rearing. 
The leader arranges the program for each session, starts 
each lesson, and facilitates group discussion. The pro-
gram itself serves as the authority. 
Information about course materials and cost can be obtained 
from American Guidance Service, Inc., Circle Pines, Minnesota 
55014. 
An overview of the STEP program appears in Appendix 18. 



Appendix 13 
READING: HOW THE PARENT CAN HELP 

Teaching reading is an important and difficult job in which 
both the school and the parent can cooperate. 

1. Talk to your child. Almost from the day he is born, a child 
is ready to express himself. At first, he will respond by cooing 
and gurgling. Later he will pick up a few words and sense the 
rhythm of language. Help him to add words to his speaking vo-
cabulary. The more words he uses naturally in his ordinary con-
versation, the more words will have meaning for him when he sees 
them on the printed page. 

2. Listen to your child. Children must have many opportunities 
to express themselves. Encourage your child to talk about things 
he has seen or done. The more the child talks, the better he is 
likely to read. Do pay attention when he is talking with you. 
Listen to your child read. Suggest that before he reads aloud to 
you, he should read the story to himself to be sure that he knows 
all the words. This makes listening to him read much more in-
teresting to you. 

3. Read to your child. Every time you read to him you are build-
ing an appreciation of books and reading. A child who has been 
read to is usually more anxious to read to himself. Reading be-
comes more important. Remember, his listening and interest levels 
are above his reading level. 

4. Help him with his reading. Tell him the words if he's in the 
beginning stages of reading. Help him to work out the word if 
he's in a later stage by looking at the picture, skipping over the 
unknown word and reading the rest of the sentence to see whether 
this suggests a new word, and checking to see whether the word 
makes "sense" in the sentence. ("I was a pig" or "I saw a pig.") 

5. Teach your child how to take care of books. He will then learn 
to regard books as friends. 

6. Take him on trips. Even a short trip on the bus will excite 
his curiosity and interest in the world around him. Point out 
interesting things and give him new words and meanings for words. 
The following places might be visited: various museums, parks, 
gardens, boat trips, planetariums, libraries, farms, aquariums, 
airports, etc. 

7. Build up a reading atmosphere at home. Have books, magazines, 
newspapers, etc., around the house. Let your child see you read-
ing frequently. Tune in to thoughtful programs on the radio and 
television. Your child will tend to imitate his parents. 



8. Encourage him to join the public library. Take him to the 
library at first. Don't tell him what books to select. If he 
is a poor reader, he may at first choose easy books. As he gains 
confidence, satisfaction, and improves in reading, he will choose 
more difficult books. 

9. Buy games and puzzles for your child. These help your child 
learn shape and form and help him relate words to things. Anagrams, 
letter games, Scrabble, and lotto will help him with his spelling 
and reading. Jigsaw puzzles help a child recognize shape, because 
the puzzle piece must be matched to fit a space. 

10. Make games. You can make simple word games by cutting 
words from a magazine and asking your child to match these words 
to a picture. Make word cards for troublesome words (was, there, 
what, went, etc.) and play a game with your child. How quickly 
can he learn the word and how many word cards can be removed 
from the pack because he really has learned them? What words 
should be added? 

11. Buy books for your child. For birthdays and holidays, buy 
books when you can afford them. A child who owns a few good books 
is usually interested in reading. Try to get books at his read-
ing grade level so he can read these books with fun and pleasure. 
Buy children's magazines too: Children's Digest, Humpty Dumpty, 
Calling All Girls, Boys' Life, etc. 

12. Praise your child. Remember, reading is a difficult task. 
Don't forget to praise him when he succeeds. Don't expect him to 
know the word when you tell it once or twice or even ten or twenty 
times. Some normal children need to see a word many more times 
than this. 

13. Keep your child well and rested. A child who has stayed up 
late to watch television shows the effect the next day in his 
schoolwork. Cooperate with the school nurse and doctor in correct-
ing his vision or hearing or nutritional defects. 

14. Give your child responsibilities which he is capable of taking. 
This allows him to earn recognition and to get real satisfaction 
from accomplishments. 

15. See that your child has good habits of attendance. When he is 
absent from school, he misses his work and may not be able to keep 
up with the class. 

16. Check your child's report card. If he is having trouble 
with reading or any subject, consult his teacher to find out why 
and how you can help. 

17. Set aside a regular time for homework. Give your child a 
definite place in which to work. Help him develop the habit of 
daily attention to homework routines. 



18. Guide your child to better viewing. Select radio, films, 
and TV programs which will give him worthwhile information as 
well as entertainment. Check the newspaper listings for these 
programs. 

19. Accept your child as he is. Don't compare him with his 
sister, brother, or friend. Encourage him to improve as much 
as he can. 

20. Show a real interest in school. The parent's attitude 
is usually the child's. You and the teacher are parents in 
the important job of teaching your child to read. An interested, 
relaxed, helpful parent is a most valuable co-worker and you are 
the partners we need. 

Remember: Children learn to read by reading. The more they read, 
the better readers they become! 

Prepared by the Division of Elementary Education, Board 
of Education of New York City. 



Publications on Reading for Parents 

"What is Reading Readiness?" Norma Rogers 
"How Can I Get my Teenager to Read?" Rosemary Winebrenner 
"What Books and Records Should I Get For my Preschooler?" 

Norma Rogers 
"How Does my Child's Vision Affect His Reading?" Donald W. Eberly 
"How Can I Help my Child Learn to Read English as a Second 

Language?" Marcia Baghban (also available in Spanish) 
"How Can I Encourage my Primary-grade Child to Read?" 

Molly Kayes Ransbury 
"How Can I Help my Child Get Ready to Read?" Norma Rogers 
"Why Read Aloud to Children?" Julie M.T. Chan 
"Good Books Make Reading Fun for Your Child" Glenna Davis Sloan 
"You Can Encourage Your Child to Read" Molly Kayes Ransbury 
"Your Home is Your Child's First School" Norma Rogers 
"Summer Reading is Important" John J. Micklos, Jr. 
The International Reading Association (IRA) also has recently 
begun publishing a one-page newsletter for parents called Parents 
and Reading, which is being distributed to local councils and others 
upon request. 
The International Reading Association 
8 00 Barksdale Road 
Newark, Delaware 19711 
"50 Ways to Raise Bookworms" Robert L. Hillerich 
"The What and Why of Beginning Reading" Robert L. Hillerich 
"Primer for Parents" Paul McKee 
"Your Child and Reading—How You Can Help" 
Houghton Mifflin 
777 California Avenue 
Palo Alto, CA 94304 
"Reading Newsletter—Parent Involvement, One Key to a Success-

ful Reading Program" 
"Your Child's Reading—What You Can Do" Eleanor K. Hartson and 

Patricia S. Koppman 
Allyn and Bacon, Inc. 
47 0 Atlantic Avenue 
Boston MA 02210 
Dear Parents; Help Your Child to Read Evelyn M. Pickerts and 
Ellen DeFranco 

Parents, Children, and Reading, Evelyn M. Pickerts and Ellen DeFranco 
American Book Company 
450 West 33rd Street 
New York, New York 10010 



Children's Reading; What Parents Can do to Help 
University of Missouri 
206 Whitten Hall 
Columbia, MO 65211 
A Guide for Better Reading for Parents and Children Branowsky/ 

Middleton/Mumford 
Scholastic Book Services 
904 Sylvan Avenue 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 
28 Ways to Help Your Child be a Better Reader Linda Gambrell and 

Robert Wilson 
Reading Education, Inc. 
College Park, Maryland 
Reading Begins at Home Dorothy Butler and Marie Clay 

(for parents of pre-school children) 
Heinemann Educational Books, Inc. 
4 Front Street 
Exeter, N.H. 03833 
Home Start on Reading 
National Congress of Parents and Teachers 
700 N. Rush Street 
Chicago, Ill 60611 
"Teachers and Parents Together: Resources for Children's Learning" 
Scott, Foresman and Company 
Dallas, Texas 
Parents and Beginning Readers (a series of 12 articles from 

the National Reading Center) 
Superintendent of Documents 
U.S. Government Printing Office 
Washington, D.C. 20402 
Home Ideas for Reading: A_ Newsletter for Parents and Teachers 

(published six times per year) 
New Jersey Reading Association, State Council 
International Reading Association 
c/o John Quinesso 
1307 Coachman East 
Lindenwold, New Jersey 08021 



H 
Item 

All American 
Football Game 

Alphabet Match 
Up Games 

Betty Crocker 
Baking Kit 

Boggle 

Creative Blocks 

Critter In 
the Candy 

Denver City Games 

Dizzy Spell 
Hi-Q Game 

Educards -
variety of 
card games 

5 Giant Activity 
Books 

Games to Grow 
With 

Grab Bag of Things 
To Do and Read 

E L p 
* art ere's an • ducational ist for arents 

Brand Educational Value Recommended Ages 

Cadaco Inc. 

Playskool 

Betty Crocker 

Parker Brothers 

Fisher Price 

Gabriel 

Denver Children's 
Museum 

Gabriel 

Educards 

Grossett & Dunlap 

Educards 

Grosset & Dunlap 

game of logic and strategy 

matching visual discrimation 

10 - adult 

hidden word games 

eye-hand coordination 

memory recall 

5-7 

following directions, sequences 8 - 1 0 

8 - adult 

1-5 
5-8 

reading/strategy/logic/word games all ages 

hidden word challenge game 8 - adult 

spelling, counting, matching 2 - 1 2 

riddles, word finds, 5 - 9 
finger dexterity 

matching/visual discrimination 3 - 9 
colors, alphabet 

reading/matching/crafts 5 - 9 

Price 

$ 4.59 

2.39 

2.99 

5.49 

4.99 

3.95 

1.95 

2.99 

.49 

4.95 

.49 

3.99 



Item 

Hardy Boys 
Activity Box 
(Six books) 

Heads or Tails 

I Can Read 
Paperback Books 

Keys of Learning 

Latch Hook Rugs, 
Pictures and 
Pillow Kits 

Lauri Puzzles 

Letters, Sounds 
and Words/A 
Phonic Dictionary 

Light Up and Learn-
Beginning Sounds 

Magnetic Letters 

Match It Game-Colors 

Media For Education 
Activity Books 

Brand 

Universal City 
Studios, Inc. 

Leisure Learning 

Harper & Row 

Child Guidance 

M. H. Yam Co. 

Lauri 

Grossett & Dunlap 

Milton Bradley 

Playskool 

Steven 

Media for Education 

Memory Card Matching Milton Bradley 

Model Airplane, Car, 
and Boat Kits 

Educational Value 

mystery mazes, secret codes, 
logic puzzles, sleuth word finds, 
word wiles 

color matching 

reading 

shapes/colors 

following directions/ 
manual dexterity 

visual discrimination, 
matching, eye-hand 
coordination 

letter recognition, 
sound/symbol correspondence, 
reading 

sound/symbol correspondence 

letter recognition 

colors 

phonics, word puzzle fun, 
dot to dot 

visual discrimination 

following directions, 
sequencing, eye-hand 
coordination 

Recommended Ages 

8 - 1 3 

3-6 
7-9 

2-6 
10 - 14 

5-7 

5-8 

6 - 8 

5-6 
3-6 
5 - 1 4 

4-6 
6 - adult 

Price 

$ 5.70 

4.39 

1.95 

3.99 

3.49 and up 

1.49 - 4.99 

3.95 

4.98 

1.98 

2.98 

1.95 - 4.99 

2.95 1.29 and up 

Monopoly Parker Bros. strategy, money concepts, reading 8 - adult 3.99 



Item 

Mother Goose Game 

Mouse House ABC Book 

New Junior Cookbook 

Perquackey 

Scrabble 

Scrabble Alphabet 
Game 

Scrabble Crossword 
Cubes Game 

Scrabble Crosswords 
for Juniors 

Scrabble Scoring 
Anagrams 

Scrabble Sentence 
Cubes 

Sesame Street Little 
Library 

Spill & Spell 

Star Wars Activity 
Books featuring 
Darth Vader, 
Chewbacca, and 
Artoo De Too 

Brand 

Great Cadaco 

Randam House 

Better Homes & Gardens 

Lakeside 

Selchow and Righter 

Selchow and Righter 

Selchow and Righter 

Selchow and Righter 

Selchow and Righter 

Selchow and Righter 

Sesame Street 

Parker Bros. 

Random House 

Educational Value 

matching, color recognition 

alphabet 

following directions, sequencing, 
measuring 

word building 

word building 

letter names, word formation 

word formation 

word formation 

word formation 

word formation 

alphabet, colors, shapes 

word formation mazes, hidden words, rebus 
reading, visual discrimination 

Recommended Ages Price 

3 - 6 $ 2.98 

5 - 6 2.50 

10 - 14 3.95 

8 - adult 5.49 

8 - adult 3.49 

4 - 6 4.99 

8 - adult 2.99 

6 - 1 0 4.49 

8 - adult 4.49 

8 - adult 3.49 

4 - 6 3.95 

8 - adult 4.99 

9 - 1 2 1.25 



Items 

Step By Step 

Stick 'Ems 

Word Machine 

Books I, II, III 

Word Nerd 

Word Yahtzes 
Yes and Know 

Invisible Ink 
Books 

Brand 

Leisure Learning 

Child Guidance 

Joy Bug Teaching Aides 

Hasbro 

Milton Bradley 

Lee Publications 

Educational Value 

shapes, colors, following 
directions 

matching, fine motor 

phonics, structural analysis 

word strategy 

word building 

readiness activities, word games, 
crossword puzzles, comprehension 

Recommended Ages 

4 - 6 

4 - 7 
6-10 

8 - adult 

8 - adult 

3 - adult 

Price 

$ 4.39 

2.29 

3.95 

3.99 

3.99 

.89 - 1.59 

Spelling B 

Little Professor 

Dataman 

Scrabble Sensor 
Word Game 

Mr. Mus-i-cal 

Speak and Spell 

Texas Instruments 

Texas Instruments 

Texas Instruments 

Selchow & Righter 

COMPUTER GAMES 

math 

math 

a musical math teaching machine that 
is a 4 function calculator +,-,x,+ 

Texas Instruments 

35.00 

15.00 

35.95 

22.96 

49.99 

* RESOURCE LIST OF STORES: King Soopers, Target, K-Mart, Sears, Montgomery Wards, Three Wishes Toy Stores, 
Tons of Toys, LaBelles. 

If you cannot locate a specific item at the above stores, refer to the Yellow Pages in the phone book for 
toy specialty stores. Book stores also carry some of the suggested items. 



CHILDREN'S MAGAZINES 
Note: This list has been compiled from several sources. Prices 

and age levels are approximate. Magazines appropriate 
for individual children will vary depending on interests 
and maturity. 

Elementary 
AMERICAN GIRL. Monthly. Girl Scouts of U.S.A., 830 3rd Ave. 
New York, NY 10022. $5 per year. Girls ages 10-16. Fashions, 
homemaking, and fiction. 
BOYS' LIFE. Monthly. Boy Scouts of America, North Brunswick, 
NJ 08902. $5 per year. Special rates to members of Boy Scouts 
through local council offices. Boys 8-18. Fiction and non-
fiction; outdoor life and skills. 
THE CAMP FIRE GIRL. Bimonthly. Camp Fire Girls, Inc., 65 Worth St. 
New York, NY 10013. Free to registered leaders and assistant 
leaders; $2 per year to others; single copy 35 . Program informa-
tion, organization news, local, national, world interests. 
CHILD LIFE. Monthly. (except June-July and Aug.-Sept.). Review 
Publishing Co., 1100 Waterway Blvd., Indianapolis, IN 46202. 
$7 per year. Ages 4-12. Stories geared to various age levels-
poems, art, science, puzzles. Comes with Parent-Teacher Key. 
CHILDREN'S DIGEST. Monthly (except June-July and Aug.-Sept.). 
Parents' Magazine Enterprises, Inc., Bergenfield, NJ 07621. 
$5.95 per year. Stories, poems, articles on nature and science, 
and book reviews. 
CHILDREN'S PLAYCRAFT. 10 issues a year. Parents' Magazine Enter-
prises, Inc., Bergenfield, N.J 07621. $5.95 per year. Ages 
7-14. Things to make and do, games, simple science, hobbycraft, 
magic, and other creative activities. 
CRICKET. Monthly (except June-July). Open Court Publishing Co., 
1058 8th St., LaSalle, IL. $10 per year. Ages 8-12. This is by 
far the most artistic and literary magazine for children. 
Puzzles, games, stories, book reviews, history, science, orig-
inal children's work. 
EBONY, JR: Monthly (except June-July and Aug.-Sept.). Johnson 
Publishing Co., 820 Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60605. $6 per 
year. Ages 8-12. Stories, games, puzzles, history. News and 
photos about black leaders and black children. Monthly guide 
available. 
HIGHLIGHTS FOR CHILDREN. Monthly (except July and Aug.); semimonthly 
in Feb. Highlights for Children, P.O. Box 269 Columbus, OH 4 3216. 
$7.95 per year. Ages 3-12. Stories, puzzles, riddles, fun with 
words, problems to solve, writings and drawings of children, craft 
activities. School subscriptions include quarterly professional 
bulletin, Highlights for Teachers. 



HUMPTY DUMPTY'S MAGAZINE. Monthly (except bimonthly June-July 
and Aug.-Sept.)- Parents' Magazine Enterprise Inc., Bergenfield, 
NJ 07621. $5.95 per year. Ages 3-7. Picture stories,read-
aloud stories, fables, poetry, songs, coloring fun, puzzles, 
easy-to-follow recipes, science and nature articles. 
KIDS. Monthly (Sept.-May). Kid's Publishers, Inc. Box 3041, 
Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10017. $6 per year. Ages 
5-15. An exciting, creative magazine with materials done by 
children. Stories, poems, jokes, puzzles. 
JACK AND JILL. Monthly (except for combined issues June-July and 
Dec.-Jan.). Review Publishing Co., 1100 Waterway Blvd., 
Indianapolis, IN 46202. $5.95 per year. Ages 4-12. Stories, 
games, poetry, songs, how-to-make-its. Also has original 
writings and pictures by children. 
NATIONAL WILDLIFE. Bimonthly. National Wildlife Federation, Inc., 
381 W. Center St., Marion, OH 43302. Available to Associate 
Members only; annual dues $6 payable to National Wildlife Member-
ship Service. A readable magazine with beautiful photographs. 
In addition to the magazine, which focuses upon the management 
of earth's resources, the Federation publishes stamps, cards and 
other nature materials. 
PACK-O-FUN. 10 issues per year (Sept.-June). Clapper Publishing 
Co., Inc., 14 Main St., Park Ridge, IL 60068. $5. Good source 
for how-to-do-it stunts, games, crafts. Has section devoted to 
pen pals. 
PLAYS. Drama Magazine for Young People. Monthly (Oct.-May). 
Plays, Inc., 8 Arlington St., Boston, MA 02116. $8 per year. 
Well-chosen short plays and radio scripts for children ages 6-
18. Single copies of the plays or scripts may be purchased by 
subscribers for 25 a copy. 
RANGER RICK'S NATURE MAGAZINE. Monthly (except June and Sept.). 
National Wildlife Federation, Dept. 280, 1412 16th St., N.W. 
Wash. DC 20036. $6 membership and publication. Various 
articles, project and puzzles. Color photography and art. 
Geared to elementary school children. 
SESAME STREET MAGAZINE. Monthly (except Aug. and Sept.). North 
Road, Poughkeepsie, NY 12601. $3 per year. Follows TV show 
characters and cartoons. Seeks to help child interpret pictures, 
do some drawing, see letters and numbers. Suggested activities 
are designed for 3 to 5-year olds (with parental guidance), but 
some could be used with slow readers in early elementary years. 
SPRINT. 14 issues per year. Scholastic Magazines, Inc., 902 Sylvan 
Ave., Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632. $2.75 per year for school 
subscriptions (10 copies, or more). $6.00 for individual sub-
scriptions. Maturity level: 4th-6th grade; reading level: 2.0 
to 2.9. Basic reading skills built into current high-impact 
articles, stories and plays. 



THE ELECTRIC COMPANY. Published ten times per year. The Electric 
Company Magazine. P.O. Box 19, Birmingham, Alabama 35283. For 
ages 6-11. 
YOUNG WORLD. Monthly (10 issues). Review Publishing Co., 1100 
Waterway Blvd., Indianapolis, IN 46202. $6 per year. For 
boys and girls ages 8-12. Formerly The Golden Magazine. Wide 
variety of stories, poems, games, jokes, riddles. 
Secondary 
ACTION. 14 issues per year. Scholastic Magazines Inc., 902 
Sylvan Ave., Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632. $3.10 per year for 
school subscriptions (10 or more). $6.70 for individual sub-
scriptions. Maturity level: 7-9; reading level 2.0-2.9. 
High interest, very easy reading. Short plays based on TV 
shows, features on media and sports celebrities, and articles 
on teenage interests and problems. Highly recommended for 
teenagers needing basic reading skill development. 
AMERICAN GIRL. Monthly. Girl Scouts of U.S.A., 830 3rd Ave., 
New York NY 10022. $5 per year. Girls ages 10-16. Fashions, 
homemaking, fiction; articles geared to appeal to various age 
groups. 

ANIMAL KINGDOM. Monthly. New York Zoological Society, 185th St. 
& Southern Blvd., New York, NY 10460. $4.50 per year. Beau-
tiful photographs of animals; short, informative articles de-
scribing habits and behavior of zoo animals. A favorite maga-
zine of all animal lovers young and old. 
ARIZONA HIGHWAYS. Monthly. Arizona State Highway Dept. , 2039 W. 
Lewis Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85009. $5 per year. All ages. Spect-
acular colored photographs. Articles on history of the West and 
Indians of the Southwest. 
AUDUBON MAGAZINE. Six times a year (Jan., Mar., May, July, Sept., 
Nov.). National Audubon Society, 1130 5th Ave., New York, NY 
10028. $10 per year. Magnificent colored photographs of man 
and his world. Emphasizes conservation. 
BASEBALL DIGEST. Monthly. Century Publishing Co., 1708 2d St., 
Highland Park, IL 60035. $6 per year. Ages 11-12. Loved by 
all baseball fans, young and old alike. Pictures of the stars, 
collectors' items for the very young. 
BLACK SPORTS. Monthly. Alan P. Barron Publications, 386 Park Ave.S., 
New York NY 10016. $6 per year. Elementary-junior-senior high. 
Focuses on seasonal sports and black sports stars. Format similar 
to Sports Illustrated. 
CAR AND DRIVER. Monthly. Ziff Davis Publishing Co., P.O. Box 1091, 
Flushing, NY 11352. $7 per year. Ages 10 up. Appeals to those 
who enjoy sport cars and racing. Good photos and short informative 
articles on new cars, road tests, racing events. 



DOWNBEAT. Biweekly. Maher Publishers, 222 W. Adams St., Chicago, 
IL 60606. $9 per year. For the pop-music fans of all ages. 
News on Jazz events and artists plus excellent critical reviews 
of records. Reading level: mature 6th graders and up. 
FIELD AND STREAM. Monthly. Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., 
383 Madison Ave., New York NY 10017. $5 per year; single copy 
50C. Major American sports magazine; emphasis on "where-to-go" 
and "how-to-do-it". Appeals to all who like the out-of-doors. 
Reading level: upper elementary. 
FLYING. Monthly. Ziff-Davis Publishing Co., Cir-Dept., Portland 
PI., Boulder, CO 80302. $7 per year. Ages 12-adult. Of spe-
cial appeal to the aviation-minded. 
FOOTBALL DIGEST. Monthly. Century Publishing Co., 1020 Church St., 
Evanston, IL 60201. $6 per year. Contains news stories, personal 
interviews and photographs. For the youthful sports fan. 
HOT ROD MAGAZINE. Monthly. Peterson Publishing Co., 8490 Sunset Blvd., 
Los Angeles, CA 90069. $7.50 per year. Most popular automotive 
magazine for the younger set. Good coverage on hot rods, custom 
cars, boats, karts, buggies, motorcycles. Suitable for enthusiasts 
ages 10 and up. 
MAD. Monthly (except Feb., May-Aug. and Nov.). E.C. Publications, 
Inc., 485 Madison Ave., New York NY 10022. 19 issues for $7. A 
cartoon format for a comic-book look at society. A favorite with 
teenagers and young adults. 
MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED. Monthly. Fawcett Publications, Inc., Greenwich, 
CT 068 30. $4 per year. How-to-do-it magazine. Easy-to-read, 
good self-help units to guide teenagers hunting for summer work 
or career information. Also for younger boys who like to make 
things and help with repairs around the house. 
MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY. Monthly. Sub. Fulfillment Dept., P.O. Box 14117, 
2160 Patterson St., Cincinnati, OH 45214. $7.95 per year. Ages 
12 and up. Another excellent how-to-do-it magazine, covering a 
wide variety of news about contests and prizes as well as easy-
to-read technical advice to the younger photographer. 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC. Monthly. National Georgraphic Society, 17th & M 
Sts., N.W. Wash., DC 20036. $9 per year. Pictorial magazine with 
high quality photographs; easy-to-read articles on a wide range of 
topics, people, flora and fauna all over the globe. 
OUTDOOR LIFE. Monthly. Outdoor life, Sub. Dept., Boulder, CO 80302. 
$6 per year. Ages 10 up. Emphasis is upon enjoyment of nature and 
the out-of-doors. Tips on vacation fun, where to go, what to do. 
POPULAR MECHANICS. Monthly. Hearst Magazine, 250 W. 55th St., New York, 
NY 10019. $5 per year. How-to-do-it information for many home 
activities, with special emphasis on cars, boats, home equipment, 
recreational projects. 



POPULAR SCIENCE. Monthly. Popular Science Co., Sub. Dept., 
Boulder, CO 80302. $6. Easy-to-read, informal articles on 
technical topics dealing with electronics, cars, car driving 
and safety, aviation, inventions, boating. Suitable for ages 
12 up. 
READ MAGAZINE. Biweekly during school year. American Education 
Publications, 1250 Fairwood Ave., Columbus, OH 43216. $3.50 
per year. Contains short stories, articles, and poetry. Used 
in schools to teach specific reading skills. 
SCHOLASTIC SCOPE. 24 issues per year. Scholastic Magazine, Inc., 
902 Sylvan Ave., Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632. $2.60 per year 
for school subscriptions (10 or more copies). $5.00 for individual 
subscriptions. High-interest, easy-to-read articles for young 
adults and reluctant readers. Large print and motivational 
format. 
SKI. Monthly. Universal Publishing & Distributing Corp., 
235 E. 45 St., New York, NY 10017. $4 per year. Tells where-
to-go, what-to-buy, where-to-find-it. Of special interest to 
young skiers. 
SKIN DIVER MAGAZINE. Monthly. Peterson Publishing Co. , 8490 Sunset 
Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90069. $7.50 per year. Magazine devoted 
to underwater world. Easy-to-read articles on scuba and skin 
diving as well as salvaging of wrecks and sunken treasures. Tips 
for the underwater photographer and a directory of training schools 
for scuba-diving. Has appeal to young and old. 
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED. Weekly. Time, Inc., 541 N. Fairbanks Ct., 
Chicago, IL 60611. $9 per year. Articles on all sports and 
sports celebrities. Excellent illustrations. The young sports 
fan can cut out photographs of favorite heroes. 
SURFER MAGAZINE. Bimonthly. John Severson Publishers, Inc., P.O. 
Box 1028 Dana Point, CA 92629. $5 per year. Easy-to-read 
articles, human interest stories, cartoon, poems, limericks and 
many good how-to-do-it tips. Of special interest to surfers, 
young and old. 
TEEN MAGAZINE. Monthly. Peterson Publishing Co., 8490 Sunset 
Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90069. $5 per year. Ages 13-18. 
Directed toward teenage girls. Good question-and-answer column. 
Easy-to-read, high-interest stories. Reviews on movies, TV shows, 
recordings. 
TEEN TIMES. Four issues per year. Future Homemakers of America, 
2010 Mass. Ave., N.W., Wash. DC 20036. $2 (or 50 per issue). 
National magazine for Future Homemakers of America (FHA & HERO 
chapters) . Resources for and by youth to inspire projects to 
improve personal, family, community and job/career life. 
TENNIS. Monthly. Racquet Sports, P.O. Box 5, Ravinia Station, 
Highland Park, IL 60039. $5 per year. Articles on all aspects 
of tennis, squash, badminton, table tennis. Good instructional 
tips and calendar of events. October issue devoted exclusively 
to high school tennis. 



THE WEEWISH TREE. Six issues per year. The American Indian 
Historical Society, 1451 Masonic Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94117. 
The only youth magazine about the American Indian carries stories, 
poetry, history, and games written and illustrated by native 
Americans. 
WORLD MAGAZINE. Ages 10-14. National Geographic Society, 
17th and M Streets N.W., Wash., DC 20036. A magazine 
written especially for children which contains articles 
similar to those appearing in the National Geographic. 

YOUNG MISS. Monthly (except bi-monthly June-July and Aug.-
Sept.). Parents' Magazine Enterprises, Inc., 52 Vanderbilt 
Ave., New York, NY 10017. $5.95 per year. For girls 11-
14. Fashion news, beauty and good-grooming hints, advice, 
recipes, novelettes, career information, book reviews, 
geared to concerns of maturing girls. 



BOOK CLUBS 
Hard-Cover Book Clubs 
Prices are considerably lower than those in the bookstore. 
To become a member, a child fills out an application form 
which must be signed by parent or other adult. At regular 
intervals a book is mailed to the child at home with a bill 
to the parent or other adult donor. Every member within a 
specified age range receives the same book. He has no choice 
in a hard-cover book club as he does in paperback clubs. 
Prices range from approximately $2.00 - $4.00. 

Grow-with-Me Book Club, Garden City, N.Y. 115 30. 
Age Levels: 2-7, with provision for each child to "grow" 
through four groups: Books for the Very Young (read-aloud, 
very short); Picture Story Books (read-aloud, but longer 
and more involved); Beginning Readers' Books (very simple 
for child to read himself); Growing Readers' Books (for 
independent readers, slightly more advanced). 
Kinds of books: Read-aloud, picture books, easy-to-read 
for beginners. For parents: with each book a free illustrated 
folder suggesting related activities. 
When books are sent: Monthly. 
How to join: By mail to club headquarters. 
Junior Literary Guild, Garden City, N.Y. 11530 
Age Levels: Six age groups: Preschool, 3 and 4; Picture Books, 
5 and 6; Easy Reading, 7 and 8; Intermediate, 9 to 11; Older 
Readers, 13 up. 
Kinds of books: Fiction and nonfiction of general interest and 
variety. 
When books are sent: Monthly. 
How to join: By mail to club headquarters. 
I Can Read Book Club, 1250 Fairwood Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43216. 
Age Levels: 4 to 8. 
Kinds of books: Fiction and nonfiction published originally by 
Harper and Row under the title "I Can Read Books." 
When books are sent: Monthly. 
How to join: By mail to club headquarters. 
Parents' Magazine's Read Aloud and Easy Reading Program, 
Box 161, Bergenfield, N.J. 07621. 
Age levels: 4 to 8 
Kinds of books: Illustrated books for "little listeners and be-
ginning readers." 
When books are sent: Monthly. 
How to join: By mail to club headquarters. 



Weekly Reader Children's Book Club, 1250 Fairwood Avenue, 
Columbus, Ohio 43216. 
Age Levels: Three age groups: 5 to 7; 8 and 9; 10 and 11. 
Kinds of books: Primarily fiction, some nonfiction. 
When books are sent: Monthly. 
How to join: By mail to club headquarters. 

Paperback Book Clubs 
These clubs distribute editions of books from many publishers 
and, increasingly, those published by the club itself. Prices 
range from 30 to 95 . Books are sold and money collected through 
classroom book clubs operated by the teacher or the school librar-
ian. Through the teacher or librarian each child, at regular 
intervals, receives an annotated list of books being offered at 
that time. He chooses the books he wishes to order from this list. 
Books are delivered in bulk to the teacher or librarian, who dis-
tributes the books and collects the money. In many classrooms, 
children assist in the bookkeeping, collection of money, and book 
distribution. 
Firefly Book Club, Reader's Digest Services, Pleasantville, 
N.Y. 10570. 
Grade level: 2nd-and 3rd-grade level 
Kinds of books: Adventure, humor, science, folklore, activi-
ties, and animals. 
when books are sent: Seven times during the school year. 
How to join: Through classroom teacher. 
Scholastic Book Clubs, 904 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J. 07632 
Grade levels: Five clubs: See-Saw Book Program, kindergarten 
and grade 1; Lucky Book Club, grades 2 and 3; Arrow Book Club, 
grades 4 to 6; Tab Book Club, grades 7-8; Campus Book Club, 
grades 9-12. 
Kinds of books: Fiction, nonfiction, poetry, stories, riddles, 
posters, records, book-and-record sets. 
when books are sent: Seven to eight times a year, depending 
on club. 
How to join: Through school or classroom club. 
Young Readers Press, Inc., Simon and Schuster, Co., 1 West 39th 
Street, New York 10018. 
Grade levels: Three clubs: King Cole Book Club, kindergarten 
and grade 1; Willie Whale Book Club, grades 2 and 3; Falcon 
Book Club, grades 4, 5, and 6. 
Kinds of books: Picture books, fiction, nonfiction, science, 
reference books. 
When books are sent: Seven or eight times during the school 
year. 



Xerox Paperback Book Clubs, Box 1195, Educational Center, 
Columbus, Ohio 43216. 
Grade levels: Three clubs: Buddy Books, kindergarten and 
grade 1; Goodtime Books, grades 2 and 3; Discovering Books, 
grades 4 to 6. 
Kinds of books: Fiction, nonfiction, science, riddles, puz-
zles, how-to-its, posters. 
when books are sent: Seven or eight times during the school 
year. 
How to join: Through school or classroom book club. 



Appendix 17 

GAMEBOARD ILLUSTRATION 

DIRECTIONS FOR GAMEBOARD BACK 
1. Place skill cards in one stack. 
2. Roll dice. 
3. Select top card from stack. 
4. Read skill card 
5. Move number of spaces shown on dice. 
6. If player cannot read card, his pawn may not be moved. 
7. Card is placed at bottom of pile. 
8. Dice is passed to next player. 
9. Winner is the first player to reach the last space on gameboard. 



Appendix 18 
STEP PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

Session Leader's Manual Poster Chart Cassette Parent's Handbook 

1 Understanding Chi ldren 's 
Behavior and Misbehavior , 
page 35 

1. Not Why, But 
What Is the Purpose 

1A. The Goals of 
Misbehavior 

1B. The Goals of 
Posit ive Behavior 

Cassette 1, Side B 
The Four Goals of 
Misbehavior 

Understanding Chi ldren 's 
Behavior and Misbehavior , 
page 5 

2 
Understanding How 
Chi ldren Use Emot ions to 
Involve Parents and The 
" G o o d " Parent, page 45 

2. Temper 
Tantrums Need 
an Aud ience 

2. Di f ferences between 
the " G o o d " Parent and 
the Responsib le Parent 

Cassette 2, Side A 
A. Emot ions Serve a 
Purpose 
B. The " G o o d " Parent 

Understanding More about Your 
Chi ld and about Yoursel f as a 
Parent, page 21 

CO Encouragement , page 59 3. Apprec ia te 
Assets and Efforts 

3. Di f ferences between 
Praise and 
Encouragement 

Cassette 2, Side B 
Encouragement 

Encouragement : Bu i ld ing 
Your Chi ld 's Conf idence and 
Feel ings of Worth, page 33 

4 Communicat ion : 
Listening, page 67 

4. Listen for 
Feel ings and 
Meanings 

4. Effective Listening 
Cassette 3, Side A 
Communica t ion : L istening 

Communicat ion : How to 
Listen to Your Chi ld, page 45 

5 
Communica t ion : 
Explor ing Alternat ives and 
Expressing Your Ideas 
and Feel ings to Chi ldren, 
page 75 

5. Decide Who 
Owns the Problem 

5. Deqisions for Effective 
Communica t ion 

Cassette 3, Side B 
A. Communica t ion : 
Explor ing Alternat ives 
B. Communica t ion : 
Problem Ownersh ip 
and " I - M e s s a g e s " 

Communica t ion : Explor ing 
Alternat ives and Expressing Your 
Ideas and Feelings to Chi ldren, 
page 57 

6 Developing 
Responsibi l i ty, page 87 

6. Encourage 
Learning from 
Consequences 

6. The Major Di f ferences 
between Punishment and 
Logical Consequences 

Cassette 4, Side A 
How to Win Your Chi ld 's 
Cooperat ion 

Natural and Logical 
Consequences: A Method of 
Discip l ine That Develops 
Responsibi l i ty, page 71 

7 Decis ion Making for 
Parents; page 99 

7. A c t - D o n ' t 
React 

7. Select ing the 
Appropr ia te Approach 

Cassette 4, Side B 
A. Act ing —Not React ing 
B. Select ing the 
Appropr ia te Approach 

App ly ing Natural and Logical 
Consequences to Other Concerns, 
page 87 

8 The Family Meet ing, 
page 109 8. Plan Together 8. Essentials of Family 

Meet ings 
Cassette 5. Side A 
The Family Meet ing The Family Meet ing, page 97 

9 Develop ing Conf idence 
and Using Your Potential, 
page 119 

9. Have the 
Courage to Be 
Imperfect 

9. Democrat ic and 
Posit ive Parenting 

Cassette 5, Side B 
A. Respond ing to Cr i t ic ism 
B. Developing Self-
Conf idence and Problem-
Solving Skil ls 

Developing Conf idence and 
Using Your Potential, page 109 



PARENTS/COMMUNITY 
MEMBERS 

AS RESOURCE PERSONS 



4. PARENTS/COMMUNITY MEMBERS AS RESOURCE PERSONS AND GUEST 
TEACHERS 
a. Field Trips to Visit Parents 

Find parents who would be willing to have students 
observe them in action at their place of business. 
Encourage the child whose parent is being visited 
to act as discussion leader and host for the tour. 
Before the field trip, discuss the specifics of the 
visit with the parent. A mechanic might explain the 
different types and sizes of wrenches and how they 
are used. A florist might describe the various types 
of flowers and demonstrate how floral arrangements are 
made. A visit to a factory, an experience few children 
have had, can provide a fascinating learning experience 
because the children can actually see and understand 
how something is made. Visiting the parent at work will 
make the child feel special. 

A careers bulletin board will increase awareness of the 
variety of employment opportunities. Take pictures of 
the parent on the job to stress that each parent's type 
of work is important. 
Following the field trip, each child can write a short 
description of the job. These descriptions can be com-
piled into individual booklets for the child to share 
with his/her parent(s). 
Resources 

Visiting parents on the job can be supplemented with 
classroom activities, which can also be shared with 
parents. 
I've Got Me and I'm Glad (self-awareness, reading, and 
careers) 
At Least a Thousand Things to Do (career education activi-
ties) 
There are additional titles in the "Kids and Careers" series. 
Incentive Publications 
PO Box 120189 
Nashville, Tenn. 37212 
Learning Ladder 
3070 N. 28th Street 
Boulder, CO 80301 



b. Parents/Community Resource Persons as Guest Teachers 
If parents cannot be visited, or a different approach 
is preferred, invite parents into the room as guest 
teachers. Parents have many talents which can become 
a valuable supplement to the program. 
A parent or resource person could be featured each 
month by displaying their picture, biography and 
materials relating to their talent. 
The parent or community resource person teaches in 
relation to the following: 

the work s/he does, such as being a fireman 
the interests s/he has, such as growing flowers 
or studying local history 
the talents s/he has, such as weaving a rug 
the experiences s/he has had, such as living in 
a different country 
the hobbies s/he has, such as making puppets 

Appendix 19 contains sample materials for using parents 
and community resource persons to enrich children's 
learning. Included are examples of what parents can 
share and a resource person inventory. 



Appendix 19 

USING PARENTS AND COMMUNITY RESOURCE PERSONS TO 
ENRICH CHILDREN'S LEARNING 

A Parent or Community Resource Person "teaches" in relation to: 
1. The WORK he/she does, for example 

automobile mechanic 
carpenter 
barber/ beautician 
chef/cook 
pet shop attendant 
legislator 
rancher 
taxidermist 
fireman 
secretary 
sales clerk 
printer 
candy maker 
author 

photographer 
scientist 
travel agent 
zoo keeper 
forest ranger 
dietician 
stone mason 
cake decorator 
electrician 
reporter 
biologist 
cattle rancher 
dairy farmer 

INTERESTS/HOBBIES he/she has, for example 
cooking — 
growing flowers — 
studying local history — 
visiting museums — 
improving environmental — 
conservation — 
working with boys'/girls' — 
clubs — 
making trips to historic — 
places — 

cake decorating 
making hand puppets 
skiing 
keeping historical scrapbooks 
astronomy 
collecting coins, rocks, stamps 
quilting 
macrame 
painting 
canoeing, kayaking 
training animals 
hang gliding 

The TALENTS, SKILLS, and ABILITIES he/she has, for example 
painting a house 
playing a musical 
instrument 
driving a truck 
weaving a rug 
calling a square dance 
speaking a foreign 
language 
gardening 
pottery 
photography 
storytelling 

magician 
flying an airplane 
sculpturing 
glassblower 
skydiving 
balloonist 
ice skating 
stained glass 
window designing 
leather work 



Appendix 19 
RESOURCE PERSON INVENTORY 

Resource Person Date_ 
(last name first, PLEASE PRINT) 

Home Address Phone 
Business Address Phone 
Occupation—This is what I do for a living 
Description—This is the work I do 
Other Jobs—Other work I have done 

Things I could tell or show 

Work 
Interests/Hobbies (things and activities I enjoy doing) 

Skills/Talents—(skills and abilities I have) 

Experiences (things I have done or seen that are rather special 
or unusual) 

Availability 
Please contact me at: Business Home 
I prefer to come to school 
I prefer students to visit place of business 



INVOLVING PARENTS 
IN THE CLASSROOM

 



5. INVOLVING PARENTS IN THE CLASSROOM 
a. Volunteers in the Reading Resource Room or Lab 

Develop a small cadre of parents to help in the 
classroom. Identify jobs which need doing and then 
recruit volunteers. Parents can help as bulletin-
board designers, field-trip researchers, game makers, 
and storytellers. Volunteer parents need to know 
what they will be expected to do and the purpose of 
their assigned activity. A volunteer supplies sup-
plemental and supportive service and is not a sub-
stitute for a teacher. 
Volunteers can assist in the following ways: 

(1 
(2 
(3 
(4 
(5 
(6 
(7 
(8 
(9 

(10 
(11 
(12 
(13 
(14 
(15 
(16 
(17 
(18 
(19 
( 2 0 

Tell stories to children 
Listen to children read 
Provide individual help 
Assist in learning centers 
Set up learning centers 
Help contact parents 
Make instructional games 
Play instructional games 
Make bulletin boards 
Help with book fairs 
Reinforce basic sight words 
Help student select library books 
Assist on field trips 
Make props for plays 
Set up or run book exchange 
Gather resource materials 
Assist with cooking or sewing projects 
Show a filmstrip to a group 
Make puppets 
Help students dramatize a story 

Resources 

The Home-School Interaction Council, Box 31, Middle 
Tennessee State University, Murfreesboro, Tennessee 
37132. (The council offers a periodic newsletter, 
quarterly magazines, as well as a variety of activity 
materials.) 

Illinois State Department of Education, Because They 
Care: A Resource Manual for Volunteer Programs. 
Available from ERIC Document Reproduction Service, 
P.O. Box 190, Arlington, Virginia 2210; ED130 250. 
Benjamin DaSilva and Richard D. Lucas, Practical School 
Volunteer and Teacher-Aide Programs. Prentice-Hall 
Inc. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632. (Includes 
chapter on using volunteers in reading) 



Bibliography and "Success Stories." National School 
Volunteer Program, Inc., 300 North Washington Street 
Alexandra, Virginia 22314. 
Oregon State Department of Education. A Manual for 
Developing a Senior Citizen Teacher-Aide Program. 
Available from ERIC Document Reproduction Service, 
P.O. Box 190, Arlington, Virginia 22210; ED132139. 
(Based on experiences with Project SAVE—Senior Aide 
Volunteer Educator) 
Leonore Sleisenger and Jeannette Veatch. Guidebook 
for the Volunteer Reading Teacher (revised edition). 
Charles B. Slack, Inc., 6900 Grove Rd., Thorofare, 
New Jersey 08086. 
Volunteers in Education: A Handbook for Coordinators 
of Volunteer Programs (revision of ABC's: A Handbook 
for Educational Volunteers). Available from ERIC 
Document Reproduction Service, P.O. Box 190, Arlington, 
Virginia 22210; ED117341. 
Rauch, Sidney. Handbook for the Volunteer Tutor. 
Newark, Delaware, International Reading Association. 
United States Office of Education. Volunteers in 
Education: Materials for Volunteer Programs and the 
Volunteer. Volunteers in Education. Washington, D. C. 
U.S. Government Printing Office. 



b. The Cooperative Program 
Consider making the Title I program a cooperative. The 
Cooperative Program is an extension of using volunteers 
in the classroom. It is a means of organizing parents 
into a defined program. Parents agree to work a certain 
amount of time each month in the classroom and to attend 
regular planning meetings. In the cooperative concept, 
each family donates a specific amount of time to the 
program each month. The plan requires considerable time 
and energy on the part of the teacher; however, for pro-
grams not having the assistance of paid aides, the bene-
fits justify the time expended. 
The idea for the parent cooperative program comes from 
the success of preschool parent cooperatives which have 
been formed in great numbers across the United States 
and Canada. The reason so many cooperatives have sprung 
up is that they provide a unique opportunity for parents 
to learn and develop while providing the early education 
their children need. 
Along with good nursery schools, preschool parent co-
operatives provide the rich and happy environment young 
children need for optimum development. The characteristic 
element is the parents' cooperation, not only in the or-
ganization and business of the school but also in the 
education of the children, for the parents serve as 
teacher assistants. 
Typically, each parent, after preparatory education, 
devotes one morning per week assisting the teacher in 
charge. In addition to preliminary education, the parent 
also receives continuing inservice training. 
Preschool cooperatives have shown that what parents gain 
in both skill and understanding is immediately reflected 
in the well-being of the children. When parents do not 
learn along with their children, the value of preschool 
education is cut by half or even more. Being in an ideal 
child's world for three hours a day but spending the rest 
of the day in an environment lacking the essentials for 
healthy personal growth may be confusing and upsetting to 
a child. This could be said to apply to a child of any age. 
Katherine Whiteside Taylor's book, Parents and Children 
Learning Together (Teachers College Press, 1968) provides 
a comprehensive treatment of parent cooperatives for 
preschool children. The ideas for working together can 
be adapted to other levels. 



c. "Fixing Up" the Reading Room or Lab 
Involve parents in "fixing-up" the reading room. 
Work with parents to construct a checklist of class-
room items needed and decorating changes to be made 
to make the room look better and create a stimulat-
ing environment for children. Send the list to 
parent helpers to find out who wants to do what and 
when. Match materials/helpers/tasks to be done at 
a time convenient for parents. Set out a coffee pot 
and refreshments to keep spirits high. Kids like rooms 
with bright colors, bean bag chairs, couches, carpeting 
and reading corners or "private" places to read. 
Frequently, parents know who to contact in the com-
munity for carpet remnants and furniture. Parents with 
carpentry skills can make bookcases and other items 
for the room. Classrooms with spool tables, a puppet 
theatre, a loft, a tree house, or a bathtub for in-
dividual reading will greatly appeal to children. 
For example, an intriguing way to brighten up the 
classroom and add interest to the program is to have a 
theme for the year. Two examples are described below. 

The Snoopy Room 

Nancy Lee, Title I teacher in Ft. Morgan, Colorado 
turned her classroom in the lovely old Baker Elemen-
tary into "The Snoopy Room." 
The hardwood floors shine with wax. There is a throw 
rug on the floor upon which sits Snoopy's bathtub. On 
the old cast iron tub, painted yellow, a co-worker 
painted a picture of Snoopy lying under a tree reading 
a book. Woodstock is reading a book from his nest in 
the tree. Snoopy's face is painted on the front of the 
tub where the faucets were. A rug and pillows are in 
the bottom of the tub. The children use the tub for 
free reading. 
There are four east windows from which Peanut character 
curtains hang. They were made from a Peanut character 
sheet. The sheet was divided into fourths, hemmed and 
placed on cafe rods. Plants hang from each window. 
Snoopy glasses are also used as flower pots. The walls 
have Snoopy posters which are changed quite often plus 
Snoopy banners. Two Snoopy and Peanut calendars grace 
the walls. 
There is a table of Snoopy characters, one a large 
Snoopy doll whose costume is changed each month. The 
children are allowed to play with the Snoopy characters 
when their work is completed or as a special treat for 
exceptional work. 



Three Snoopy bulletin boards encourage various reading 
activities, display children's work, record a reading 
"contest" or hold various holiday symbol stickers for 
work completed by each child. 
From the high ceiling of the room, all the Peanut char-
acters hang along with pillows which spell "Snoopy," 
The "S" pillows are made of calico and the other letters 
are the basic colors which first graders must be able to 
identify. 
Snoopy watches over two bookcases made with boards and 
bricks. Contact paper covers the boards which are fil-
led with books and magazines for the children to read. 
The door is covered with a variety of things which can 
be changed for the month or season. Whatever holiday 
is in season, some special Snoopy scenes cover the door. 
The outside of the door is covered with white paper, 
decorated with a poster that says "The Joy of Reading 
Goes to Your Head," and the caption "Title I" at the top. 
Children love to come to Title I. 
The Reading Express 

Amy Kissling, Title I teacher at Slater Elementary 
School in Jefferson County, Colorado, used a train 
theme for her room. 
The front door was painted with a friendly locomotive 
face, while the back exit showed a smiling caboose. 
The room was divided into sections, with a work car, 
a parlor car, a supply car, a tape car and a tote tray 
car. Even the clock was made into an engine face. Each 
area was decorated with a large sign, telling its name 
and purpose, and featured a railroad worker. The room 
was renamed "The Reading Express." 
On the first day of class, each student assigned to the 
reading lab was given a ticket with his/her name on it. 
At the designated time, the student presented the ticket 
to allow entrance into the Reading Express. During this 
first lab period the students were read the book, The 
Little Engine That Could, and a discussion was held on 
positive attitudes and positive thinking. The groups 
decided on a room slogan for the year: I can! Stu-
dents were also invited to share experiences they had 
had with trains and were invited to bring train books 
from home. 
The second day of class the students had a tour of the 
Reading Express room and each car area was explained. 
Then they played the game, "The Little Engine that Could," 
produced by Parker Brothers for ages 4-8. This game 
teaches colors and stresses the need to work together. 



Throughout the school year, the theme of trains was 
used in many ways. Notes to parents were identified 
with the train logo, which immediately identifies the 
note as being from the reading lab. Creative stories 
were written on railroad subjects, such as, "I am a 
train. I can..." and "Would you rather be a caboose 
or an engine? Explain why." Children made books of 
their own, which were in the shape of a locomotive. 
Color charts, number charts and the alphabet were all 
done in a train format. 
Cardboard engineer hats were given as rewards for 
books read at home. A field trip was taken to visit 
a train yard and guest speakers were invited to speak 
on their railway experiences. Even seasonal bulletin 
boards carried out the theme, as jack-o-lanterns and 
Santas were adorned with engineer hats. 
The children in the Reading Express lab are very proud 
of their room and parents have been most supportive in 
creative ideas to continue and expand the theme. The 
Reading Express is speeding along, as children dis-
cover that when they think they can, they really can 
succeed. 

Front Door Back Door 
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SETTING UP A HOME LEARNING LENDING LIBRARY OR A PARENT 
ROOM 
a. Lending Library of Books, Games, and Toys for Home 

Learning 
Set up a home learning lending library to provide 
materials for parents and children to use at home to 
reinforce and extend learning and to build skills of 
parents as teachers. This is an especially worthwhile 
project in schools where there are families who may 
not be able to afford to buy their children such ma-
terials. The teacher and parents meet together to 
plan the library, shop for the materials, and develop 
the borrowing guidelines. The following are items to 
consider and suggestions for establishing a lending 
library. 
The Budget 

It may be necessary to begin with a limited budget. 
However, many games and toys are quite inexpensive. 
For example, for $150-200 approximately 30-50 educa-
tional games and toys could be purchased. With approval, 
Title I funds may be used for this purpose, but if there 
are not adequate funds available in the district's Title 
I budget, fund raising activities may be needed in order 
to obtain enough money to get started. Parents can also 
be asked to donate educational games and books that their 
children have outgrown. Book and cassette tapes with re-
corders are excellent materials to include, but these will 
add considerably to the cost of the library. 
Criteria for the Selection of Materials 

Examples of questions which might be useful in develop-
ing criteria are as follows: Will math as well as read-
ing materials be included? What age and grade levels will 
be included? What type of materials should be purchased? 
What skills should be reinforced? Are the materials based 
on sound educational principles? 
Purchasing the Materials 

There may be a supplier of educational materials in your 
area. If not, try the local department and toy stores; 
don't overlook the large discount stores. Most discount 
stores carry educational games and they may also be will-
ing to give a discount to a school purchasing materials 
in quantity. By checking the selections and prices at 
a number of stores, purchases can be made at stores offer-
ing the lowest prices. 



Setting up the Library 

The library can be housed in the media center, a 
separate room, or in a corner or closet in the Title I 
room. If it is housed in the classroom, checkout hours 
may need to be limited to before and after school to 
provide an opportunity for the teacher to explain and 
discuss the materials with the parent. 
Checkout System and Borrowing Guidelines 

The materials can be treated in the same way as library 
books. Each item can be catalogued and provided with a 
pocket and checkout card. To borrow an item, the parent 
simply signs the card. 
Suggested borrowing guidelines: 

Items may be borrowed for two weeks. 
Items may be renewed after they have been made 
available to others for two weeks. 
In order to preserve the materials, boxes or 
plastic bags should be provided for carrying 
items to and from school. 
Helpful hints will be given to parents on how 
to use borrowed items. 

Dissemination 

To encourage maximum use of the library, a complete 
list of items should be made available to the parents. 
The availability of the materials should be publicized 
through parent meetings, open house night, newsletters, 
bulletin boards, and the local newspaper. 



b. Family Room 
Sometimes referred to as the "parent room" the family 
room is just what the name implies — a special room 
within the school, which is set aside for the use of 
parents. 
The family room is a place in the school where parents 
can drop in and feel comfortable. There is always some-
one to talk to and a fresh cup of coffee. Here parents 
may visit, learn new skills, and receive information. 
The room contains many materials of interest to parents, 
and periodically, useful and interesting classes on a 
variety of topics are held. An idea center for home 
activities, materials and guidance are provided for 
teaching children at home. All of the activities are 
planned to help parents feel more comfortable in the 
school and to learn to help their children do well as 
students and members of the family. 
Sample Description of the Family Room 

The objective of the Family Room is to involve parents 
in educational opportunities within the school. 
The activities to accomplish the objective are: 

. home reading 
- training and assistance in creating a 
productive reading environment within 
the home. 

- creating awareness of the importance 
of reading to children. 

- teaching parents ways of assisting 
their children in learning to read. 

- training parents to teach children 
listening skills. 

. toy and game lending library 
- toys that teach be available for loan. 
- educational games be available for loan. 
- Family Room staff provide instruction on 
use of loaned materials. 



. parent tutorial 
- small group or individual parent instruc-
tion on how to improve the child's read-
ing skills. 

. basic needs inservice 
- nutrition classes. 
- parenting classes. 
- information on available financial assistance 
- job opportunities. 
- provide socialization opportunities through 
activities such as arts and crafts workshops 
and luncheons. 

The staff may consist of one or more aides. Qualifica-
tions and duties are as follows: 

. qualifications 
- home management skills desirable. 
- secretarial skills desirable. 
- personal reading skills better than average. 
- proficient language skills desirable. 
- knowledge of library skills desirable. 
- ability to meet public in positive manner. 

. duties 
- home visits. 
- record maintenance. 
- management of materials. 
- close working relationship with instructors 
and parent advisory council. 

- maintain housekeeping responsibilities. 
For Family Room Aide Job Description and Family Room 
Evaluation see Appendices 20 and 21. (Idea contributed 
by Juanell Wright, Title I teacher, Jefferson County 
Schools.) 



Appendix 20 
Job Description 
Family Room Aide 

Job Summary: The Family Room Aide will function in the 
general area of social service. Working 
under the supervision of Title I adminis-
trators and Title I teachers, the Family 
Room Aide will strive to bridge the gap 
between parents and school. 

A. Home Visitations 
1. To assist in the development of positive feel-

ings and attitudes of parents toward the child 
and the school. 

2. To assist in the process of effective home/ 
school communication. 

3. To direct parents to agencies and resources 
which can assist them in dealing with economics, 
social, and health concerns. 

4. To encourage the family's participation in all 
phases of school life. 

B. Family Room Resource 
1. Maintain daily hours in Family Room. 
2. Schedule inservices to parent groups in areas 

of family concerns. 
3. Provide time for parents to drop in for in-

formal visits or to discuss problems. 
4. Conduct small group activities involving 

Title I children. 
5. Maintain a library of games, books and teach-

ing materials for parents to check out. 
6. Involve parents in making teaching aids for 

home and school. 
7. Work closely with teachers to encourage 

parent involvement in Title I classrooms. 
8. Attend PAC meetings, District PAC meetings 

and other inservices provided. 
9. Interpret to the community the role of Title I 

in the local school. 



10. Communicate to parents through newsletters, 
telephone and personal visits the concerns 
and activities of Title I program. 

11. Plan and evaluate weekly with Title I teachers 
and PAC chairperson. 

12. Work with PAC in planning budget for parent 
involvement and parent concerns. 



Appendix 21 

FAMILY ROOM EVALUATION 
PLEASE ASSIST US IN MAKING THE FAMILY ROOM A MEANINGFUL PART OF THE 
TITLE I PROGRAM BY FILLING OUT THIS FORM AND HAVING YOUR CHHC RETURN 
IT TO BY . 

(Date) 
Have you attended any of the Title I parent in-services at Pleasant 
View School this year? 
Yes 
NO 
If you did attend, which ones did you feel were most beneficial? 

Which did you feel were the least beneficial? 

If you did not attend any, what were your reasons? 
Wbrk 
Home responsibilities 
Previous commitments 
Other 
In regard to the 4-H Outreach Program, were you contacted and asked 
to participate? 
Yes 
No 
If you did participate in the 4-H program, did you enjoy participating? 
Yes 



How did your children respond to the 4-H program (cooking and sewing)? 

What kind of in-services or programs for children would you like Title I 
to have next year? 

What kind of in-services for parents would you like to see Title I have 
next year? (Check one or more.) 
Speakers concerning: 
Nutrition 
Horticulture 
Home Economics 
Working with Children 
Importance of Self Concept 
Other 
Have you ever checked out any games, films, toys, or books frcm the 
Parent Rocm? 
Yes 
No 
If so, how often did your child use the checked-out items? 
Frequently 
Sometimes 
Hardly ever 
Did your child use the checked-out items 
Alone 
With an adult 



With his brother or sister 
Other 
Do you have any of the following talents or skills you would be willing 

to share with other parents or children in the Title I Parent Room? 

Quilting 
Pottery Making 
Macrame 
Fly Tieing _ 
Leathercraft 
Woodworking 
Other 
COMMENTS: 

PARENT'S SIGNATURE 
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7. IDEAS AND FORMATS FOR PARENT MEETINGS 
a. Approaches for Parent Meetings 

Try a different time and format for parent meetings. 
For example, have parents come at 11:00 a.m. and 
following their meeting, stay for a school lunch 
with their children. Suggestions for varying for-
mats and approaches are as follows: 
Meeting Times 

Poll parents to find meeting times which are the 
most convenient for them. A breakfast meeting or 
a "coffee klatch" might draw a large number of 
parents. It will probably be necessary to rotate 
parent meetings and activities so that some sessions 
occur in the evenings as well as during the day, 
Mondays as well as Wednesdays, etc. 
Place of Meetings 

Holding meetings outside of the school environment 
may be more conducive to open communication and in-
formal exchange of ideas between staff and parents. 
Consideration could be given to holding meetings in 
the teacher's or a parent's home. 
Meeting Essentials 

There are some essentials which should not be over-
looked in planning meetings. Light refreshments 
such as drinks—remember that everyone does not 
drink coffee—and donuts are a must. Babysitting 
services should be provided, and transportation ar-
ranged if needed. Parents are giving their time to 
come to the meeting, and these small items will con-
vey a feeling of welcome. Reminders should be sent, 
or phone calls made, just prior to each meeting for 
good attendance. 

Meeting Agendas 

In addition to the business part of a Parent Advisory 
Committee meeting, plan interesting activities for 
each meeting. Invite in a speaker, show a film, or 
plan a demonstration. In order to provide meetings 
which meet the needs and interests of parents, use a 
questionnaire which is either sent home or distributed 
at the first meeting. The results of the questionnaire 
could be used to organize, schedule, and develop 
agendas for the meetings. Some parents are very in-
terested in setting up sub-committees to work on areas 
of special interest, such as television and how it 
affects children. 



b. Programs for Parent Meetings 
Below is a partial listing of topics which usually are of 
interest to parents. These are the types of topics which 
can be presented by the reading teacher and other school 
personnel, such as counselors, nurses, librarians, school 
psychologists and principals. Suggestions and resources 
for many of these topics are found throughout this book. 
However, all of these topics need not be presented by school 
personnel. For example, for a topic such as story telling, 
a local storyteller might be invited to present a program. 
Parent activity coordinators and parent advisory council mem-
bers from other districts are also excellent resource persons 
to consider. They can present parent involvement ideas which 
have worked for them. A few topics, such as "Classroom Read-
ing and Title I Reading: _A Coordinated Program for the Child," 
can only be planned and presented by the staff in a particular 
school. Additional programs for parent meetings can be devel-
oped by utilizing professionals from the community, who are 
often pleased to speak to a group of interested parents. A 
short list of suggestions is given below. As has been men-
tioned previously, parents should participate in selecting 
topics through informal discussions, "agenda setting" for the 
next meeting, or by completing a questionnaire. The experi-
ence of the writers is that it is better to give parents a few 
suggestions to begin with, which they can either accept or 
reject. Once they see all of the possibilities, they will have 
little difficulty choosing topics for meetings. Of course, 
some topics such as how to help the child at home in reading 
or books too good to miss will appeal to any parent group if 
they are well presented. 
Topics 

. Title I Reading Is - Panel: School Principal, Parent, Reading 
Teacher, Instructional Aide 

. Classroom Reading and Title I Reading: A Coordinated Program 
for the Child 

. Reading Activities for the Home 

. The Role of the Parent in the Teaching-Learning Process 

. How Can I Help my Child with his Homework? 

. Using Games for Home Reinforcement 

. Child Growth and Development 

. Career Education 

. The Role of Volunteers and How They can Help 

. Language Development 

. Functional Reading 

. Improved Home-School Communication 

. How to Encourage a Child (or Teenager) to Read 

. How to Help a Child Adjust to Changes or Emotional Stress 

. Punishment and Discipline - Are They the Same? 

. Do Children Want and Need Rules? 

. How to Have a Successful Parent-Teacher (Student) Conference 

. What Children Learn in Kindergarten 

. How to Turn Your Home into a Learning Center 

. The School Health Program 

. Nutrition Education 



. Helping Children Develop Positive Self-Concepts 

. Children and Television 

. Storytelling 

. Puppetry 

. Children's Literature 

. Uses of the Newspaper 

. Reading Aloud to Children 

. Book Making 

. Creative Learning Activities for Rainy Days 

. Summer Reading Activities 
Suggestions for Programs Utilizing Community Resource Persons 

. Child development specialist from the local college who 
might be available for workshops on human growth and 
development 

. Pediatrician who can discuss necessity for physicals, 
keeping shots up-to-date, how to identify and care for 
contagious diseases 

. Dentist who can discuss dental checkups 

. Junior League, Women's Club, Rotary, and Kiwanis 
representatives, who might have a variety of topics 
about which they may be prepared to conduct training 

. Family counselor who may conduct a session on family 
relations 

. Red Cross volunteer who might teach basic first aid 

. Psychologist who can lead workshops in human relations 
or discuss topics related to children 

. Police, fire, or health department personnel who are 
available to deal with community needs 

. Children's librarian from public library who can acquaint 
members with children's literature, story hours, and other 
services offered by public library 

. Social service agency or social worker who can describe 
programs and resources which are available to parents 

. Action for children's television representative or other 
person knowledgeable about television who can discuss 
effects of television on children's eating habits, tele-
vision violence, effects of cartoons, and the values of 
educational programs 



Successful Meetings 
Plan some activities which involve the whole family. 
Children are so enthusiastic about these types of 
activities that they will get their parents involved 
and that is a key to having good parent participation. 
When children are involved in helping with the meet-
ing, demonstrating classroom activities, putting on a 
puppet show or making refreshments, parents will want 
to come. 
"Door prizes" add a special motivational touch to any 
parent meeting. Local merchants, such as book stores, 
will frequently donate prizes. Do not overlook such 
contributions as a free hair-do for mom. 
On the following pages are examples of successful 
meetings that combine the spirit of comaraderie with 
an educational activity which will help strengthen 
the partnership between home and school. 



Open House Harvest Festival 
An activity to acquaint parents with the 
reading lab or classroom could have a 
Harvest Festival theme. As parents and child-
ren arrive, the students show their parents 
around the room and share materials, games and 
equipment that they use during class time. 
After all of the parents have had time to look 
at their children's activities, the students 
are allowed to go into a separate room to watch 
a filmstrip. Parents and teachers spend the 
time discussing the program as the teachers ex-
plain materials and parents ask questions about 
the activities and program. A survey sheet can 
be used to allow parents an opportunity to state 
their preferences for other evening functions and 
methods of home/school communications. The re-
sult of this survey can help determine the year's 
activities. The evening ends with cookies and 
punch as parents and children share in informal 
fellowship. 

Halloween Breakfast 
Halloween is an important holiday for children. 
A Halloween Breakfast can serve as a fun way to 
start this exciting day and a successful way to 
involve parents. Invitations in the shape of 
jack-o-lanterns, witches and ghosts can be writ-
ten by the children. A bewitching vocabulary can 
be developed as parents are invited to swoop into 
the cafeteria to gobble up a menu of bubbling 
apple cider, sizzling crisp bacon, ghostly toast 
and harvest moon scrambled eggs. Parents can be 
involved in the cooking of the food, with stu-
dents acting as host/hostess and servers. 
A puppet packet can be given to each parent at the 
end of the meal. The materials for a simple hand 
puppet of Georgina Ghost or Wanda Witch are includ-
ed. (See Appendix 22 ) The parent and child work 
together to stitch the puppet and decorate 
it appropriately. The week before the breakfast 
students are involved in the classroom writing a 
play for the puppet they will make. When parent 
and child are ready to go home, they have with 
them all the necessary items to produce a play at 
home. 



Parent Luncheon 
A luncheon setting provides a congenial atmosphere 
for parent involvement. The parent(s) are invited 
to have lunch in the classroom with their child. 
An idea for the invitation can be found under the 
Invitation Resource List. (See Appendix 23) 
Students and teacher together plan a menu for the 
luncheon. Food selections should be such that the 
students can participate in the preparation. Ideas 
for menu planning can be found under "Reading, 
Recipes, and Cooking." 
Luncheons are more effective if only a small number 
of parents are invited at one time. One method of 
determining guests to be invited is to have the 
luncheons by grade level. Employers are often will 
ing to extend an employee's lunch hour to attend a 
school function of this type. 
The luncheon can be followed by a short activity 
such as explaining the use of open-ended gameboards 
(See Appendix 17 ) 



(4) Taco Supper 
A Taco Supper is the setting for a family Fiesta 
Night. Invitations are made by the students in 
the shape of taco shells with information about 
the evening written inside. A menu of tacos 
(shells, meat, lettuce, tomatoes, onions and 
cheese), refried beans and salad is served. Par-
ents assist in preparing the meal. Students deco-
rate the eating area with posters about Mexican 
culture and centerpieces are colorful crepe paper 
flowers. In planning the Fiesta Night, discussions 
with the students should be held. Students then 
write stories about our neighboring country, which 
they can read to the parents on the night of the 
dinner. The culminating event of the evening is 
the breaking of a pinata. This can be made by the 
students by covering a large balloon with strips 
of newspaper dipped in wallpaper paste, then cover-
ing with tissue paper. When the pinata is broken, 
all can share in the treats that have been placed 
inside. 

Ingredients for 300 tacos: 

30 pounds of meat 
300 taco shells 
30 packages of taco seasoning 
24 tomatoes 
7 heads of lettuce 
3 raw onions 
4 chopped onions for cooking with meat 
4 pounds of grated cheese 



(5) Super Sandwich Supper and Game-Making Workshop 
The invitations for the supper and game-making 
workshop are made like sandwiches. Send an 
"invitation sandwich" to all parents, board 
members, and classroom teachers. 
To make the invitation sandwich, cut the follow-
ing pieces from construction paper: 

EDUCA-
TIONAL 
GAME 
WORK-
SHOP 

PLEASE BRING 
YOUR FAVORITE 
SANDWICH FILLING 
WE'LL HAVE EVERY-
THING ELSE YOU 

NEED 

(off-white) 
bread 

(yellow) 
cheese 

(green) 
lettuce 

(red) 
lunchmeat 

(off-white) 
bread 

Directions: Put the pieces together like a sand-
wich arid staple on top. On each piece put the 
date, time, what to bring (filling for favorite 
sandwich), and any other information needed. Put 
sandwich into a wax paper sandwich bag and send 
home with students. 
Title I Parent involvement funds are used to 
supply bread, pickles, salad dressing, etc., for 
sandwiches. Cup of soups (a variety), drinks, 
chips, and cookies are also provided. After every-
one is fed and happy, the children get their ma-
terials for the individual games that they are 
going to make. The children choose a game to make 
beforehand (based on the skills they are working 
on in class) and have materials written down, game 
directions and patterns. The children find a space 
at a table with their parents and make the games 
together. Allow two hours for game-making. If 
games are not completed, time can be allowed in 
class to finish them up. 

(Idea contributed by Karen Rowan and Carol Clark, 
Title I teachers, Phillips Re2, Holyoke School 
District, Colorado) 



Game Night for Parents 
Illustrate how games can be used for teaching at 
school and in the home by holding a game night for 
parents. There are a number of ways of organizing 
a game night. Three are described below: 
(a) Arrange the room with "game tables." Parents 

are given a card with four numbers on it when 
they arrive. They match their numbers with 
tables having the same numbers. Ten or fifteen 
minutes per game is allowed so the parents can 
visit at least four tables. By playing 
reading and thinking games, parents learn 
the ways these activities are used in the 
classroom to teach skills and concepts. 
Parents learn how to play the games; teachers 
can indicate the ways games can be used at home 
If desired, those who win can be awarded points 
and prizes awarded to those with the most point 
at the end of the evening. 

(b) Have parents sit randomly at tables. At a 
signal, they switch to another table until 
they have played the games at three (or four) 
tables. 

(c) Set up three to five games at each table. 
Parents remain at the same table. Each table 
could have games of a certain level, type, or 
which teach the same skill, with parents choos-
ing what type of games they would like to play. 

The evening could conclude with one or several of 
the following: 
(a) Parents can borrow any of the games to take 

home. 
(b) Parents can be given a choice of one game to 

take home to give to their child. This would 
be the inexpensive teacher-made type of game. 

(c) Parents can be provided with a list of in-
expensive educational games which can be pur-
chased at a toy or department store in the 
area. 

(d) Parents can be given a handout describing 
educational games which can be played at home. 



A Christmas Craft Party 
The Christmas season is an exciting time to hold 
a craft making party for parents and children. 
Eight or nine craft booths are set up to make 
various Christmas ornaments. These booths are 
planned by and run by parents and/or teachers and 
aides. Families may go to as many as three booths 
to make ornaments. Suggestions for inexpensive 
ornaments might include felt angels, decorated 
gingerbread men, walnut shell strawberries, marsh-
mellow snowmen and popcorn or cranberry chains. 
Coffee, punch and cookies can be served as refresh-
ments. An old-fashioned carol singing time is 
always a fun way to end the evening. 
Reading Carnival 
For an evening of family fun and practice in read-
ing, promote a Reading Carnival for your students 
and their families. Use your classroom students 
to manage the booths. It is helpful to identify 
the student managers of booths and carnival workers 
if they are all wearing tall colorful hats or big 
crepe paper bows around their necks. Set the booths 
up beginning near the front door of the school, then 
down the corridor and into your classroom or library. 
Create a circus mood by playing music, decorating 
with bright colored paper and balloons and popping 
corn. Some activities will need more space than 
others, some will need simple tools such as paper, 
pencil, and scissors on a table, others may need 
ear phones and a tape machine. A reward for doing 
well at a reading booth may be a small pretzel stick 
or a star on the participant's ticket. Refreshments 
made by some of the students can be purchased for a 
predetermined number of earned stars or points. 
A few suggested reading booths are: hopscotch 
through the blends, follow the yellow brick road of 
consonant sounds, alphabetize circus words that are 
printed on shoe boxes, vowel bingo, unscramble 
sentences from the evening newspaper, find a hid-
den word, sequence: comic squares or a lesson a 
reading machine. 
(Idea contributed by Gerri Colette, Title I reading 
teacher, Canon City, Colorado) 



(9) Potluck and Plays 
An evening of sharing will be in store for all 
when a potluck supper is planned. A list of 
food categories needs to be sent home several 
weeks in advance allowing parents to choose what 
type of dish they will bring. Categories might 
include salads, main dishes, vegetables, breads, 
and desserts. When it has been determined how 
many people will be attending, parents should be 
informed as to the number of people their dish 
should serve. It is always a nice idea for par-
ents to have the recipes available as potluck 
dinners always prove to be a sharing time for 
those who enjoy cooking. 
Parents enjoy watching their children perform and 
nearly all children are thrilled to be a star. 
A play, or several plays for varying grade levels, 
is a fun way to involve many children in an after-
dinner performance. Plays serve as an excellent 
reading experience and help students learn the 
oral reading skills of inflection and intonation. 
Many plays are available which provide for various 
reading levels and require simple costumes and 
settings. 
Resources for Children's Plays 

Bill Martin Instant Readers 
by Bill Martin, Jr. 
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., New York, 1970 

Children's Plays from Favorite Stories 
edited by Sylvia E. Kamerman 
Plays, Inc., Boston, 1978 

Easy Plays for Boys and Girls 
by Helen Louise Miller 
Plays, Inc., Boston, 1976 

Thirty Plays for Classroom Reading 
by Donald Durrell and B. Alice Crossley 
Plays, Inc., Boston, 1968 

Resources for Costumes 

Costumes for Nursery Tale Characters 
by Jean Greenhowe 
Plays, Inc., Boston, 1976 

Making Masks for School Plays 
by Barbara Snook 
Plays, Inc., Boston, 1972 



(10) Picnic and Balloon Lift 
A picnic and balloon lift is a good activity 
for spring. The students release helium-filled 
balloons, containing names of books read over 
an 8-week period. The balloons have tags that 
contain a short explanation of the activity, 
the child's name and address, and a message to 
write back if the balloon is found. A parent 
committee plans the picnic and activities, which 
include blowing up the balloons, planning games, 
setting up game stations and providing prizes for 
children who read the most books. After the games 
are played on a group rotation basis, everyone 
assembles next to the balloons, prizes are given 
out, and as a grand finale, the balloons are let 
loose. The best part occurs later when the stu-
dents receive replies from people who found the 
balloons. Variations of the balloon idea have 
been tried by a number of Title I reading teachers. 
One balloon released in Colorado was found by a 
Title I teacher in Iowa! 
(Idea contributed by Linda Allar, Title I coordina-
tor, Montezuma 1-Cortez School District, Colorado.) 

( I D Ice Cream Social and Award Night 
Students read recipes and follow directions to 
mix and measure the ingredients for homemade ice 
cream. To make the ice cream, students enjoy 
using old-fashioned ice cream freezers. Ice cream 
is made throughout the day as students come in at 
their scheduled times. Two Title I teachers and 
60 students could make about 6 gallons of ice cream 
of 4 flavors to enjoy at the awards presentation. 
In the evening all the students come and bring their 
parents. An award is presented to each student for 
unique qualities or achievements during the year. 
Participation is excellent because students are en-
thusiastic about making the ice cream, planning the 
event, and having their parents attend. 
(Idea contributed by Karen Rowan and Carol Clark, 
Title I teachers, Holyoke Elementary School, 
Holyoke, Colorado.) 



GEORGINA GHOST 

1. Cut white fabric for body of puppet 
using this pattern. (Cut 2) 

2. Sew edges, leaving bottom opening for 
child's hand. Bottom can be hemmed to 
prevent raveling. 

3. Cut felt pieces for face and glue to 
fabric body. 

4. Yarn hair and dress lace can be glued 
into place. 

5. Like magic Georgina Ghost comes to 
haunt you. 

(Idea contributed by Bea Zissel, Title I Com-
munity Aide, Jefferson County Schools.) 



Appendix 2 2 

WILDA WITCH 

1. Cut black fabric for body of puppet 
using this pattern. (cut 2) 

2. Sew edges together, leaving bottom 
open for child's hand. Bottom edge can 
be hemmed to prevent raveling. 

3. Cut felt pieces for face and glue 
to fabric. 

4. Yarn hair can be braided and glued 
to head. 

5. Felt scraps can be cut for dress 
decorations. 

6. Broom is made of yarn and pipe 
cleaners and sewed to dress or hand. 

7. Like magic Wilda Witch rides through 
the night. 

(Idea contributed by Bea Zissel, Title I Com-
munity Aide, Jefferson County Schools.) 



Appendix 2 3 
Sample Invitations 
tan meat 

126 
Finished Product 

(Contents for 
Bag of Treats) 



"Wallet be fun?" 
"Yes, it wall!" 

(closed) 

Please return you reservation 
and money in the wallet by 

Wed., Nov. 28 

^(fold)^ 
(open) 

Contents: 

The Whole Family 
is invited to 

School 

etc. 

Pocket for inserts 
is made by folding 
sheet and stapling 

at stars. 

Presenting 
Menu Menu Roast Beef 

with 

For added visual appeal, 
each individual clothing 
item can be cut from 
construction paper and 
pasted in place, 
(i.e.: bandana cut 
from red construction 
paper.) (Cover 

Sheet) 

Stapled 

(Attached 
Information 
Sheet) 

Round-up 
the family! 

cut & return 



READING, RECIPES, AND COOKING 



3. READING, RECIPES, AND COOKING 
Cooking is an exciting way to involve students and parents 
in the classroom. Learning to follow written directions, 
following instructions in sequence, using units of measure-
ment and discovering basic facts of nutrition are all 
educational results of cooking, as well as being able to 
enjoy eating and sharing the finished product. While do-
ing cooking projects, students learn the necessity of 
being organized and the importance of cleanliness. Cook-
ing projects can lead to discussions about peoples of other 
countries and their eating habits; scientific facts about 
changes in ingredients as they are heated, mixed together 
or frozen; comparisons between different product brands for 
value; and the economics of planning menus and budgeting 
for food. 
a. Title I Favorite Recipes Cookbook 

In this project, students with the help of parents 
contribute their favorite recipes for publication 
in a cookbook. 
Students compose letters to parents explaining the 
activity. Each student contributes at least one 
recipe in a category: main dish, vegetable, salad, 
dessert, beverages, breads and rolls, miscellaneous. 
A standard form is provided for submitting recipes. 
Recipes may be accompanied by an illustration and/ 
or information about the origin of the dishes. 
A Title I cookbook committee of students, parents 
and teacher(s) is formed to assist in collecting, 
compiling, typing, and proofreading of the recipes. 
"Words and What They Mean in Recipes," "Measurements 
to Know," "Handy Equivalents," and other tables 
should be included so that students will become 
familiar with measurements and terms which are com-
monly found in recipes. Art work can be done by 
the students and parents. Easy recipes which child-
ren can cook can be designated with a smile. 
Additional activities can include inviting parents 
to help students prepare various recipes. A luncheon 
or dinner can be prepared using recipes from the cook-
book; then invite fathers, the whole family and/or 
senior citizens as guests. See Appendix 24 for sample 
form for collecting recipes. 
The Cortez School District Title I program found the 
Title I cookbook to be a very successful and popular 
activity. They also found that other students and 
parents wanted to contribute and participate in the 
activity. The result was a thick cookbook with doz-
ens of recipes. Following is the step by step pro-
cedure used by the Cortez School District. 



How to Publish a_ District-Wide Title I Cookbook 

(1) Each teacher sends home a notice with every child, 
requesting two recipes, these recipes to be re-
turned to the Title I center. 

(2) Students illustrate recipes. 
(3) Recipes are collected by a parent volunteer. 
(4) Parents type up recipes and sort into categories. 
(5) Parents (and the parent contact aide) make 350 

copies of each page. (Copies may be made with 
a stencil, xerox, or other methods of duplication, 
such as through the district print shop.) 

(6) Parents cut, sort and put pages into book form. 
(7) Parent volunteer(s) illustrate section dividers. 

(Or a talented student may do this.) 
(8) Parents get together and after punching holes in 

the paper, place brads into completed books. 
(9) Teachers distribute books, one per family. 

(Your local public library would like a copy, too.) 
WARNING: THIS PROJECT WAS RECEIVED WITH GREAT 

ENTHUSIASM AND INVOLVED LARGE NUMBERS OF 
MOTHERS. It took a lot of time and yet 
the results were well worth the effort 
and cost. 



No-Bake Cookie Cookbook 
A more specialized form of cookbook, which students 
and parents enjoy, is a no-bake cookie cookbook. 
The same procedures as in the preceding cookbook are 
used but all recipes are for cookies and desserts 
which do not require the use of an oven. All of 
these foods can be prepared in the classroom, though a 
a crock-pot or hot plate might be necessary for some 
recipes. Before an open house is a good time to have 
students prepare some of the recipes; then the cookies 
can be shared with the parents and other guests. 



c. Resources, for Cooking Projects 
Parents can be involved in a variety of cooking 
activities ranging from observing teacher demonstra-
tions to helping students cook in the classroom. 
Following are some sources of cookbooks for children. 
Showing parents cookbooks for children also suggests 
to parents a way of bringing parents and children 
together in an activity that is rewarding and 
instructive. 

Kindergarten Cooks 

This book contains nutritious recipes for home and 
school which are especially designed for young cooks. 
The cookbook combines nutrition, reading, math, 
chemistry and sensory development. Students using 
the cookbook will build their vocabulary as they 
learn the names of fruits, vegetables and cooking 
procedures. They will also learn about counting, 
measuring and fractions in a practical way. 

Kindergarten Cooks 
Peninsula Publishing 
P.O. Box 412 
Port Angeles, WA 98362 

What's Cooking 

This cooking kit is designed for the primary student. 
Each recipe is on a separate card. Steps for pro-
ceeding are numbered and pictures accompany each step. 
Display posters acquaint children with new vocabulary 
and concepts. Calendars in the kit assist the teacher 
and children in planning a schedule for cooking events. 
The "in-out clocks" remind the children when the baking 
or cooling times start and end. 
The kit provides an opportunity for the very young 
student to experience organizing work time and seeing 
a task through from start to finish. 

What's Cooking 
Bowmar Publishing Co., Inc. 
622 Rodier Drive 
Glendale, CA 91201 



Classroom Cookery 

These six cookbooks, with a readability of approxi-
mately fourth grade level, are designed for inter-
mediate level students. Recipes are for dishes made 
from natural and inexpensive ingredients. The cook-
ing procedures are simple and the teacher's manual 
includes warm-up activities, lesson plans for nutri-
tional units and follow-up activities. The following 
titles are included: 

Breakfast, Bread and Sandwiches 
Vegetables and Main Dishes 
Cooking with Beans 
Super Natural 
Soups, Salads and Snacks 
Frozen Pops, Smoothies and Desserts 
Classroom Cookery 
Cypress Publishing Corporation 
1763 Gardena Avenue 
Glendale, CA 91204 

The Taming of the C.A.N.D.Y.* Monster 

*Continuously Advertised Nutritionally Deficient 
Monster by Vicki Lansky. 
"How to get your kids to eat less sugary, salty 
'junk food'... without sacrificing convenience or 
good taste." This book provides over 200 child-
tested recipes on snacks, desserts, brown bag lunches, 
microwave foods, edibles for eating in the car, and 
more. Parents will find this book informative and 
useful. 

The Taming of the C.A.N.D.Y. Monster 
Meadowbrook Press 
Wayzata, Minnesota 55391 

The Mini-Page Kids' Cookbook 

A wealth of activity, fun and information for the 
whole family can be found in this publication. The 
recipes in cartoon format are easy to read. Recipes 
from this cookbook appear in a syndicated column. 
Check your local newspaper for this feature. 

Mini-Page Cookbook 
6700 Squibb Rd. 
Mission, Kansas 66202 



Feed Me I'm Yours 

This cookbook is written especially for parents of 
young children—ages birth to seven years. In ad-
dition to the many interesting recipes, the parent 
can find information on nutrition. A special section 
on "seasonal recipes" offers fun recipes such as 
"Spellin' Cookies" to celebrate the beginning of 
school and "Quickie Pops," a fun summer treat. 
Craft ideas created from food and food containers 
add to the usefulness of this publication. Instruc-
tions are available for projects such as "peanut 
butter bird feeder" and "stained glass crayons." 
Children will also delight in making homemade 
"Silly Putty," "Play Dough a La Peanut Butter" and 
a special recipe for finger paints. 
Another creative section of the cookbook assists the 
parent in planning birthday parties for children by 
age level. 

Feed Me I'm Yours 
Meadowbrook Press 
Wayzata, Minnesota 55391 



TITLE I COOKBOOK 
Recipe Contributed by 

Category: (Circle One) Main Dish, Vegetable, Salad, Dessert, 
Beverage, Breads and Rolls, Miscellaneous 

Name of Dish: 
Preparation Time: Cooking Time: Oven Temp: No. Servings: 
Ingredients: (Please list in order used; make measurements 
exact; list ingredients separately for sauce, crust, frostings, 
etc.) 

Directions:(clear and in sequence) 

Comments: (Describe any additional information you would like 
people to know about this recipe.) 



READING/SEW
ING PROJECTS 



READING/SEWING PROJECTS 135 
a. Pet Projects 

For parents who like to sew, why not involve 
them in a sewing project for children. A 
particularly appealing idea for parents and 
children is called "Pet Projects Students 
Love to Sew." Patterns are used to create 
stuffed animals. The patterns are easy enough 
for students to use with some help from parents. 
A "pet" could be a special award for reading a 
specific number of books, and the pets them-
selves could be modeled after particular book 
characters. Fourteen different pet project 
patterns can be obtained from: 
To Sew 
P.O. Box 974 
Malibu, CA 90265 

Sewing kits to accompany each animal are also 
available. The kit includes everything to 
complete an animal except the stuffing. 



b. Library Bags 
Another successful sewing project which can be 
undertaken by parents is library bags. Library 
bags are easy to make and can be as simple as 
sewing two pieces of material together. They can 
be made more elaborate with decorations. Adult 
size jeans can also be used to construct library 
bags. The jean legs are cut off and the bottoms 
sewn together for a sturdy bag. Appliques can be 
added which will appeal to children. Children who 
are given a personal library book bag may be more 
inclined to carry home books, and the book bag 
also helps protect the books. 



c. Story Aprons 
The Story Apron project was successfully tried 
in the Adams #50 Westminster School District. 
The idea evolved after Dr. Norma Livo, University 
of Colorado, conducted a storytelling workshop. 
At the meeting, Dr. Livo demonstrated a story skirt 
she had made. 
Skirts seemed a little difficult to make, so the 
district decided to make story aprons. The cutting 
of the aprons and the assembling of the felt characters 
for the story became a combined project of the parents 
and the Title I teachers and aides. Stories which can 
be told using the aprons and felt characters are as 
follows: "Peter Rabbit," "The Gingerbread Boy," 
"Jack in the Beanstalk," "The Reluctant Dragon," and 
"The Little Red Hen." In addition, versatile characters 
are available which allow children to create their own 
stories. 
Aprons and felt characters may be ordered from: 

Eleanor Pennington 
Title I Office 
Adams County School District No. 50 
4476 West 68th Ave. 
Westminster, CO 8 0030 



Reading Shirt Project 
This activity provides children with an opportunity 
to read books of their choice, produce a shirt, and 
to involve parents in the activity. 
Each student plans to read five books. Parents and 
teachers meet with students to discuss the shirt 
project that culminates the reading. Parents form 
committees—shopping for materials, cutting, sewing, 
helping individual students with shirt making. 
Following the completion of the reading, there is a 
"shirt work" session. Shirts, fronts and backs, are 
placed on a flat surface so children can draw designs 
of their favorite characters from one of the books 
read. Parents stitch up side seams and help children 
hem shirts. Even young children can be involved in 
this project. In one Title I Migrant summer program, 
students embroidered designs or pictures on their 
shirts. 
Upon completion of the shirt project/ parents are 
invited to attend a social hour at which time shirts 
are modeled and the children talk about the books 
they have read. 
If you do not like shirts, vests are another idea. If 
you don't like sewing, try T-shirts. Epstein and Shapiro's 
book, Tricks for T-Shirts (Scholastic Book Services, 1977) 
provides all sorts of ideas for decorating T-shirts such 
as adding buttons or bows. 

For rewarding reading, T-shirts can be purchased for 
about $1 through an agreement with a company such as 
J.C. Penney and imprinted with designs. For imprinting, 
contact the University of Colorado Graphics Department, 
Gates 4-5, Stadium Bldg., Boulder, CO 80302 (telephone: 
492-7341). 
Child's T-shirt: Name and "I've Read 259 Books!" 
Parent's T-shirt: "I've Listened to 259 Books!" 
Teacher's T-shirt: "My Students Have Read 7,770 Books!" 
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10. READING INCENTIVE ACTIVITIES. AND PROJECTS 
a. Reading Recipes to Send Home 

Make up a list of favorite math or reading activities 
for parents in the form of recipes. Recipes may be 
created or use some which have already been developed 
for this purpose. 
Though they are not all in the area of reading, many 
recipes are available in two inexpensive books, Recipes 
for Fun and Still More Recipes for Fun, by Ann Cole, 
et al. These may be ordered from PAR, Dept. DC, 464 
Central Avenue, Northfield, Illinois 60093. 
A complete program of math and reading activities in 
the form of recipes for at-home use is available from 
the Chattanooga, Tennessee, schools, 1161 W. 40th St., 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37409. 
For the do-it-yourself type who wants to create recipes, 
a source of ideas is an article entitled, "Recipes for 
Reading," written by Nicholas Criscuolo and Patricia 
Koppman which appeared in an issue of the Instructor 
magazine. These are make-ahead motivators which "will 
whet the most finicky of reading appetites." 
Since parents are not expected to become the "reading 
teacher," look for activities which do not require 
parents to actually teach a skill but reinforce or 
extend reading skills through activities which are 
enjoyable for the child. For example, three activities 
from the article cited above which can be done naturally 
and easily at home are as follows: 
I'm the Grocer! 

Objective: To develop classifying and organizing skills. 
Ingredients: Groceries in bags just purchased at the store. 
Procedure: When you bring home groceries, play this 
learning game with your child as you put them away. 
First, ask your child to put the groceries on the counter 
in groups according to whatever categories you agree on: 
color, hardness, food groups, or types of container. 
Older children can line items up alphabetically. Then 
you and your child put the groceries away together. 



Story Sequencing 

Objective: To place items in sequence. 
Ingredients: Newspaper or magazine cartoons, scissors. 
Procedure: Choose a cartoon that your child enjoys and 
understands. Cut the cartoon apart. Then ask him to 
place the cartoon back into its proper sequence and read 
it or describe it. 
An alternative game is to cut out cartoons or comic 
strips without the words, then glue the cartoon onto a 
blank piece of paper. Above the cartoon draw large 
bubbles and ask your child to tell what he thinks the 
character is feeling and saying. Print words in the bubble. 
Make a Peanut Butter Sandwich 

Objective: To become familiar with sequential directions. 
Ingredients: Peanut butter, bread, jam, knife. 
Procedure: Tell your child you're going to make a sand-
wich from his instructions. Use the list below or chal-
lenge your child to make his own. Have him read the 
directions and you make his sandwich. Directions can be 
scrambled and you challenge him to put them in proper order. 
Suggested instructions: Put the bread sack on the counter. 
Open the wrapper. Take out one slice. Close the wrapper. 
Take out the peanut butter jar. Open it. Pick up the 
knife. Get peanut butter on the knife. Spread the 
peanut butter on the bread. Get out the jam, open it. 
Get jam on the knife. Spread jam on the bread. Put the 
lids back on the peanut butter and jam. Get a second 
slice of bread. Put the two slices of bread together 
with peanut butter and jam in between. Cut the sandwich 
in half. Put the bread, the jam, and the peanut butter 
away. Put knife in sink. Your child will know what to do 
next. 



b. Book Awareness 
The following activity is intended to acquaint the child 
with books. The child becomes aware of the physical make-
up of the book, the people involved in the process, and 
the printed word itself. 
Book Awareness Demonstration for Parents 

Say to the child: "Now close your eyes, I'm going to give 
you something to hold. I bet you know what it is. When 
I tell you to open your eyes, listen very carefully to 
what I tell you to do. Now open your eyes." Give the 
child a book, one with pictures and words, back cover 
side up. Have the child do the following: 
(1) Open the book to the very first page (title page). 

This page tells the name of the book (state title) 
and the name of the person who wrote the book (state 
author's name). 

(2) Now turn the pages slowly. 
(3) Have the child stop at a particular page. Make sure 

that the page that you have him stop at has the 
following on it: (a) pictures and words; (b) no 
more than 4 lines of words? (c) no more than 15 
words. Say to him, "This will be the page that we 
are going to look at." Run your fingers down the 
entire page to bring his attention to it. 

(4) Point to the picture(s) with your finger. 
(5) Point to the words with your finger. 
(6) Put your finger on the very first word. 
(7) Now put your finger on the very last word. 
(8) Now let's count all the words on the page, just 

like we were going to read them. Put your finger on 
every word you see and count them out loud. 

(9) Now let's look at all the words again. If you were 
going to read to me, put your finger on the very 
first word you would read. 

(10) Now put your finger on the very last word you would 
read — the very last word on the page. 

(11) Have the child close the book. Say to him, "Show 
me the front of the book. Show me the back of the 
book." 

(12) Read the book to the child. 
(13) HAVE FUN! 
(Idea contributed by Juanell Wright, Title I teacher, 
Jefferson County Schools.) 



c. Summer Reading and Activity Packet 
Given to parents the last week of school, a summer 
learning packet provides parents with materials, ideas, 
and resources to facilitate summer learning. Ideas of 
things to make and do, books to read, places to go and 
other listings can be compiled from the experiences of 
parents and children. Use children's drawings as illus-
trations; keep materials short and lively. These ideas, 
coupled with materials shared by the teacher, are put 
together into a summer reading and activity packet, a 
present from Title I to the home. 
An essential item to include is a list of ways parents 
can involve their children in reading activities during 
the summer months, such as the following list by 
Elizabeth Welker which appeared in the April 1979 issue 
of the Reading Teacher. 
Encouraging Summer Reading 

(1) Take your children to the library weekly. 
(2) Set aside 15 minutes each day for reading by every-

one in your family. 
(3) Find time to share your reading experiences with 

each other.. 
(4) Allow your children to read to each other. 
(5) Read to your children often. 
(6) Discuss your children's day before bedtime. 
(7) Discuss the television shows that your children 

watch. 
(8) Ask your children to draw pictures of the stories 

that they read. 
(9) Hold a reading contest within your family. Each 

child must explain his/her story before getting credit 
for the book. 

(10) Find a child for each of your children to write to. 
This will help your children express themselves 
better and will also strengthen reading skills. 

(11) Help your children keep a diary of summer fun. 
(12) Let your children help you cook by reading the recipe 

and measuring the ingredients. 
(13) Have your children write down your shopping list. 

They could also help with the shopping. 
(14) Visit nearby places of interest to your children. 
(15) When traveling ask your children to read the road 

signs. 
(16) Whenever possible have your children read the menu 

or other written material to you when you are together. 
(17) Subscribe to a children's magazine. 
(18) Show an interest in reading by reading yourself and 

by asking your children what they are reading. 
(19) Make a scrapbook of interesting items for your children. 
(20) Help your children make books telling about their 

summer. 



Resources for making packets are as follows: 
"Barefoot Days: My Booklet of Summer Things to Do," 
Instructor, May/June 1975. A booklet of things to do, 
addressed to the child. There are also ideas for parents 
which use very simple materials found around the house 
or in the neighborhood. 
"Summer Activity Calendars," Instructor, May 1979. Daily 
tasks are listed according to grade level — kindergarten, 
primary, and intermediate. The teacher selects appropriate 
activities and fills in the calendars for July and August. 
Not all levels have an activity for each day. Open days 
provide space to add ideas to fit individual needs. 
"Summer Reading is Important," a new brochure published 
by the International Reading Association. Includes sug-
gestions for encouraging summer reading, relating every-
day activities to reading, encouraging adolescents to 
read, and making reading a year-round activity. 

d. Read a Lot — Win a Book 
Students respond enthusiastically to contests in which 
they receive a book as a prize. How does the contes-
tant qualify for a book prize? Why, by reading books 
— of course! 
Procedure: 

(1) Determine the number of books to be read. 
The number of books read to qualify for winning 
a book depends on the age and ability of the 
reader. 

(2) Organize reading materials according to read-
ability for ease of student selection. 

(3) Prepare a form to be sent home with each student 
selection for the parent to sign after the book 
has been read. 

(4) To qualify, the contestant may read the book or 
have it read to him by a parent. 

(5) Upon confirmation of reading the appropriate 
number of books, the student selects a book of 
his choice for a prize. 



Resources for Give-Away Books 

Beginning Reading Program (BRP) 
Story books (paperback) implementing a linguistic 
approach. A large number of books can be purchased 
for a very nominal price. Grades 1-2. 
Ginn and Company 
P.O. Box 2649 
1250 Fairwood Ave. 
Columbus, Ohio 43216 
Pleasure Reading Libraries 
Paperback books of popular titles. 
Scholastic Book Services 
904 Sylvan Ave. 
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632 
Primary Readers 
Paperbacks offering opportunity to reinforce short vowel, 
long vowel, consonant blends and consonant digraph applica-
tion in reading. Grades 1-3. 
Modern Curriculum Press 
13900 Prospect Road 
Cleveland, Ohio 44136 
Granny Books 
Paperback books with a humorous character theme. 
Grades 1-3. 
Jane Ward Co., Inc. 
1642 So. Beech St. #1 
Lakewood, CO 80228 



Resources for Independent Reading 

Super Books 
Paperbacks beginning with a linguistic approach with 
sight words added as levels progress in difficulty. 
Grades 1-3 
Harper & Row 
J. B. Lippincott Co. 
100 East 53rd St. 
New York, N.Y. 10022 
Pal Paperback Programs 
Paperbacks for reluctant intermediate readers with a 
readability range from .5 to 5.5. Look like paperbacks 
the "adults" carry around! 
Xerox Education Publications 
1250 Fairwood Avenue 
P.O. Box 16629 
Columbus, Ohio 43216 
Mini Books 
Colorful paperbacks corresponding to the reading levels 
of the Houghton Mifflin basal series. Grades K-6 
Houghton Mifflin Co. 
1900 South Batavia Ave. 
Geneva, Ill. 60134 
Primary Phonics More Primary Phonics 
Readers for reinforcement of specific vowel patterns. 
Grades 1-3 
Educators Publishing Service, Inc. 
75 Moulton Street 
Cambridge, Mass. 02238 
Fun Readers 
Supplementary readers for the Sullivan program. Grades 1-3 
Behavioral Research Laboratories 
Box 577 
Palo Alto, Cal. 94302 
Individualized Reading 
Each Set of paperbacks has a reading range of two grade 
levels. Grades 1-6 
Scholastic Book Services 
904 Sylvan Avenue 
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632 



Resources for Independent Reading - Cont. 

1_ Can Read Underwater Books 
A series of 10 books ranging from a book with no words 
to a book with 33 words. Grades 1-3 
Can Eat An Elephant Books 

A series of 10 books approaching reading of long words 
through small units. "You can eat an elephant if you 
take one chunk at a time and you can read big words if 
you take one syllable at a time!" Grades 1-3 
10 - Ten Word Books 
A series of 10 books, each composed of 10 words. 
Grades 1-3 
ARO Publishing Co. 
P.O. Box 193 
Provo, Utah 84601 
Read It Yourself - Series 777 
Easy to read classics with favorites such as Billy Goats 
Gruff, Gingerbread Man and Cinderella. Grades 1-3 
Leicestershire Learning Systems 
Hill Mill, Chestnut Street 
Lewiston, Maine 04240 
Essential Sight Words Program 
Designed to teach automatic identification of 200 of the 
most frequently occuring words in the English language, 
comprised of 20 book titles. Grades 1-4 
Teaching Resources 
50 Pond Park Road 
Hingham, Mass. 02043 



e. Reading is Fundamental Reading Motivation Program 
This book distribution program involves parents and 
provides free books for children to keep. It re-
quires local funds which can come from private, non-
profit groups, community service organizations, 
parent groups, school, or library funds, which are 
matched with federal funds. Books purchased with 
the federal and local matching funds must be inexpen-
sive books. With few exceptions, these are paperback 
books. 
Reading is Fundamental (RIF) has developed guidelines 
to ensure that a reading motivation project will suc-
ceed in motivating children to read. 
Guidelines for a_ Reading Motivation Program 

A Reading Motivational Program: 
Gives Books to Children: It may also lend books 
in addition to giving, but one of the primary ob-
jectives is to provide program participants with 
books for personal ownership. The books used in 
the program are inexpensive books, as defined in 
the requirements. 
Permits Free Selection of Books: The children are 
permitted to select freely, without adult inter-
ference, from a wide variety of books. 
Provides to the Children a Wide Variety of Books: 
On each occasion when children may select books, 
there are a wide variety of titles and reading 
levels available to each group of children. 
Gives a Minimum Number of Books to Each Child: 
The project permits each child to participate in 
the following number of book distributions*, receiv-
ing the following number of books at a minimum. 
A Project Operating: 

During the school year only: three books, 
three distributions. 
During the summer months only: two books, 
two distributions. 
Year-round: five books, three distributions. 

Has a Book Selection Committee for the purpose of 
selecting the books to be purchased and made avail-
able to the children. This book selection committee 
is composed of at least three people and, ideally, 
represents a cross section of the community, such as 
parents, librarians, teachers and other interested 
citizens. 



Provides Book-Related Activities: In addition to 
conducting book distributions, the project provides 
activities designed to stimulate children's interest 
in books and reading. Often these events lead up to 
the day of actual book distribution. Each project 
conducts activities and events based on the interests 
of the children served and the resources available to 
the project. 
Notifies the Parents and Guardians About the Program: 
Before the first distribution or other major activity 
takes place, the project informs the parents and 
guardians of the children served about the program. 
They use various means—letters home to parents, 
posters strategically placed, public media, or what-
ever means is most feasible for the project. 
Involves Parents in the Project: The project attempts 
to involve the parents of the children served in the 
planning and operation of the program. 
Serves all Children in the Group Equally: It does 
not serve one type of child to the exclusion of others 
in the group served. 

*The term "distributions" is defined as those occasions when a 
child may select books for personal ownership. 



f. Reading Motivation Programs: March of Dimes Reading 
Olympics and MS Read-a-Thon 
There are several well-known programs which involve 
parents and students. Before becoming involved in 
either the March of Dimes Reading Olympics or MS 
Read-a-Thon, check with the building principal, direc-
tor, and/or other persons in the district to insure 
that this activity is permissable. 
March of Dimes Reading O l y m p i c s 

The March of Dimes conducts an assembly in the school 
to explain the details. Students who wish to join the 
program are given a registration form and a set of 
instructions to share with their families. 
After receiving parents' or guardians' permission, 
children mail the registration form to the March of 
Dimes chapter. They receive a complete Reading Olympic 
kit containing a sponsor sheet, book tally sheet, of-
ficial ID card and a bookmark. These materials are sent 
directly to the home. In-class incentive wall charts 
with spaces for each Reading Olympian's name and number 
of books read are also provided. 
At the end of the event, every participant receives a 
Medal on an Olympian style ribbon. There are Bronze, 
Silver and Gold Medal winners. These are determined 
by the number of books they have read (verified by 
parents or guardians) not the dollars they have raised. 
Other prizes may be offered by the local March of Dimes 
chapter, such as a gift to the school library. 
Students sign up sponsors who pledge to donate money to 
the March of Dimes for each book the student reads. The 
money collected is used to help fight birth defects. No 
money is collected or handled by the school. The idea 
is that students gain the incentive to read for pleasure 
and once they discover the joy of books, they continue 
to view reading as an enjoyable activity. 
According to the March of Dimes, more than half of the 
students who participate in the Reading Olympics read 
an average of 12 books in one month. 



MS Read-a-Thon 

The MS Read-a-Thon is similar to the March of Dimes 
Reading Olympics in that children read books and 
collect pledges from sponsors. The money pledged by 
sponsors goes to the National Multiple Sclerosis 
Society for research. Students may read newspapers 
as well as books. (Reading a newspaper every day for 
a week counts as one book.) A parent's signature is 
required for each book or newspaper the child reads. 
The students are eligible for prizes such as books, 
bicycles, T-shirts, and watches. The MS Read-a-Thon 
is endorsed or supported by the International Reading 
Association, Colorado Right-to-Read, and the Colorado 
Education Association. For more information, contact 
the local office of the Multiple Sclerosis Society. 



g. Book Swap 
A Book Swap encourages children and parents to read 
more and saves families money in buying books. A 
parent volunteer or staff member sends out announce-
ments about "Book Swap Day." Students and parents 
are asked to bring in books that they wish to exchange. 
Contributions are brought in a day or two before the 
swap takes place. A record is kept showing the number 
of books each person contributes. 
On the day of the swap, each parent and child is entitled 
to a new group of books equal to the number of books 
brought into the Book Swap. During the last half-hour 
of the swap, all unclaimed books may be taken home by 
children or parents who want them. 

h. Book Fair 
To put on a Book Fair, contact a local book distributor, 
or contact one of the educational publishers listed below 
to set up a display of books for sale. Most distributors 
will provide discounts of 25 - 30 percent to schools. The 
proceeds can go to the school or can be used to purchase 
books for the Title I children. During the Book Fair, 
books are displayed which children and parents can buy. 
While a Book Fair can be held at any time of the year, more 
books will be sold before Christmas as Christmas gifts. If 
more than one school is interested in having a Book Fair, 
the books can be rotated to each of the Title I schools. 
Posters, announcements, and newsletters can be used to ad-
vertise the Fair. An activity which can be used in conjunc-
tion with the Book Fair is to plan one or more book talks 
which feature the books on display. Book talks can be given 
by a teacher, librarian, or by having children describe the 
books they have particularly liked. 
For information on conducting a Book Fair, contact local 
wholesale book dealers. In the Denver area, Denver News 
Company (telephone: 321-1111) and Columbine Distributing 
Company in Boulder (telephone: 449-1973) both conduct 
book fairs for schools. 
Educational book publishers that conduct book fairs for 
schools are as follows: 

Scholastic Book Services Book Fairs 
77 Dayton 
Aurora, CO 8 0010 
Telephone: 366-9768 
Educational Reading Service 
Book Fairs, Inc. 
320 Route 17 
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430 
Telephone: (201) 4000 Ext. 235 



i. A Meet-the-Author Program 
A Meet-the-Author Program is a good way to involve 
students and parents in the world of books. There 
are local and out-of-state authors and illustrators 
who are willing to visit schools. Contact school 
and public librarians for information about local 
authors. Out-of-state authors may be contacted 
through their publishing companies. Write the pub-
lisher and ask when an author will be in the area. 
State type of program desired. Get copies of the 
guest's work and share it with students and parents. 
Draw up questions to ask. The author's books could 
be available for purchase. 
Writing to an author is another way to become ac-
quainted with a favorite writer. This is a good 
language arts activity. Once students have chosen a 
favorite book they can write to that author in care 
of the publisher. The letter should inform the author 
as to the child's favorite part of the book and ask 
for a reply. Most writers are happy to receive fan 
mail and return interesting answers to any questions 
asked, including personal ones about their lives. 
Filmstrips and movies are also available on many 
authors' lives, including Mark Twain, Robert Frost 
and Ezra Keats. These can be found in most school 
or public libraries. 



j. Bookworm Individualized Reading Program 
Read a book and watch the bookworm growl Plan I is 
a group effort; Plan II is one in which the student 
completes his/her own bookworm project. 
Plan _I Read Your Way to the Principal's Office 

1. Organize reading materials according to 
readability for ease of student selection. 

2. Prepare a form to be sent home with each 
student selection for the parent to sign 
after the book has been read. Books may 
be read by the student or read to the 
student by the parent. 

3. Student returns book and signed form. 
4. Book title and number is written on worm 

segment (see example below) and placed in 
position! - - - Start in the classroom and 
proceed to the PRINCIPAL'S OFFICE. 

(Idea contributed by Jane Hayes, Title I Teacher, 
Jefferson County Schools.) 



Plan II - Watch Your Bookworm Grow Legs 

1. Organize reading materials according to 
readability for ease of student selection. 

2. Prepare a form to be sent home with each 
student selection for the parent to sign 
after the book has been read. Books may 
be read by the student or read to the 
student by the parent. 

3. Student returns book and signed form. 
4. Assign a bookworm to each participating 

student. (See sample below.) 
5. Book title is written on clothes pin and 

attached to the bookworm. 
6. Bookworm is completed when ten legs are 

attached and the worm is now ready to go 
home with the student! 



k. Reading Contests and Marathons 
Reading contests are similar to the bookworm activity. 
Parents are involved in their children's reading by 
signing individual slips or a reading record to verify 
books read. For a reading contest, a theme is chosen 
which appeals to children. Two examples are described 
below. The third activity is a reading marathon. The 
objective of these activities is to encourage as much 
individual reading as possible and to involve parents 
so that they are aware of the importance of independent 
reading as well as how much reading their children are 
doing on their own. 
Reading/Car Race Contest 

Title I children at Thomson Elementary in Arvada have 
transformed the walls of their school into a race track 
filled with race cars. The goal of this race is to pro-
mote independent reading. The objective is to place race 
cars bumper to bumper around the inside walls of the 
school. 
To earn a car, a library book must be read at home. A 
slip must be returned to the Title I teacher signed by a 
parent verifying each book read. A child is given a race 
car with his/her name and book title to add to the proces-
sion of cars already stapled to the walls. 
Rewards are used for each 2 5 books completed. As new levels 
are reached, the child customizes a race car with glitters 
and is allowed to place the car on bulletin boards illustra-
ting special feats. 

2 5 books—a race down "Drag Strip" 
50 books—a race up "Pike's Peak Climb" 
75 books—ramp jump from one building to another 

100 books—motorcycle jump over 
Snake River Canyon 

125 books—jump through "Ring 
O'Fire: 

Example of Bulletin Board 

(Idea contributed by Sue Thal, Jessie Erhlich, JoAnne Vivian, 
Title I Teachers, Jefferson County Schools.) 



Monster Reading Contest 

The students are required to read a certain number of 
Monster books (example: 2nd grade—2 books, 3rd grade— 
3 books) within a certain time period (one-two weeks). 
Students are encouraged to read more than the required 
number and most do. A chart can be made to keep track of 
the number of books each student reads. 
On the day the contest ends, the students who have read 
the required number of books are contest winners and are 
eligible to participate in "Monster Day." Parents are 
invited to join in the festivities. 
Each contest winner is awarded a Monster game, which 
includes a gameboard dittoed on construction paper, wooden 
dice, and a manila envelope to store the game in. Any skill 
could be used when preparing the game. This game is played 
on "Monster Day." 
"Monster Day" can also include the reading of a favorite 
Monster book and/or any creative writing stories about 
Monsters. The students also receive a "Super Reader" Award 
(example below) on "Monster Day." 
Special prizes can be awarded for the most books read or to the 
first student c6mpleting the requirement, etc. These might 
include a book or a bigger gameboard which has been laminated. 
During the contest, badges can be given when a student has 
read a book, such as "I Read a Monster Book Today!" 

Contests can be used for any series books such as Clifford 
books, Thunder books, Dr. Seuss, etc. 
(Idea contributed Aurora Title I staff, Aurora Public 
Schools.) 



Reading Marathons 

Reading marathons are described in the book Sucher-
Allred Recreational Reading Program (Provo, Utah: 
Learning Development Systems IV, 1980). According to 
the authors, once or twice a year it is appropriate to 
have a large block of time (two to eight hours) set 
aside for a special reading activity. This may be a 
school day, an afternoon or an evening and night program. 
The activity is one conducted at the school in which the 
students and teachers (parents tool) read collectively to 
reach a goal of a minimum number of pages in a set period. 
Reading marathons may be organized in many ways. They 
may involve the reading lab or several classrooms. 
For example, at one school the teachers and students in 
grades three, four, and five met together and planned such 
a reading marathon. They began by setting a date four weeks 
away for the event. They decided that the teachers and stu-
dents who had read at least 400 pages of recreational read-
ing material during the four-week period could participate. 
The activity was to begin after school on a Friday afternoon, 
continue through the night, and end at 10:00 a.m. Saturday 
morning. They set a goal for the total group to read 15,000 
pages during that time. They planned the activity carefully 
by alternating thirty to forty-minute periods of reading with 
games, contests, eating, a movie based on a well-known book, 
and storytelling. Each of the students brought a pillow and 
a sleeping bag or blankets. At 10:00 p.m. a pajama parade 
was held, after which they were bedded down. At 6:30 in the 
morning, reading started again. Breakfast was served in 
shifts while those not eating continued to read. Following 
each period of reading, the total number of pages read was 
compiled and the amount was filled in on a large thermometer. 
At 9:30 a.m. an assembly was held and awards were given to 
all who had read fifty to 100 pages, 100 to 150 pages, and 
150 to 200 pages or more. In addition, an award was given 
for unique pajamas at each grade level. The group of 150 
students and teachers far exceeded their goal of 15,000 
pages of reading. 



1. Bookmates 
This is a publication listing books commonly found in 
libraries. These selections are grouped according to 
interest and readability levels. 
Bookmates include for each listed book, a sheet cover-
ing the following items; 

synopsis 
story introduction 
vocabulary development 
comprehension questions 
enrichment activities 

These sheets provide a guide for the parent as s/he 
assists the child in the reading of each book. 
Bookmates may be purchased from Paul S. Amidon & Associ-
ates, inc., 1966 Benson Avenue, St. Paul, MN 55116. 

Sample Use of Bookmates 

The original purpose of the Bookmates was to acquaint the 
student with use of the public library. Books selected 
for this program were found to be available in the majority 
of public libraries. 
A Title I program in Colorado, upon deciding to use this 
program, found it necessary to implement an additional 
step. This additional step involved bringing the Bookmate 
selections to the student rather than expecting the stu-
dent to seek out the use of the public library facilities. 
Upon recruiting the assistance of a local children's book 
store, it was found that many of the selections were avail-
able in paperback form. Combining these paperback selec-
tions with available hardback editions, Title I parent 
advisory groups found it within their means to purchase a 
majority of the Bookmate selections. 
Permission was received from Paul S. Amidon and Assoc., 
publishers of Bookmates, to print copies of the original 
Bookmates for use in the home. 
As students made a selection from the Bookmate titles, the 
appropriate Bookmate sheet was sent home for parent use. 
Title I parents were inserviced in regard to the purpose 
of the Bookmate program and the use of the sheets accom-
panying the student selections. 
Teachers implementing this program found the parents very 
receptive to the Bookmate suggestions in regard to guid-
ing the student's independent reading. As the program 
progressed, parents and students alike were encouraged to 
make use of the public library facilities. 



m. Contracts as Reading Incentives 
Contracts can help promote reading at home. In a 
contract plan, parent, teacher, and student sit down 
together and agree on a plan for reading at home and 
at school. Each person's role is spelled out—what 
the student will accomplish, how the parent will help, 
and what the teacher will help the student learn. Some 
plans even include things such as quiet time each eve-
ning—with the TV set off—so children can study with-
out distraction. 
This concept may be modified to suit individual needs. 
The basic idea is to include the parent and the child 
in a written learning agreement. 
A contract could be focused on one specific goal: 
getting the child to read at home. Parents would verify 
that the student read for a certain amount of time each 
day or each week, or that the student read a specified 
number of books. (See Appendix 25 for samples of read-
ing contracts, and Appendix 26 for Reading Record.) 
Lincoln Elementary School in Canon City has developed 
a program called P.A.C.E.R. P.A.C.E.R. stands for Par-
ents and Children Enjoying Reading. 
The program consists of a contract among the parties: 

the student—who says he will read at least 10 books 
during his family reading time 
the parent—who says he will agree to arrange a family 
reading time of at least thirty (30) minutes each week 
when the TV set will be turned off 
the teacher—who agrees to encourage students to ful-
fill their contracts. 

Booklets for parents on ways to encourage, understand, and 
help their children in the reading process have been pre-
pared as handouts. The success of the project is reflected 
in the success the children are having in reading. (See 
Appendix 27 for P.A.C.E.R. letter and contract.) 
(P.A.C.E.R. idea contributed by Joan Jacobshagen, Title I 
reading teacher, Lincoln Elementary School, Canon City 
School District, Colorado.) 



n. Listen and Read 
A successful reading incentive program used in the 
Breckenridge Elementary School Title I program is 
the Listen and Read Program. Enough cassette rec-
orders are purchased to enable students to take home 
a tape recording of a book twice a week. 
Early in the school year, students are taught to use 
the recorder. Parents are informed about the program 
via letter (See Appendix 28 ) and also receive a Parent 
Guide Sheet (See Appendix 29 ). When parents return a 
signed permission slip, the student takes home a cas-
sette recorder and a recording of a book. 
The first tapes sent home encourage listening and read-
ing skills. These tapes are professional or teacher-
made recordings of word-by-word readings of a book. 
The student also takes home the book so s/he can follow 
along as s/he listens to the tape. 
As the student progresses, s/he will tape his/her own 
books at school. Then s/he takes home his/her self-
made tape, the book and the cassette recorder to share 
with his/her family. 
The next step is for the student to take home a blank 
tape, a book and the recorder. S/he then records the 
book at home and brings the tape and book back to school 
to share. A Parent Guide Sheet is sent home with each 
book and the objective for the evening is circled. Ways 
for the parent to help are listed under the circled ob-
jective and positive reinforcement is encouraged. 
Students are allowed to keep the recorder, tape and book 
only one evening. Since another student is waiting to 
take home the same recorder the day it is returned, the 
children learn that it is imperative that they return the 
machine the following day. If the child does not return 
the recorder, s/he loses a turn so that another student 
will not be unfairly deprived of his/her turn. There is 
a reading contest based on this program, so the children 
quickly learn to accept this responsibility or they get 
behind in the contest. 
Organization of the program is important. A checkout sys-
tem is used to keep track of each cassette and book as it 
is checked out and back in again. The day the book is 
returned, it is discussed with the child. If the assign-
ment was to read part of the book, the child is asked to 
read his/her favorite section, etc. This is a good task 
for an aide or parent helper. 



This has been a successful and rewarding program. 
Parents get involved and often write back reinforcing 
notes: 

"Mission accomplished!" 
"Kim has never read so many books before!" 
"Once Larry got started, he read the whole 
book to me. This is a first." 
"I feel that I am really helping my child 
at home and he loves it!" 

(Idea contributed by Leslie Farr, Title I teacher, 
Breckenridge Elementary School, P.O. Box 1213, Breckenridge, 
Colorado 80424.) 



o. Newspapers 
Using the newspaper as an educational tool in the 
home has benefits. First, parents feel comfort-
able using the newspaper because they are familiar 
with it. It is their reading material. Children 
like to use the newspaper because it makes them 
feel important to read the same things as their 
parents. All that is required is a newspaper, per-
haps some scissors and glue, and a time when par-
ents and children can sit down to read and talk 
about the many things that can be learned from the 
daily newspaper. 
Most major newspapers sponsor a program called 
"Newspaper in Education." This program has been 
providing teachers with suggestions and materials 
to help children learn in school for many years. 
The program has been recently expanded to include 
meetings and workshops for parents. 
Teachers who would like to conduct one or more work-
shops for parents on using the newspaper at home can 
contact their local newspaper's educational coordi-
nator. The educational coordinator will either con-
duct the workshop or provide materials for teachers 
to conduct their own. In Colorado, the Rocky Mountain 
News, The Denver Post, and the Gazette Telegraph all 
have educational coordinators who are available to 
make presentations throughout the state. 
In addition to workshops for parents on how to use the 
newspaper at home, there are features in the newspaper 
which are directed to parents. For example, "Robin's 
World" is a weekly column which appears in the Sunday 
"Contemporary" magazine of The Denver Post and in other 
newspapers. "Robin's World" contains stories to read 
aloud and discuss with children. (See Appendix 30) 
Resources 

Rocky Mountain News 
Jill Jackson- Educational Coordinator 
PO Box 719 - Denver, CO 80201 
(303) 892-5282 
Services 
. Newspaper in Education (NIE) workshops and in-
services to schools and school districts giving 
specific ideas on using newspapers to enrich 
the curriculum 

. Presentations to parents on ways newspapers can 
be used at home to reinforce skill development 



. Presentations to school classes on newspaper 
production, history and/or careers 

. Credit courses through the University of 
Colorado at Denver 

Materials 
. Teacher's manual: elementary, secondary and 
content area ideas 

. Various handouts with content area ideas and 
ways newspapers can be used at home 

. Monthly elementary activity calendar (ideas 
suitable for home use) 

. Monthly secondary newsletter 

. Classroom Guide printed in Metro edition with 
ideas for using that day's newspaper 

. Mini Page in Tuesday's newspaper 

. Secondary activity cards 

. Filmstrips which can be checked out for one 
week's use 

The Denver Post 
Shirley Bailey, Educational Coordinator 
Carl Ernst, Educational Coordinator 
Denver, CO 80201 
(303) 820-1335 

Services 
. Teacher inservice workshops 
. Individual classroom instruction 
. Parent meetings and workshops 
. Denver Post tours, 820-1437 for reservations 
Materials 
. Primary and elementary workbooks for each student 
. Teacher guides and lesson plans 



Gazette Telegraph 
Judy McCollum, Educational Coordinator 
Nancy Patterson, Educational Coordinator 
30 S. Prospect St. 
Colorado Springs, CO 80901 
(303) 632-5511 

Services 
. Workshops and materials for teachers and 
parents which illustrate how the daily news-
paper is a "natural" for Title I students 
due to its easy accessability, easy readability, 
and high-interest level. 

Courtesy of Rocky Mountain News 



Newspapers in the Home: More Resources 

The following guides and pamphlets for using the 
newspaper in the home are resources which are 
available outside of Colorado. These materials 
are from a bibliography published by the American 
Newspaper Publishers Association Foundation, 
Dulles International Airport, Washington, D.C. 20041. 
Basics, Banners Balloons (1979) 
by Staff, Community Services Department 
brochure 
Contains helpful suggestions to parents on ways to 
help children feel good about themselves and positive 
toward reading experiences involving the newspaper. 
Gives parents quick ideas for helping the child with-
out a lot of preplanning. 
Source: Harrisburg Patriot-News Grade Level K-6 

Attn: Mrs. Laura Cline 
NIE Resource Consultant Price: 
P.O. Box 356 Single copy free 
Camp Hill, PA 17011 

50 Fun and Free Newspaper Cut-Ups (1977) 
25 pages 
Good activities for parents and children using the 
newspaper. Done on newsprint pages that can be cut 
apart (may be laminated and used as activity cards). 
Fifty activities for parents or teachers. 
Source: The Minneapolis Star Grade Level 4-6 

Attn: Office Coordinator 
Education Services Price: $0.25 
425 Portland Ave. 
Minneapolis, Minn. 55488 

One, Two, Three, Go! (1978)(A guide for parents using 
the newspaper with three-and-four-year olds.) 
by Gail Lewis and Wilma Blaylock 
25 pages 
Well organized with clearly described lessons. Easy 
to use. Provides parent with information regarding the 
purpose of the activity as well as suggested materials 
and procedures. Encourages parents to participate in 
their child's education. Covers various subject areas. 
Source: The Commercial Appeal Grade Level: Preschool 

Attn: Educational Consultants 
P.O. Box 40453 Price: $3.50 
Memphis, Tenn. 38104 10 or more: $2.40 plus postage 



Parents in the News (Primary & Intermediate) (1979) 
6 page pamphlets (two) 
Two pamphlets, six pages each. One for primary, the 
other for intermediate grades. Activities were de-
signed in cooperation with the Dallas School District. 
Provides specific suggestions intended to help families 
enjoy newspaper reading together. Activities keyed to 
objectives and organized by major subject matter areas. 
Source: Dallas Times Herald Grade Level K-8 

Attn: Sharon Mitchell Price: Free 
Educational Services Manager 
P.O. Box 225445 
Dallas, Texas 75265 

Parents Plus (1978) 
8 pages 
Three brochures covering (1) Grades K-3, (2) Grades 
4-5 and (3) Grades 6-8. Easy to use. Good listing 
of activities for parents (could also be used by 
teachers). Covers many areas of interest. Encourages 
parents to support skills taught in schools. 
Source: The Courier-Journal/ Grade Level K-8 

The Louisville Times Price: $0.10 
Attn: Mary Lawrence Young 
NIE Coordinator 
525 West Broadway 
Louisville, KY 40202 

Your Child and Your Daily Newspaper/A Handbook for 
Parents (1979) 
by Janet Perry, Johnnie A. West, Ellen B. Seidenberg 
23 pages 
While the booklet is written for parents, the ideas 
are adaptable in the classroom. The booklet is designed 
to give parents ideas to acquaint their children with 
parts of the daily newspaper and to encourage children 
to enjoy their own interests and skills. Section head-
ings have the potential for making the activities 
meaningful. Good activities keyed to objectives. 
Source: Columbia Newspapers Inc. Grade Level K-3 

Attn: Johnnie A. West Price: Single copy 
NIE Director free, Bulk copies 
P.O. Box 1333 $0.20 
Columbia, S.C. 29202 



p. Book Karate 
The goal of Book Karate is to encourage recreational 
reading. Book Karate levels are represented by colored 
construction paper belts earned by reading books and 
reporting on them to parents. Parents come to the class-
room for an hour or two a week and listen to the chil-
dren tell about the books they have read. For every 
five books read, the child receives a colored belt. A 
pattern for the karate belt appears in Appendix 31. 
Before Starting the Program 

(1) Recruit parents (and other interested adults) 
who are willing to give one hour a week for 
the length of the program. 

(2) Have a planning meeting to determine the most 
convenient school hour and the time limit for 
the program. 

(3) Arrange a time schedule for each parent. 
(4) Determine requirements for each step to the 

final award. Five books are required for each 
step in this description, but the number of 
books required for each level can be changed 
to fit the students and grade level. (For ex-
ample, the last two levels could be changed to 
10 books.) 

(5) Announce the program to students. Establish 
definite time limits for the program so stu-
dents can gauge how many books must be read 
per week to earn a black belt. 

BOOK KARATE 

There are f i v e l e v e l s o f Book Kara te . Each time tha t 
you read and report on f i v e books , you w i l l be g i ven 
a d i f f e r e n t c o l o r e d b e l t on the b u l l e t i n board. T h i s 
i s how you can win your b e l t : 

W H I T E B E L T - - B E G I N N E R 
Read f i v e books. Report on each one. 

YELLOW B E L T - - B A S I C S K I L L S 
Read f i v e books. Report on each one 

GREEN B E L T - - I N T E R M E D I A T E S K I L L S 
Read f i v e books. Report on each one. 

BROWN B E L T - - A D V A N C E D 
Read f i v e books. Report on each one. 

B L A C K B E L T — E X P E R T 
Read f i v e books. Report on each one. 
Ending Date f o r the Program 



(6) Build enthusiasm for the program through 
announcements in the Title I and school news-
letters . 

Materials Needed 

(1) File card for each student to record books read 
(2) Card file box 
(3) Books, books, books 
(4) Colored karate belts made of construction paper 

of white, yellow, green, brown, and black 
(5) Small pictures of each student for center of 

belt (optional) 
(6) Black cloth belts for winners and any other gifts, 

such as free books 
Procedures 

(1) Child reports to a parent when s/he has finished 
a book. 

(2) Parents ask comprehension and reaction questions. 
(3) If child has forgotten the main characters or main 

idea of the book, have him re-read or review the 
book and report again at a later date. 

(4) Check child's card to see that he has not reported 
on the same book more than once. 

(5) Write the name of the book, date completed, and 
initials on the student's card for each book accepted. 

(6) If doubtful concerning whether student has read a 
book, do not accept it. 

(7) Make certain student has completed requirements for 
each belt before going on to the next color belt. 

Book Discussion Guide for Karate Parents 

Begin by asking general questions to put the child at 
ease. At the outset the children may be nervous about 
reporting on their first book or two. 
Here are sample questions that you may ask the students. 
They are only suggestions. Other questions will natu-
rally occur to you during the course of questioning. 
Don't be concerned if the children seem a little uneasy 
at first. The most important thing is for you to be 
relaxed and to accept what the children say. Occa-
sionally you may get a child who rambles. If this hap-
pens, just listen until this seems to have gone on long 
enough, and at an appropriate moment gently suggest that 
you have other children waiting for their turn. You don't 
need to hear the story of the whole book. This is just 
to check on whether the child is actually reading the books 
and to show an interest in the child's reading. 



Sample questions for book reviews: 
. Was there anything special you liked about this book? 
. Did you like the book? 
. How about the characters—were there any that you 
liked especially? Can you tell me why? 

. How was the main character like you? 
Different from you? 

. What was the setting of the book? Where and when 
did it take place? 

. Did the book end the way you think it should? 
Would you change it in any way? 

. Who was the author? Would you like to read another 
of his/her books? 

. Would you recommend this book to other students? 



q. Reading Clubs 
Most intermediate, middle and junior high school 
students respond with instant enthusiasm to the idea 
of starting a club, even one that includes reading as 
part of its activities. Parents can help sponsor the 
clubs and assist the teacher in organizing and provid-
ing activities. The clubs should be based on the in-
terests and hobbies of the students. 
If meetings are after school, activities need not be 
as structured as classroom activities and the atmo-
sphere can be very informal. Some students need friends 
and a feeling of belonging; forming a "club" will help 
meet this need. Membership would be limited to those 
students who want to participate. There could be just 
one club with a variety of interests and hobbies repre-
sented, or several, depending on the particular stu-
dents who would be involved. 
If clubs are organized as part of the reading program 
during school, then all the students in a class should 
be polled to determine common interests and each stu-
dent would choose one club to join. 
In a Colorado junior high reading lab which originated 
this idea, students came up with the following interest 
clubs: drama (writing and acting out plays), cartoons, 
radio (writing and taping radio shows), crafts, and 
motorcycles. Each club designed its own stationary and 
posters. Activities such as writing letters, reading 
books, making club magazines, and specific projects for 
each club formed the basis of club work. For example, 
the motorcycle club wrote letters to motorcycle manu-
factures, visited a dealership and were given rides and 
T-shirts, researched motorcycle safety, and engaged in 
a great variety of writing and reading activities related 
to motorcycles. Each project was worth a specified num-
ber of points; the club with the most points at the end 
of the program won a barbecue. Even though club activi-
ties were carried out during class time, the students 
frequently came in after school to continue work on 
their projects. Parents assisted with projects and field 
trips. 
The club program was concluded with a Club Fair which was 
presented to parents and friends. Each club set up a 
booth to display its projects. The club Fair was com-
pletely planned and run by the various clubs and a stu-
dent master of ceremonies. 



Storytelling 171 

One of the most valuable activities children can be 
exposed to is listening to stories at home and at 
school. In their book, Reading is Only the Tiger's 
Tail, McCracken and McCracken suggest that at about 
six to eighteen months of age parents should begin 
regularly to take children on their laps and read or 
tell stories to them. They describe this as an 
emotional conditioning to books with love and warmth 
from parents. Soon children begin to pick up books 
on their own, look at the pictures, and talk about 
reading them. 
In addition to the pleasure stories provide, children 
attune their ears to the flow of language, the imagery 
of words, the rhythm of speech, and the patterns of 
written language. A child's imagination is enriched 
and stimulated as people and places of long ago and 
far away are found in stories. Culture is confronted 
on the child's own terms by hearing stories of other 
peoples. The values and ideas of his or her own, as 
well an another's culture emerge through legends, folk-
tales and myths. Children hear new vocabulary and 
varied language structure from which they learn to 
model their own language, and they learn to appreciate 
literature and gain a desire to learn more from books. 
But why tell stories instead of just reading them? 
Both reading and telling stories have value. Lesley 
Morrow in her article, "Exciting Children about Litera-
ture Through Creative Storytelling Techniques," points 
out that telling stories frees the storyteller to use 
creative techniques such as flannel board and puppets, 
has the advantage of keeping one close to the children, 
produces an immediate response from the listener, and 
sets up a personal relationship between individuals in-
volved, since the storyteller establishes direct eye 
contact with the group. And, it almost goes without 
saying that the folktales, fairy tales, legends, and 
stories of the past were meant to be heard. 
Though everyone cannot be a great storyteller, almost 
anyone who is willing to take the time and the trouble 
can learn to tell stories to children. 
These days a new element does enter into storytelling, 
which is the need to encourage delight in the printed 
page in a generation used to passively watching television. 
But this situation brings a measure of relief to the 
storyteller, for often one who has had little experience 
and little time to perfect the art can nonetheless charm 
children by reading aloud or by showing with brief com-
ments some of the beautiful picture books now available. 
More than ever before, the storyteller relates books to 
storytelling. Often, for example, hoping and believing 
that storytelling will lead to books, the storyteller 
might tell one story from a collection and say more 
stories can be found in a book. 



Storytelling for Parents 
In order to introduce parents to the how-to's 
and values of storytelling, the teacher or the 
teacher and librarian could hold a workshop and 
provide a simple demonstration or description of 
how to tell a story. Copies of several well-known 
fables or stories could be shared. Records or 
tapes made by such well-known storytellers as 
Ruth Sawyer, Claire Bloom, Prances Sayers, and 
Augusta Baker could be used to add interest to the 
meeting. Maurice Evans, Boris Karloff, and 
Laurence Olivier are noted for their articulation 
and for the way in which they infuse their readings 
with a sense of drama. Lists of anthologies and 
story collections could be provided as handouts 
(see Appendix 3 2). If the school library has story 
collections, these could be displayed and made 
available to parents to check out. Not only could 
parents tell stories to their own children, but 
they could be invited to the classroom to share 
stories with a group of children. 
Sample Program for Parents 

How to Tell a Story 

1. Start by telling a story- you are familiar with, 
such as one you may recall from your own child-
hood. 

2. Make up a story, using ideas you know will 
interest your child. The plot should be kept 
simple. Some ideas for plots are: 

• Things you did when you were a child. 
• Anecdotes about unusual things that 
happened to your child or his brothers 
and sisters when they were younger. 

• Imaginary tales as: "Martha the Mouse 
Meets the Big Cat," "The Gopher Who Lives 
Under Our House," "The Bubble-Gum Tree," etc. 

• Look at pictures in books and magazines 
to get ideas. Cut out any that will help 
illustrate a story. 

3. Once you have gotten comfortable with the idea 
of storytelling, you are ready to go to the 
library and check out a book of fairy tales, 
folk tales, literary tales, legends, or myths. 
Choose a few short ones you like and tell them 
to your child. Stories that seem too difficult 
for you to tell can be read to the child. 
Whether stories are told or read, children love 
them. 



Stories Your Child Tells 

Many children are eager to tell their own stories, 
particularly after you have told some stories. 
Encourage your child to do that. You can write 
down what s/he tells you, even the shortest, 
simplest stories. Then print the stories on large 
pieces of paper. S/he may even want to draw 
pictures to go with each story. After a while s/he 
may have told enough stories to make his/her own 
book. Then put a title and author page at the 
beginning and paste a photo of him/her under his/her 
name. You can use cardboard for the book's covers 
and have your child decorate them. Wallpaper or 
contact paper also make nice covers. S/he will be 
very proud of such a book because s/he was so 
involved in putting it together, and will probably 
become much more interested in all books. 
Resources for Storytelling 

Baker, Augusta and Greene, Ellin. Storytelling; 
Art and Technique. New York: R.R. Bowken 
Company, 1977. 

Bamman, Henry A. and Others. Oral Interpretation 
of Children's Literature. Second ed. Dubuque, 
Iowa,: Wm. C. Brown Co., 1972. "Storytelling," 
pp. 106-125. 

Bauer, Caroline Feller. Handbook for Storytellers. 
Chicago: American Library Association, 1977. 

Bone, Woutrine A. Children's Stories and How to Tell 
Them. N.Y. Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1971. 

deWit, Dorothy. Children's Faces Looking Up: Program 
Building for the Storyteller. Chicago: American 
Library Association, 1979. 

Morrow, Leslie Mandel, "Exciting Children About 
Literature Through Creative Storytelling 
Techniques," Language Arts, March, 1979. 

Morrow, Leslie M. Super Tips for Storytelling and 
Building Language Arts Skills Too. Dansville, 
N.Y.: Instructor Publications, 1979. 

Sawyer, Ruth. The Way of the Storyteller. N.Y., 
Viking Press, 1970. 

Shedlock, Marie L. The Art of the Storyteller. 3rd 
ed., revised New York: Dover Publications, 1951. 

Wilcox, Leah. "The Artistry of Once Upon a Time," 
Language Arts, October 1975. 



A Storytelling Program: Bringing in a Storyteller 
A storytelling program is another excellent way to 
involve parents. If a storyteller is invited to 
the school to do a program for children, why not in-
vite the parents? The storyteller could also do an 
evening program for a parent advisory council meeting, 
with invitations sent to all Title I parents to attend. 

Storytellers In Colorado 

Two well-known resource persons for storytelling in 
our state are Norma Livo, University of Colorado, 
Denver Center, and Bill Curtis, University of Colorado, 
Colorado Springs. Both Norma Livo and Bill Curtis tell 
stories as well as discuss the values of storytelling. 
Bob Gasch, who has been a storyteller since 1971, por-
trays characters, e.g., "Abe Lincoln," "Johnny Apple-
seed," "Paul Bunyan," "Robinson Crusoe," and others. 
Some of the characters are adapted from classics while 
others are original. Programs, customized for each 
audience with changes in length and detail for various 
ages, are designed to help children become more aware 
of and interested in history, reading, writing, and 
storytelling. Mr. Gasch's address is 5995 West Mis-
sissippi, Denver, Colorado 80226 (telephone: 922-9837) 
John Stansfield is a storyteller from the Colorado 
Springs area. His story programs include myths, folk-
tales, wildlife stories, tall tales, award winning 
stories, and mysteries. He has been a teacher and can 
develop a program to meet specific teaching objectives. 
For example, he uses storytelling (oral tradition) to 
motivate children to read books (written tradition). 
Mr. Stansfield will also do holiday or special occasion 
programs. A descriptive brochure is available. Mr. 
Stansfield can be reached at 402 E. Del Norte, Colorado 
Springs, CO 80907 (telephone: 471-0712). 
The Storytellers' Theater Company is a Denver-based 
children's theater group which uses a "living book" 
style of presentation, combining music, song and dance 
to stimulate the imagination and the desire to investi-
gate the world of books. For example, the storytellers 
present a program called "A Review of Children's Litera 
ture" that features Charlotte's Web and Winnie-the-
Pooh. Another program offering is "A Storytellers 
Sketchbook" which is a musical review including the 
works of five children's authors. Both programs are 
designed for grades kindergarten through six. The 
Storytellers will also (1) send vocabulary lists con-
taining unusual or unfamiliar words to the school two 
weeks in advance of the program to allow teachers to 
familiarize the students with the performance they 



will see, (2) conduct creative dramatics workshops 
following the performance utilizing the vocabulary 
words plus games and exercises to expand the stu-
dent's understanding of the literature, and (3) 
conduct workshops for teachers on the many ways 
oral interpretation of literature may be used in 
the classroom. During November, March, and April, 
the Storytellers offer reduced rates to Title I 
programs. To make arrangements with the Story-
tellers to put on a presentation, call 425-5683, 
or write The Storytellers Theatre Company, 5660 Old 
Wadsworth Blvd., Arvada, CO 80002. 
More Resources for Storytelling 

Dey, Denny and Grimm, Gary. 
Storytelling. Carthage, IL: 
Good Apple, 1979. 
This is a good book for teachers or parents who 
want to learn to tell stories. 
Ross, Ramon. Storyteller. Second ed. Columbus, Ohio: 
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1980. Also 
available: Cassette tape to accompany book. 



s. Puppetry 
Puppets are a means of motivating students, involving parents 
and utilizing academic skills. They provide children with an 
exciting vehicle for their imagination. 
When a child assumes a puppet's personality, s/he is then free 
to express himself without feeling self-conscious. S/he can 
safely experience events and emotions s/he will not or cannot 
otherwise acknowledge. Letting a puppet do the talking allows 
the child to come to grips with his/her feelings in real life 
situations. The use of puppets gives insight into his/her 
problems. Nearly all children enjoy puppets and it is especially 
good for children who are shy or lacking in confidence. 
If a child has a part in making his/her own puppet, then s/he 
has created a friend unlike that of anyone else. A puppet can 
do anything that a person can do and these friendly creatures 
do not have to be elaborate or difficult to make. The only 
requirements necessary for a puppet are a head, attached to 
a neck (to give a firm handle for your puppet's movement), 
and a costume to hide your hand and arm from the audience. 
Egg cartons, plastic bottles, tongue depressors, old hosiery, 
scraps of materials and pieces of heavy paper are all puppets 
waiting to be made. (For sample puppets see Appendix 3 3-) 
Parents are good resources for puppet materials and ideas, as 
well as welcome hands during a puppet-making session. A 
make-it-take-it workshop is a good way to introduce parents 
to the value of puppetry. A demonstration of various types 
of puppets would be appropriate, as well as sending home a 
puppet packet or providing materials to make a puppet during 
the workshop time. 
Another method of involving parents in puppetry is to invite 
them to a student puppet show. Children can use commercially 
produced plays or write their own. Once a script has been 
chosen, students can make appropriate puppets. Parents are 
then invited to view the production. Teacher and parents may 
wish to construct a portable puppet stage in order to provide 
just the right setting and background for student performance. 
(For direction for building puppet booth see Appendix 34.) 
Puppetry Resource List 

Puppets for Dreaming and Scheming; _A Puppet Source Book 
by Judy Sims 
Early Stages, Walnut Creek, California, 1978. 

Some Puppet Patterns and Stuff 
by Claire E. Scholz and the Dragons are too Seldom 
Puppet Theater, 1978. 

The Art of the Puppet 
by Bill Baird 
Ridge Press, Macmillan Company, New York, 1965. 



The Know How Book of Puppets 
by Violet Philpott and Mary Jean McNiel, 
Ottenheimer Publishing, Inc., 1976. 

The Puppet Book; _A Practical Guide to Puppetry 
by L.V. Wal, G.A. White and A.R. Philpott 
Plays, Inc., Boston, 1965 

The Wonderful World of Puppets 
by Gunter Bohmer 
Plays, Inc., Boston, 1971. 

Puppet Plays Resource List 

Eight Plays for Hand Puppets 
by members of the Educational Puppetry Association and 
A.R. Philpott 
Plays, Inc., Boston, 1968. 

Puppet Plays for Young Readers 
by Louis Mahlmann and David C. Jones 
Plays, Inc., Boston, 1975. 

Puppet Plays from Favorite Stories 
by Louis Mahlmann and David C. Jones 
Plays, Inc., Boston, 1977. 

Puppet Shows Using Poems and Stories 
by Laura Ross 
Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Co., New York, 1970. 

Tabletop Theaters and Plays 
by Louise Cochrane 
Plays, Inc., Boston, 1973. 

Fairy Tales for Oral Reading 
by Elizabeth McCann 

Primary Tales for Oral Reading 
by Ann Talbot 

More Primary Plays for Oral Reading 
by Ann Talbot 
Curriculum Associates, Inc. 
Woburn, Mass., 1978 



t. Young Author/Parent Interchange 
Invite parents to a Young Author/Parent Interchange and treat 
them to an evening of listening to stories that the students 
have authored. Who reads the stories? The student author, 
of course. Here's a step by step description of how it works. 

1. Each student wears a large name tag so that he can 
be easily identified. 

2. Names of participating students are placed in a 
container. If there are more parents present than 
students, put each student's name into container 
twice. The idea is that the number of student's 
names in the container matches the number of parents 
in attendance. 

3. The container is passed around for parents to choose 
one (or possibly two) names. 

4. The parent finds the child whose name he's drawn 
and listens as the child reads his story. 

5. The parent writes a comment on a "Comments Page" in 
each child's book or story. 

6. If the parent has chosen more than one name, steps 
4, 5, and 6 are repeated. 

The following examples illustrate this procedure. 
Example 1 - 4 0 parents 

20 students 
Write each student's name on two slips of 
paper and place these slips into container. 
Each parent pulls two slips out and listens 
to those two children read. 

But what if you'd like each child to share his book with six 
different people? 

Example 2 - 4 0 parents 
20 students 
Write each student's name on six slips of 
paper. 
In three different bowls, place two slips 
of Johnny's name in bowl 1, 2 slips of Johnny's 
name in bowl 2, and 2 slips of Johnny's 
name in bowl 3. Do this for all the students. 

If you follow the above procedures, you have taken care of the 
problem of "more parents than kids," and each child will share 
his story with numerous parents....authors need an audience! 
(Idea contributed by Susan Katz, Title I Teacher, Jefferson 
County Schools.) 
For an example of how to get students started in writing 
stories, see Appendix 35 . 



Reading Aloud 
Providing information on the contribution oral reading plays 
in the development of successful reading experiences is a 
valuable resource to parents. 
The following highlights* provide a guideline as to the type 
of information which can be conveyed to parents to promote 
reading aloud to children. 
Values of Reading Aloud 

. Motivation for learning to read. 
Reading aloud attracts children to books. It 
provides the incentive for their anticipation 
of the time when they can read for themselves. 

. Development of a taste for quality literature. 
Reading aloud books of literary and artistic 
quality helps children develop a taste for them. 
Since the time when children can discover and 
read good literature on their own comes later 
in childhood, it is important that they be exposed 
early, through listening and viewing, to books 
of literary value. 

, Preparation for understanding written language. 
Hearing many types of literature will extend the 
range of language that children understand. They 
will be able to understand language beyond that 
heard in their family and community. The more 
children can understand as listeners, the better 
they are prepared to cope, as readers, with a 
variety of written materials. 

. Expansion of language. 
Reading to young children provides many opportunities 
for hearing familiar words used in new contexts. 
Bill Martin's Instant Readers (Holt Rinehart) is 
a delightful exposure to expansion of language. 

. Development of listening skills. 
Reading aloud implies that children are listening. 
The quality of the books that are on the market 
for children's literature will invite listening 
if the selection is at the child's maturity level. 

. Acquaintance with books "too good to miss." 
Children who are just learning to read are often 
unable to handle books which they find extremely 
interesting and comprehensible; and even children 
who have learned to read often cannot or will not 
read for themselves books they would enjoy listening 
to. 

* Adapted from "Reading Literature Aloud," Rudine Sims, 
Literature and Young Children, National Council of Teachers 
of English. 



. Expansion of experiences. 
Even though experiences are vicarious, they help 
children expand their understanding of the world. 

. Providing experience with a group. 
Reading aloud is a group activity, whether the 
group is a whole class, a family, or one child and 
one adult. During story time, young children can 
begin learning the value and necessity of sharing, 
taking turns, respecting the rights of others, and 
contributing to discussions. Since many school 
experiences are group activities, such knowledge, 
built into the pleasure of story time, can help 
prepare a child for successful participation in 
other school activities. 

. Providing a pleasurable experience. 
Literature, like beauty, is its own excuse for being, 
and no other reason is needed to read it aloud to 
young children. 

Practical Suggestions 

• When to read aloud. 
The actual time is not important, but the point is 
to make story time a regularly scheduled part of 
the day. A dull, humdrum activity, such as a wait 
in the doctor's office, can be turned into an 
enjoyable experience by a "read aloud" story. 
Bedtime stories, read aloud, play an integral 
part in cherished childhood memories. 

. How to choose books for reading aloud. 
Consciously arrange to read from as many different 
kinds of books as possible - fantasy, folk tales, 
poetry, realistic stories, humorous stories, 
nonfiction, etc. 
Consider the interests of the children. Interests 
may be influenced by present and past experiences. 
Consider the format and quality. Picture books to 
be read aloud to a group of children must be large 
enough for the group to see. As a guideline for 
quality, choose books that are enjoyable to you, 
as an adult. Your attitude toward a story shows when 
you are sharing a book with children. Pick stories 
you like. 

Sample Parent/Child Brochure on the Values of Oral Reading 

A brochure developed by Susan Katz, Title I teacher in Jefferson 
County, is a personalized means by which the child can share 
with parents, the value of oral reading. For a sample of this 
brochure, see Appendix 36 . 



Each child prepares a brochure for his/her parents by drawing 
his or her own picture in the "blank face" spaces. Specific 
values of oral reading are described in such a way that they 
become meaningful to the parent. 
For a reference list of suggested books for reading aloud, 
see Appendix 37. A bibliography of bilingual materials is 
provided in Appendix 38. 
Resources 

Central Midwestern Regional Educational Lab (CEMREL). "Parents 
as Models for Reading." Reporting on Reading, vol. 4, no. 4 
(June 1978), 9 pp.(ED 157 018) 
Chan, Julie. Why Read Aloud to Children? Newark, Delaware: 
International Reading Association, 1974. 12 pp. 
Cullinan, Bernice E. and Carolyn W. Carmichael, Eds. Literature 
and Young Children. Urbana, Ill.: National Council of Teachers 
of English, 1977. 187 pp. (ED 138 979) 
Illinois State Office of Education. Teaching Children to Read: 
A Parent's Guide. Springfield Ill.: Illinois State Office of 
Education. 1977. 26 pp. (ED 149 280) 
Petty, Mary E. Comp. Suspense Books to Read to Primary Children: 
A Bibliography. August 1976. 8 pp. (ED 128 799) 
Treacher, Jim. The Read-Aloud Handbook for Parents and Teachers. 
Cedar City, Utah: Educational Progress Corporation, 1979. 
Vail, Neil J. and Nancy R. .Neill. How: to Help Your Child Grow in 
Reading. Racine, Wisc.: Unified School District No. 1 of Racine 
County. May 1975. 83 pp. (ED 157 012) 
Wheeler, Doris and Hannah Dale Henderson. Reading Improvement 
Through Home Help: A Program for Parents and Their Children. 
Escondido, Cal.: Escondido Union School District, 1976. 177 pp. 



Book Talks: Children's Literature for Parents 
Book talks are an effective and stimulating way to bring 
parents, children, and books together. Librarians and teachers 
sometimes give book talks to children to motivate reading; book 
talks for parents can provide information and guidance into the 
world of children's literature. The book talk is used to call 
parents' attention to authors, titles and types of books for 
children, and to those books which are too good to be missed. 
If desired, children and parents can attend a book talk together 
A book talk typically would include five to ten titles, and be 
presented at a group meeting. More titles could cause confu-
sion, making each title less memorable. The intent is not to 
give a synopsis of each book, but to tell just enough to in-
trigue would-be readers, parents who want to read aloud to their 
children, and parents who want to assist their children in selec 
ting books from the school or public library or who are looking 
for books to give children as gifts. 
A unifying theme of some type should be chosen. It can be very 
general, e.g., new books, humor, award-winning books, suspense, 
imaginary worlds, or more specific, e.g., books into movies, 
camping, Lillian Hoban, Tomie de Paola, or other authors within 
the chosen theme, titles should be selected which will appeal 
to all members of the audience. The more diverse the group or 
age level of the children, the more diverse the choice of titles 
needs to be. 
The most useful technique is simply telling something about the 
book. Reading a brief selection gives an idea of the author's 
style and may be more useful than paraphrase, but too much read-
ing should be avoided. The content of the presentation of a 
fiction book could be an introduction to its characters, a des-
cription of the situation, or setting, or an inviting episode 
from the book. For a non-fiction book, the subject or the way 
an author approaches a subject generally provides the content 
of the presentation; demonstration of a technique or actual 
audience participation can be used, such as in how-to books. 
The article by Virginia Witucke listed below can be consulted 
for more information on book talks and books to accompany the 
themes suggested above. Also included is a sample book talk 
for introducing a series. 
If the teacher wants to invite other persons to present book 
talks for parents, the school and local public librarian are 
two resources. In addition, there are professors of children's 
literature at local colleges and universities who are usually 
willing to give book talks for parents. However, it may be 
necessary to pay their travel expenses or a small honorarium. 
Names of persons well-known in the field of children's litera-
ture in Colorado are given on the next page. 



Resources 

Arbuthnot, May Hill. Children's Reading in the Home. 
Glenview, Illinois: Scott, Foresman. Paperback 
edition. This book encourages families to read 
together. This is also a good resource for the 
teacher. 

Gans, Roma. Common Sense in Teaching Reading. Indianapolis, 
Indiana: Bobbs-Merrill. An inspired teacher provides 
practical suggestions for teachers and parents. 

Larrick, Nancy. A Parent's Guide to Children's Reading. 
Fourth Edition. Garden City, New York: Doubleday 
& Company, Inc. The single best reference book for 
parents. Available in paperback in many bookstores. 
The teacher will also find this a valuable resource 
for putting together programs for parents. 

Witucke, Virginia. "The Book Talk: A Technique for 
Bringing Together Children and Books." Language Arts, 
April 197 9. 

"Choosing a Child's Book." The Children's Book Council, 
Inc., 67 Irving Place, New York, New York 10003. 
Pamphlet for parents desiring basic guidance in 
selecting books for children. Single copy, free. 

Note: Articles and books which group children's books by 
age levels and themes could also be used by the teacher 
to construct a book talk, such as the "Book Shelf" feature 
of Cricket magazine. 
The Lively Art of Picture Books. Film, 16mm, 57 minutes, 

color. Weston Woods. A fascinating introduction to 
modern children's picture books and the work of 
outstanding picture-book artists, including interviews 
with Robert McCloskey, Barbara Cooney, and Maurice 
Sendak. Parents would enjoy seeing this film. 

"Films That Create Bookworms" is a group of about 3 0 films 
based on high-quality stories. One or more films could be 
shown at a meeting where children and parents are both present, 
with the books available for checkout. Learning Corp. of 
America, 1350 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019. 
Resource Persons 

Norma Livo, Professor 
University of Colorado 
Denver Center 
Denver, Colorado 
Virginia Westerberg 
University of Colorado 
Boulder, Colorado 

Judith Vole 
Children's Librarian 
Boulder Public Library 
Boulder, Colorado 
Linda Metcalf 
Children's Librarian 
The Book Connection 
1551 South Pearl Street 
Denver, Colorado 



w. Books Plus Activity Programs 
Ordinarily, we think of storytelling as an activity in 
which the audience participates only by listening. The 
activity or participation program is an extension of a 
storytelling or story program. This is a very creative 
type of program in which children and parents participate 
together. 
The teacher or librarian reads or tells a story which 
is followed by a period during which the group responds 
to the stories by drawing a picture, discussing the 
stories, or making something related to the stories. 
The idea is to carry the book program beyond the stories. 
Each of the activities include books to exhibit and to 
take home and read after the program. 
However, before embarking upon such a program there are 
many things that must be considered. Is the group small 
enough for all to participate? Do you have enough scissors 
or paper and working space? For example, the "Baths" 
activity which follows requires a hot plate (or stove), a 
double boiler, and enough bars of soap so that each child 
can have one. Before you begin, think about the interests 
of the group, the facilities available, and the cost of 
any ambitious projects. Begin with a theme and develop 
the program from there. The projects which follow have 
all been successful in a group situation. Your own 
imagination together with some searching, reading, and 
experimenting will result in equally successful programs. 
The following material is reprinted by permission of 
Caroline Bauer, author of Handbook for Storytellers, 
published by the American Library Association. 

Sample Programs 

BATHS 
For children 8-12 yrs. 

Tell as a story or read aloud f r o m one of the fo l l owing : 

'The Bath" in Mouse Tales by Arnold Lobel 
and illustrated by the author (Harper, 
1972). For beginning readers, this is a 
funny episode about a mouse who enjoys 
bathing. 

'The Cleanest Dog in the USA" from Ribsy 
by Beverly Cleary and illustrated by 
Louis Darling (Morrow, 1964). Ribsy, 
Henry Huggins's dog, gets a bubble bath 
from the five Dingley children. 

'A Bear in Hot Water" from A Bear Called 
Paddington by Michael Bond and illus-
trated by Peggy Fortnum (Houghton, 
1960). In this chapter Paddington puts 
too much water in the bathtub and has 
to be rescued by his human friends. "But 
why on earth didn't you pull the plug 
out?" they ask. "Oh! I never thought of 
that." 

The Elephant's Bathtub" in The Elephant's 
Bathtub, edited by Frances Carpenter 
and illustrated by Hans Guggenheim 
(Doubleday, 1972). The king of Thai-
land wants to bathe his favorite elephant. 

Harry, the Dirty Dog by Gene Zion and il-
lustrated by Margaret Bloy Graham 
(Harper, 1956). Harry hides the scrub 
brush to avoid taking a bath in this de-
lightful picture book. 



Books to Exhibit 
Put any books not used in the actual program on exhibit. Baths or bath-

tubs are ment ioned secondarily in the fo l lowing books : 

De Brunhoff, Jean. The Story of Babar; tr. 
from the French by Merle Haas; il. by 
author. Random, 1937. 

Cohen, Barbara. The Carp in the Bathtub; 
il. by Joan Halpern. Lothrop, 1972. 

Duvoisin, Roger. Veronica; il. by author. 
Knopf, 1961. 

Klaus, Robert. The Tail that Wagged the 
Dog. il. by author. Windmill, 1971. 

McCloskey, Robert. Lentil; il. by author. Viorst, Judith. Alexander and the Terrible, 
Viking, 1940. Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day; il. by 

Ray Cruz. Atheneum, 1972. 

Activity 

Decorate soap. This activity M U S T have adult supervision; hot w a x can 
be dangerous. 

Materials needed: 

Plain white soap (such as Ivory) 
Glue 
Paraffin 
Tongs 
Double boiler 
Electric hot plate 
Knife 
Pictures 

Figure 38. Decorated soap 

How to: Scrape the imprint off the soap with a knife. Glue an original picture 
- o r a picture cut from a book or card-onto the soap. Melt paraffin (avail-
able in grocery store canning section or hobby shop) in a double boiler. 
Hold soap with tongs and dip picture side of soap into hot paraffin and re-
move immediately. If wax has dripped down the side of the bar, it can be 
neatened by scraping with a knife. 

The picture on the soap will last as long as the soap is used; that is, if you 
can bear to use it. This activity doesn't take a lot of time after the pictures 
are chosen and glued on the soap, An adult MUST tend the wax pot and 
assist the children with the dipping. 

BEADS 

All ages 

This program features the showing and reading of just one book. A n ex-
hibit of books featuring Amer ican Indians and crafts can be used to encour-
age leisure reading. 

Read aloud and show the pictures in Byrd Baylor Schweitzer's One Small 
Blue Bead, illustrated by Symeon Shimin (Macmi l lan , 1 9 6 5 ) . Both the lan-
guage and art of this book are worthwhile and absorbing. Prehistoric cave 



dwellers wonder if there are other people like themselves in the world be-
yond. After many months of exploration an old m a n returns with a strange 
boy. One small blue bead is given to the boy as a symbol of friendship. There 
will be many things to discuss after reading the story: curiosity, prehistory, 
fr iendship, artifacts, responsibility. 

Activities 

Make your own beads. T w o alternative methods f o r making beads follow. 

Paper beads 

Materials needed: Paper; newspaper, magazines, wrapping paper 
Liquid starch or paste 
Toothpicks 
Needle and thread 
Paint and shellac optional 

How to: Cut out triangles 6" high with 1" bases. The triangle can be varied 
to make smaller or larger, fatter or thinner beads. Spread paste on back 
of triangle or dip entire triangle into liquid starch, passing through the fin-
gers to remove excess moisture. Roll triangle around toothpick starting at 
wide end. Let beads dry. If you are in a hurry beads can be dried in a slow 

Figure 39. Paper beads (250 ) oven. Remove toothpick when beads are dry and paint and/or 
shellac. Beads can be strung on coarse thread. 

"Clay" Beads 

Materials needed: 1 cup cornstarch 
2 cup's baking soda 

1 1/4 cups cold water 

How to: Heat together stirring constantly until mixture looks like moist 
mashed potatoes. Turn out onto a plate and cover with a damp cloth until 
cool enough to handle. The doughy material which results can be shaped 
like clay. Store in an airtight container. This recipe will make at least 100 
beads. Use a toothpick to poke a hole in each bead to permit stringing. 
Poster paints can be used to decorate the beads after they harden. Shellac 
or polyurethane clear varnish should be applied to keep the beads from 
disintegrating. 

For those w h o don't feel like making their own clay, an easy commercial 
product to work with is Sculpty, available at your craft supply store. It stays 
soft until baked. 

M A N Y M O O N S 

Preschool and primary children 
Tell 

Tell Many Moons by James Thurber and illustrated by Louis Slobodkin 
(Harcourt , 1 9 4 3 ) . In this story Princess Lenore wants the m o o n . T h e Lord 
High Chamberlain , the Royal Mathematic ian, the Royal Wizard find the task 
impossible. T h e Court Jester finally gets the m o o n . 

Then tell "How the Hare Became" in How the Whale Became by Ted 
Hughes and illustrated by George Adamson (Faber , 1 9 6 3 ) . This short story 
tells w h y the hare can leap, run, and has long ears. 



Books to Exhibit 
These books may be exhibited to encourage leisure reading or you m a y 

find a m o n g them a story that is better suited to your style of telling than the 
two ment ioned above. T h e list includes mostly folktales and fiction, but n o w 
that m a n has actually set foot on the m o o n , you might want to find an ac-
count of modern space travel. N e w developments in this area happen so fast 
it is difficult to r e c o m m e n d any one book on the subject. Use your library to 
help you find out about journeys to the m o o n since 1969. T h e list that fo l lows 
also will give you an idea of the number of worthwhile books you can find 
featuring a particular theme or subject. 

Brown, Margaret Wise. Wait Till the Moon 
Is Full; il. by Garth Williams. Harper, 
1948. When the moon is just right a baby 
raccoon and his mother can enjoy the 
night. 

Colum, Padraic, cd. "Hina, the Woman in 
the M o o n , " in Legends of Hawaii; il. by 
Don Forrer. Yale Univ. Pr., 1937. "I am 
going to the Moon, to a place I can rest 
myself." 

Dayrell, Elphinstone. Why the Sun and the 
Moon Lite in the Shy; il. by Blair Lent. 
Houghton, 1968. Adapted from an Afri-
can folktale, this story explains why the 
sun, moon, and water came to be where 
they are. 

Fuchs, Erich. Journey Jo the Moon; il. by 
author. Delacorte, 1969. Modernistic pic-
tures represent Apollo 11's eight-day 
journey to the moon. 

Gallob, Edward. City Rocks, City Blocks 
and the Moon; photos, by author. Scrib-
ner, 1973. Simple geology with photo-
graphs. 

Garrison, Christian. Flim and Flam & the 
Big Cheese; il. by Diane Goode. Bradbury, 
1976. Flim tricks Flam into thinking he 
can eat the moon, the big cheese. 

Ginsburg, Mirra, reteller. The Proud Maid-
en, Tungale, and the Sun: A Russian 
Eskimo Tale; il. by Igor Galanin. Mac-
millan, 1974. The origins of the moon 
are told in this Slavic-Eskimo tale in 
which a young girl resides in the sky as 
the moon after marrying the sun. 

Holl, Adelaide. Moon Mouse; il. by Cyndy 
Szekcres. Random, 1969. A curious 
mouse sets off to see the moon and finds 
it, he thinks. 

Jablow, Alta, and Withers, Carl. The Man 
in the Moon; il. by Peggy Wilson. Holt, 
1969. Folktales about the moon. 

Kondo, Herbert. The Moon; rev. ed.; il. with 
photos. Watts, 1971. A nonfiction explor-
ation of the moon. 

Levitin. Sonia. Who Owns the Moon?; il. by 
John Larrecq. Parnassus, 1973. A non-
sense tale with illustrations for showing 
while telling. 

Lewis. Claudia. When I Go to the Moon; il. 
by Leonard Weisgard. Macmillan, 1961. 
Rhythmic verse describes the marvels of 
the earth and moon. 

Oakley, Graham. The Church Mice and the 
Moon; il. by author. Macmillan, 1974. 
The mice are captured and trained to be 
astronauts in a rocket project. 

Preston, Edna Mitchell. Squawk to the 
Moon, Little Goose; il. by Barbara Coo-
ney. Viking, 1974. A goose outwits a fox 
in a variant of "The Boy Who Cried 
Wolf." 

Reeves, James. How the Moon Began: A 
Folktale from Grimm; il. by Edward Ar-
dizzone. Abelard-Schuman, 1972. The 
mayor bought a moon for two pounds 
ten and hung it in an oak tree. 

Serwer, Blanche Luria. Let's Steal the 
Moon: Jewish Tales, Ancient and Mod-
ern; il. by Trina Schart Hyman. Little, 
1970. The title story concerns the efforts 
of the people of Chelem to capture the 
moon. 

Sleator, William. The Angry Moon; il. by 
Blair Lent. Little, 1970. The retelling of 
a Tlingit legend from Alaska. Distin-
guished illustrations. 

Turska, Krystyna. The Magician of Cracow; 
il. by author. Morrow, 1975. Spectacular 
pictures illustrate the story of a man who 
longs to visit the moon. 

Udry, Janice May. The Moon Jumpers; il. 
by Maurice Sendak. Harper, 1959. Chil-
dren play outside enjoying the mystery 
of nighttime. 

Ungerer, Tomi. Moon Man; il. by author. 
Harper, 1967. The Moon Man is curious 
about earth and comes for a visit. 

Withers, Carl. Painting the Moon; il. by 
Adrienne Adams. Dutton, 1970. The 
devil tries to paint the moon so that it 
will be dark enough to do a bit of evil. 



Activity 
People used to say the m o o n was m a d e of green cheese. Princess Lenore's" 

gold m o o n would be very expensive to make . Instead, what would the moon 
be like if it was m a d e of peanut butter and h o n e y ? Y u m m y . This recipe for 
M o o n Cookies requires n o stove and no cooking. 

Ingredients: 1/2 cup wheat germ 3 cups dried milk 
1 1/2 cups peanut butter 3/4 cup graham cracker crumbs 
1 1/2 cups honey Powdered sugar 

How to: Mix thoroughly. Form into balls. Roll in sugar. Makes about five 
dozen moons. 

W I T C H E S 

Children 7-12 years old 

Tell 
"Rapunzel" f r o m Tales from Grimm translated and illustrated by W a n d a 

Gag ( C o w a r d , 1 9 3 6 ) . This story has been popular for generations of chil-
dren. It m a y be famil iar to you, but is always worth repeating. 

Then tell "Baba Yaga and the Little Girl With the Kind Heart" f r o m The 
Lost Half Hour, edited by Eulalie Steinmetz Ross and illustrated by Enrico 
Arno (Harcourt , 1 9 6 3 ) . This story also appears in Witches, Witches, Witches, 
edited by Helen L. Hoke and illustrated by W . R. Lohse (Watts , 1 9 6 6 ) , and 
is the classic Russian witch story. 

Books to Exhibit -
These books to encourage leisure reading feature real and imaginary 

witches : 

Carleton, Barbee Oliver. The Witches' 
Bridge; il. by author. Holt, 1967. New 
England witchcraft and a large black 
dog are involved in this mystery when a 
young boy sets out to put an end to a 
family curse. 

Gregor, Arthur S. Witchcraft and Magic: 
The Supernatural World of Primitive 
Man; il. by Laszlo Kubinyi. Scribner, 
1972. Beliefs about witchcraft and magic 
from Africa to Siberia are explained and 
justified. 

Glovach, Linda. The Little Witch's Black 
Magic Cookbook; il. by author. Prentice-
Hall, 1972. Bewitching recipes charm-
ingly illustrated for young witches. 

Hildick, Edmund W. The Active-Enzyme 
Lemon-Freshened Junior High School 
Witch; il. by Iris Schweitzer. Dell, 1974. 
An incorrigible 12-year-old sorceress con-
jures up the weird, the hilarious, and 
the impossible. 

Hoke, Helen, ed. Witches, Witches, Witches; 
il. by W. R. Lohse. Watts, 1966. Modern 
and traditional stories abound in this 

collection of sometimes terrifying, some-
times amusing witches. 

Jones, Diana Wynne. Witch's Business. Dut-
ton, 1973. A group of children find them-
selves in competition with a real witch. 

Konigsburg, E. L. Jennifer, Hecate, Mac-
beth, William McKinley, and Me, Eliza-
beth; il. by author. Atheneum, 1967. 
Jennifer, a self-confessed witch, allows 
Elizabeth to become her apprentice. 

Lively, Penelope. The Whispering Knights; 
il. by Gareth Floyd. Dutton, 1976. Three 
contemporary children make a witch's 
brew and conjure up Morgan le Fay, the 
legendary sister of King Arthur. 

Manning-Sanders, Ruth. A Book of Witches; 
il. by Robin Jacques. Dutton, 1966. Short 
traditional stories of witches, mostly evil. 

Norton, Alice Mary. Lavender-Green Magic, 
by Andre Norton (pseud.); il. by Judith 
Gwyn Brown. Crowell, 1974. "A world 
of witches, rare herbs, and a curse." 

Petry, A n n . Tituba of Salem Village; il. by 



author. Crowell, 1964. A slave from Bar-
bados is accused of witchcraft while 
serving the family of the Rev. Samuel 
Parris in Salem. 

The Puffin Book of Magic Verse; selected 
by Charles Causley; il. by Barbara Swi-
derska. Penguin, 1974. Incantations, 
curses, elves, changelings, wizards, and 
ghosts in verse. 

Serraillier, Ian. Suppose You Met a Witch; 
il. by Ed Emberley. Little, 1973. Ed Ern-
berley gloriously illustrates a poem about 
what it would be like to be under a 
witch's spell. 

Snyder, Zilpha Keatley. The Witches of 
Worm; il. by Alton Raible. Atheneum, 
1976. Was Worm a witch's cat? 

Activities 

Spearc. Elizabeth George. The Witch of 
Blackbird Pond. Houghton , 1958. Kit 
outrages her Puritan relatives by making 
friends with a suspected witch. 

Starkey, Marion. The Visionary Girls; il. by 
author. Little, 1973. The nightmare of 
the 1692 Salem witch trials is explored in 
depth in a fascinating account. 

Witch, Witch!; Stories and Poems of Sor-
cery, Spells and Hocus-Pocus; ed. by 
Richard Shaw; il. by Clinton Arrowood. 
Wnrne, 1975. Twenty-five stories about 
witches from folklore and original 
sources. Find a Halloween or campfire 
story here. 

A record to listen to: Vincent Price tells 
A Coven of Witch's Tales. Caedmon T.C. 
1338. 

Grow your o w n witch's crystal garden. 

Materials needed: 
Porous bricks or charcoal briquettes 
Food coloring 
1 tablespoon of ammonia 

1/4 cup salt 
1/4 cup laundry bluing 
1/4 cup water 

How to: Put two drops of food coloring on the brick or charcoal. Mix together 
remaining ingredients and slowly pour onto brick. Enough for 4 - 6 bricks. 
The garden will begin to grow into weird and wonderful shapes in a few 
hours. 

Mix up a "Witch's Brew" with which to concoc t a delicious potion to give 
to a fr iend or to brew for your group to sip while you tell them a story 
about witches. 

Ingredients: 
% cup instant tea 
14 ounces Tang (orange flavor) 
2 packages dry lemonade mix 

2 cups sugar 
2 teaspoons cinnamon 
2 teaspoons powdered cloves 

Mix together and store in jars. 

To brew: Add 1 1/2 to 2 teaspoons mix to 1 cup boiling water. Be sure to 
give directions for brewing on the jar's label if you give some as a gift. 



Book Parties 
When planning a special storyhour or book program, serve 
a treat appropriate to the occasion. Parents might be 
called upon to volunteer their time and talents for this 
project. 
Begin by setting the table with a book theme. Choose a 
book or subject to feature. Tell a story. When the story 
is finished, provide the guests with paper and crayons 
to design their own placecards and placemats. Suggest 
that they illustrate the story they just heard. Less 
creative, but still decorative, is to make outline 
drawings of the book and allow the children to color 
them. For a more permanent book placemat, use posterboard 
and cover the drawing with clear contact paper or plastic. 
Felt cutouts can also be used to decorate colored 
posterboard and covered with acetate. A commercial 
company (Mat Maker, Roselle, NJ 07203) makes plastic 
placemats that actually are empty envelopes that will 
accommodate original art work. 
The following material is reprinted by permission of 
Caroline Bauer, author of Handbook for Storytellers, 
published by the American Library Association. 

Book Decorations to Look at or Eat 

Make book-shaped ornaments to decorate a home, library, classroom, 
Christmas tree, or for that special party. 

Baker's Clay Decorations 
This dough is inedible, to be used for decorative purposes only. 

Materials needed: 4 cups unsifted all purpose flour 
1 cup salt 
1 1/2 cups water 

How to: Combine ingredients and mix thoroughly with hands. More water can 
be added, a little at a time, if dough is too stiff. When dough is thoroughly 
mixed, remove it from the bowl and knead from four to six minutes. Shape 
as desired. Bake on a cookie sheet in preheated 350° oven for an hour or 
more, depending on the size of the "cookies." Some larger pieces will take 
two hours, perhaps longer. Test with a toothpick for doneness. Use a spat-
ula to remove forms to cake rack to cool. 



When completely cooled, decorate with paint. Spray finished pieces with 
clear fixative to keep dough from breaking or softening. The cookies are 
attractive without paint too, but do cover them with fixative, shellac, or 
varnish to make them last. Decorations can be hung by piercing the dough 
shapes before baking. 

Ethel's Book Cookies 
These are edible ornaments to m a k e in the shape o f book characters. 

Ingredients: 
3/4 cup shortening (part butter or margarine) 2 1/2 cups flour 

1 cup sugar 1 teaspoon salt 
2 eggs 1 teaspoon baking powder 

1/2 teaspoon lemon or vanilla flavoring 

How to: Mix shortening, sugar, eggs, and flavoring thoroughly. Measure flour. 
Stir flour, baking powder, and salt together; blend in egg mixture. Chill at 
least one hour. 

Heat oven to 400°. Roll dough 1/8" thick on lightly floured board. Cut 
with cookie cutters or use cardboard patterns. Place on ungreased baking 
sheets. Bake six to eight minutes, or until cookies are a delicate golden 
color. Decorate with egg yolk paint or icing. Yields about 4 dozen cookies. 

Egg Yolk Paint: Blend well one egg yolk and 1/4 teaspoon water. Divide 
mixture into cups. Add different food colorings. Paint on the cookies. 

Icing: 1 cup sifted confectioners sugar 
1/4 teaspoon salt 
1/2 teaspoon vanilla or other flavoring 

1 1/2 tablespoons cream or 1 tablespoon water 

How to: Blend sugar, salt, and flavoring. Add cream to make it easy to spread. 
If desired, tint with food coloring. Spread on cookies with spatula. This 
makes enough icing for 3 to 5 dozen cookies. 

Commerc ia l cookie cutters in the shape of animals or other objects appro-
priate to a story or book often can be f o u n d at the hardware store or house-
wares section of department stores. You can also m a k e your o w n special 
cookie patterns. 

How to: Draw a shape or trace an illustration, transfer it to stiff cardboard, 
then cut it out. Place the cardboard pattern on the cookie dough and cut 
around it with a sharp paring knife. 

Book and Food Tie-In 
Following are a f ew of the treats, snacks, ma in , and side dishes which are 

suggested by books. 

Popcorn 
Greene, Ellin. Princess Rosetta and the Pop-

corn Man from The Pot of Gold by Mary 
E. Wilkins; il. by Trina Schart Hyman. 
Lothrop, 1971. 

Preston, Edna. Pop Corn and Ma Goodness; 
il. by Robert A. Parker. Viking, 1969. 

Sandburg. Carl. "Huckabuck Family a. 
How They Raised Popcorn in Nebraska 
in The Sandburg Treasury; il. by P.. 
Bacon. Harcourt, 1970. 

Wilder, Laura Ingalls. "Happy Winter 
Days" in By the Shores of Silver Lake 
il. by Garth Williams. Harper, 1953. 



A Adapted from an illustration by Roger 
Duvoisin for Petunia by Roger Duvoisin. 

Copyright c 1950 by Roger Duvoisin. By 
permission of Alfred A . Knopf , Inc. 

B Adapted from an illustration by Ezra 
Jack Keats for The Snowy Day by 
Ezra Jack Keats. Copyright c 1962 by 
Ezra Jack Keats. B y permission of 
The Viking Press, Inc. 

C Adapted from an illustration by Leo 
Lionni for Frederick by Leo Lionni. 
Copyright © 1967 by Leo Lionni. B y 
permission of Pantheon Books, a division 
of Random House, Inc. 

D Adapted from an illustration by Jack 
Kent for The Fat Cat by Jack Kent. 
Copyright c 1971 by Jack Kent. By 
permission of Parents' Magazine Press. 

E Adapted from an illustration by Patricia 
Hutchins for Rosie's Walk by Patricia 

Hutchins. Copyright c 1968 by Patricia 
Hutchins. By permission of Macmillan 

Publishing Co. , Inc. 



Doughnuts 
McCloskey, Robert. "The Doughnuts" in Stamaty, Mark. Who Needs Donuts? Dr. 

Homer Price; il. by author. Viking, 1943. 1973. 

Gingerbread 
Galdone, Paul. The Gingerbread Boy; il. by 

author. Seabury, 1975. 

Van Woerkom, Dorothy. The Queen Who 
Couldn't Bake Gingerbread; il. by Paul 
Galdone. Knopf, 1975. 

Recipe for gingerbread people 

You need: 1/4 cup butter 
1/2 cup sugar (white or 

brown ) 
1/2 cup dark molasses 

3 1/2 cups flour, sifted 
1 teaspoon baking soda 

1/2 teaspoon cinnamon 
1 teaspoon ginger 

1/2 teaspoon salt 
5 tablespoons water 

(about) 
Raisins 

How to: Cream butter and sugar to-
gether. Add the molasses. Sift the 
flour, baking soda, and spices to-
gether and add to the creamed mix-

ture, a little at a time. Water may be 
added as mixture gets too thick to 
handle. Use your hands to mix the 
dough. Chill dough about half an 
hour for easier handling. Roll dough 
to any desired thickness on buttered 
baking pan and cut out two ginger 
bread people with patterns you've 
made or bought. Decorate with rai-
sins. Bake at 350° for 8 to 10 min-
utes, depending on thickness. Cool 
Decorate with icing. (There are also 
commercial gingerbread cookie mix 
cs on the market for quicker cookie 
making.) 

Icing: 
Combine 1/4 cup confectioners (pon-
dered) sugar with a few drops of 
water. Stir to make a paste. A drop 
or two of food coloring can be 
added. Use a pastry tube or tooth-
pick to decorate your gingerbread 
people. 

Booh Cookies (recipe elsewhere in this 
chapter) 

Hoban , Lillian. Arthur's Christmas Cook-
ies; il. by author. Harper, 1972. 

Jelly Beans 
Hoban, Lillian. The Sugar Snow Spring; il. 

by author. Harper, 1973. 

Lemon Meringue Pie 
Parish, Peggy. Amelia Bedelia; il. by Fritz 

Siebel. Harper, 1963. 

Stone Candy 
Brown, Marcia. Stone Soup; il. by author. 

Scribner, 1947. 

Steig, William. Sylvester and the Magic 
Pebble; il. by author. Windmill, 1969. 

Apples and Applesauce 
Hogrogian, Nonny. Apples; il. by author. 

Macmillan, 1972. 

Schcer, Julian. Rain Makes Applesauce; il. 
by Marvin Bileck. Holiday, 1964. 

Pudding 
Kunhardt, Dorothy. Pudding Is Nice; il. by 

author. The Bookstore Press (Lenox, 
MA), 1975. 

Lemonade 
Asch, Frank. Good Lemonade; il. by Marie 

Zimmerman. Watts, 1976. 

Bread and Jam 
Hoban, Russell. Bread and Jam for Frances; 

il. by Lillian Hoban. Harper, 1964. 

Lord, John Vernon. The Giant Jam Savd-
u'ich; verses by Janet Burroway; stories 
and pictures by author. Houghton, 1973. 

Singer, Isaac Bashevis. "The First Shlemiel" 
in Zlateh the Goat; tr. by the author and 
Elizabeth Shub; il. by Maurice Sendak. 
Harper, 1966. 

Lima Beans 
Viorst, Judith. Alexander and the Terrible, 

Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day; il. by 
Ray Cruz. Atheneum, 1972. 



Spaghetti 
De Paola, Tomie. Strega Nona; il. by au-

thor. Prentice-Hall, 1975. 

Joslin, Sesyle. What Do You Say, Dear?; il. 
by Maurice Sendak. Young Scott, 1958. 

Rey, H. A. Curious George Takes a Job; il. 
by author. Houghton, 1947. 

Raspberry Tarts 
Thurber, James. Many Moons; il. by Louis 

Slobodkin. Harcourt, 1943. 

Cheese and Toasted Cheese 
Sandwiches 

Blaine, Marge. The Terrible Thing that 
Happened at Our House; il. by John C. 
Wallner. Parents, 1975. 

Garrison, Christian. Fl im and Flam & the 
Big Cheese; il. by Diane Goode. Brad-
bury, 1976. 

Chocolate Turtles 
Blume, Judy. "Dribble" in Tales of a Fourth 

Grade Nothing; il. by Roy Doty. Dutton, 
1972. 

Recipe for chocolate turtles 

You need: 1 1/2 cups flour 
1/4 teaspoon baking soda 
1/4 teaspoon salt 
1/2 cup butter 
1/2 cup packed brown sugar 

1 egg 
1 egg yolk (reserve white) 

1/2 teaspoon vanilla 
Pecan halves 

How to: Sift flour, baking soda, and 
salt together. Cream butter and su-
gar and blend into flour. Add egg 
and egg yolk and vanilla. Make 

Fruit Basket 
Zolotow, Charlotte. Mr. Rabbit and the 

Lovely Present; il. by Maurice Sendak. 
Harper, 1962. 

Tomato Sandwiches 
Fitzhugh, Louise. Harriet, the Spy; il. by 

author. Harper, 1964. 

At Teatime 
Burningham, John. Mr. Gumpy's Outing; 

il. by author. Holt, 1970. 

Dodgson, Charles L. "The Mad Tea Party" 
in Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, by 
Lewis Carroll (pseud.); il. by Arthur 
Rackham. Doubleday, 1907. 

Travcrs, Pamela L. "Laughing Gas" from 
Mary Poppins; il. by Mary Shepard. Rey-
nal and Hitchcock, 1934. 

dough into balls. Arrange pecan 
halves in groups of three on greased 
baking sheet to resemble head and 
legs of a turtle. Dip bottom of each 
ball into egg white and press into 
nuts. Bake at 350 for 10 to 12 min-
utes. Frost with chocolate frosting. 

Chocolate frosting: 
You need: 6 oz. package semisweet 

chocolate chips 
Pinch of salt 

1/2 cup sour cream 
1/2 teaspoon vanilla 

How to: Melt chocolate in double 
boiler. Add salt and sour cream. Add 
vanilla. 

Rice 
Towle. Faith M. The Magic Cooking Pot; A 

Folktale of India; il. by author. H o u s -
ton, 1975. 

Sausage 
Perrault, Charles. "The Ridiculous Wishes" 

in Perrault's Fairy Tales; tr. by Sasha 
Moorsom; il. by Landa Crommelynck. 
Doubleday, 1972. 

Homemade Jelly 
Newell. Hope. "How She Kept Herself 

Cheerful " in The Little Old Woman Who 
Used Her Head and Other Stories; il. by 
Margaret Ruse and Anne Merriman 
Peck. Nelson, 1973. 

Walnuts 
Babbitt. Natalie. "Nuts" in The Devil's 

Storybook; il. by author. Farrar, 1974. 



Peanut Butter Sandwiches 
Cleary, Beverly. The Mouse and the Motor-

cycle; il. by Louis Darling. Morrow, 1965. 

Home Canned Fruit 
Keller, Gottfried. "Hungry Hans" in Best 

Book of Read Aloud Stories; ed. by Pau-
line Rush Evans; il. by Adolph Le Moult 
and George Wilde. Doubleday, 1966. 

Honey 
Milne, A. A. Winnie the Pooh; il. by E. H. 

Shepard. Dutton, 1926. 

Christmas Dinner 
"The Cratchits' Christmas Dinner" ex-

cerpted in Tell It Again; Great Tales from 
Around the World; ed. by Margaret 
Hodges; il. by Joan Berg. Dial, 1963. Or 
in Dickens, Charles. A Christmas Carol 
(Harper. 1844), 

Wilder. Laura Ingalls. "Christmas" in Little 
House in the Big Woods; il. by Garth Wil -
liams. Harper, 1953. 

Gourmet Cooking 
"The Most Magnificent Cook of All" in It's 

Time For Storyhour, ed. by Elizabeth 
Hough Sechrist and Janette Woolsey; il. 
by Elsie Jane McCorkell. Macrae Smith, 
1964. 

Lingerer, Tomi. Zeralda's Ogre; il. by au-
thor. Harper, 1967. 

Pumpkin Pie 
"The Pumpkin Giant" in The Lost Half-

Hour, ed. by Eulalie Steinmetz Ross; il. 
by Enrico Arno. Harcourt, 1963. 

Wilder, Laura Ingalls. "Wonderful Ma-
ch ine" in Little House in the Big Woods; 
il. by Garth Williams. Harper, 1953. 

More Resources for Book Parties 

In addition to placecards and placemats, children can make 
plates. Using special paper and pens, children make draw-
ings illustrating books. The designs are sent in and molded 
into a 10" durable melamine plate. Four weeks should be al-
lowed for the return of the finished plate, so this activity 
must be planned in advance. Because of the costs, making 
plates might be a special once-a-year activity. Small-Fry 
Originals Kits: $3.95 (Included are complete sets of markers, 
50 drawing mats and return mailer. Mailing fee is $1.50 per 
plate.) 2700 South Westmoreland, Dallas, Texas 75224. 
Cookie cutters for use in making book cookies may be purchased 
in the cooking section of department or hardware stores. For 
example, McGuckin's, a large hardware store in Boulder, Colo-
rado, carries about 25 different cookie cutters, many in the 
shape of animals. During a recent visit to McGuckin's, cookie 
cutters were purchased to make book cookies for the following 
book characters: 
PIG - Charlotte's Web 

Wriggles, The 
Little Wishing Pig 

ELEPHANT - The Story of Babar 
The Elephant Book 

BEAR- Three Bears 
Winnie the Pooh 

FOOT - Giants Come in all Sizes 
A Blackfoot Indian Tale 

CAR - Little Auto 
ABC of Cars and Trucks 

BIRD - Jonathan Livingston Seagull 
Flap Your Wings 
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Appendix 25 

I ' l l f e e l t h i s t a l l w h e n I c a n 

DATE SIGNATURE 

HELPER'S SIGNATURE 

WITNESS' SIGNATURE 

Used by permission. 
The Education Center 
Keys to Learning 
13994 West 2lst Ave. 
Golden, Colorado 80401 

P l e a s e _ _ h e l p m e helper's name 
b y -

W e s h o u l d b e f i n i s h e d b y _ date 
T h e n w e c a n _ 



I will reach my goal and score by completing the following tasks: 197 

50yd.. 
40yd. 
30yd. 
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_50yd. 
,40yd. 

-30yd. 

-20yd. 

_10yd 
.goal 

During half time I would like to. 

As a victory celebration I will be able to 

Quarterback Coach Date 



Copyright, The Education Center 

PACHYDERM 
PROMISE 

I won't f o r g e t t o 

I should be finished by 

student's signature 

When you finish, I will remember t o 

teacher's signature 

date 

Student feelings about completed work Teacher feelings about completed work 



student 

will use all his/her powers (bionic or other) to complete the following READING assignment: 

When successful will receive 

for such valuable work 

OSI Director Bionic Reader 

SCIENCE MISSION 
YOUR SCIENCE MISSION (should you choose to accept it) is 

If you successfully complete this task you will receive 

Mission Possible Director 

Agent 



OCTOBER 

WHOOO READS? 

I, 

reading goal for 

month. This means 

have set my 

pages this 

pages a 

week. Mom and Dad would you please re-

mind me to READ EACH NIGHT at least 

minutes so I can reach my goal. Thank You!! 

PLEASE SIGN AND RETURN 

I am aware that my child has set 

his/her goal for pages for the month of 

We have discussed it and planned together so 

that she/he will be able to reach this goal. 

Child's signature 

Parents signature 

Permission granted to copy forms. 
Sucher-Allred Recreational Reading 
Program, 1980. 



Reading for the Month of 

Title Pages Parent's signature 

Total pages 

For reading pages will receive 
the following: 

Teacher's Signature 

Date 

Please return at the end of the month or when pages are read. 

Permission granted to copy forms. Sucher-Allred 
Recreational Reading Program, 1980. 



Permission granted to copy forms. 
Sucher-Allred- Recreational Reading 
Program, 1980. 



MY READING RECORD 

Great Book 
Good Book 
O.K. Book 

Boring 
Book 

Book Too 
Easy 

Book Too Hard 

Want More Books 
Like This 

Student's Name Grade Great Book 
Good Book 
O.K. Book 

Boring 
Book 

Book Too 
Easy 

Book Too Hard 

Want More Books 
Like This 

Teacher's Name 

Great Book 
Good Book 
O.K. Book 

Boring 
Book 

Book Too 
Easy 

Book Too Hard 

Want More Books 
Like This Book Title & Author Date 

started 
Date 

finished 

Great Book 
Good Book 
O.K. Book 

Boring 
Book 

Book Too 
Easy 

Book Too Hard 

Want More Books 
Like This 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. -



Title I Program 
Lincoln Elementary 
Canon City, Colorado 

Dear 
Lincoln Title I is sponsoring the P.A.C.E.R. Project, 
Parents and Children Enjoying Reading. 
The P.A.C.E.R. Project is a home and school motivation 
program to encourage students to read for pleasure 
after school hours and to encourage families to reserve 
some time each week during which the family experiences 
the joy of reading together. 
In our Title I Program, the parents, children, and teacher 
will sign a contract which defines each person's commit-
ment to the project. The child and his or her parents 
agree to turn off the television at least one half hour a 
week at a time when the whole family can read together. 
A reading record is provided for the student to keep a 
list of the books that he/she has read. An award will be 
given to those boys and girls who read at least ten books 
at home. 
This booklet gives the parents an idea of the importance 
of reading and how to help the child grow in confidence 
in reading. 
After you have read the enclosed program materials, if you 
have any questions please call me at . Your co-
operation and support will make the project a success. 
Without it, we cannot hope to succeed. 

Sincerely yours, 

Title I Teacher 



P.A.C.E.R. PROJECT 

Parents and Children Enjoying Reading 

CONTRACT 

Student I agree to read at least 
Ten (10) books during our family reading time, 

Parents We agree to arrange a family 
reading time of at least thirty (30) minutes 
each week when we will turn off our TV and 
enjoy reading together. I will notify my 
child's teacher whenever he/she has finished 
reading a book at home. 

Teacher I will encourage my students 
to fulfill their contracts. I will keep a 
record of the books read. 

Date this contract was signed 

Date this contract is to be completed 



Appendix 28 
The Activities Center 

Breckenridge Elementary School 

Dear Parents, 
Your child could benefit by reading more at home. In 
order to encourage this type of homework, we will be 
sending home cassette recorders with our students to 
use overnight and return the next day. 
At first, listening and reading skills will be encouraged 
by your child's bringing home books and their pre-recorded 
tapes. As the children progress, they will tape their own 
books at school and bring these tapes, books, and cassette 
recorders home to share with you. They will also tape 
books at home and bring them to school to share. 
So that you will know the specific objective that your 
child should accomplish with this program, we will send 
home the attached parent guide with each book. Your child's 
objective will be circled. Under the objective are ways 
you can help. Of course, your encouragement and positive 
reinforcement are always very beneficial. 
In the past this method has proven very effective in moti-
vating the children to read both at home and at school. 
We would appreciate your giving your child permission to 
participate in this special program by signing below. 
Thank you, 
Leslie Farr 
The Activities Center 
Check one: 

has my permission to bring home 
a cassette recorder from the Activities Center. I 
will make every effort to help him (or her) take care 
of the equipment and return it to school the next day, 
since another child is scheduled to take home the 
same recorder. 
I have a cassette recorder at home that my child can 
use. Please send only the books and cassette tapes 
home. 

Parent's Signature 



Appendix 29 
Parent Guide for Cassette and Taped Books 

Your child is bringing home this cassette and taped 
book (or books) in order to accomplish the following 
objective: 
1. For listening enjoyment... 

(You as a parent can help by asking him to retell 
the story to you with or without the pictures.) 

2. For listening enjoyment and to be able to read 
orally a page or two of the book... 
(You as a parent can help by having him select 
the pages he wants to read, locate them on the 
cassette, and listen to these pages several times 
before attempting to read orally.) 

3. For listening enjoyment and to be able to reread 
part of the book... (If problems arise, encourage 
him to relisten to that part of the book on tape.) 

4. For listening enjoyment and to be able to read the 
book along with the tape... (This is for increasing 
reading speed and ease in visual tracking...a 
finger may be used to follow along.) 

5. For listening enjoyment and to be able to read the 
book independently. 

6. To record his own book, either in part or whole as 
the time allows.. . (Each page should be preread be-
fore recording it, in order to get the flow of 
words and to check for pronunciation of all words.) 
Student's Name 
Book Title 

Date 



By Robin Robinson—Il lustrated by Kay Chorao 

(Editor's Note: Robin Robinson was a columnist for the Chicago Daily 
News, 1974-1978, where she specialized in an enrichment column for 
parents to read aloud to their children. She lives with her husband 
and three children in Chicago. Kay Chorao has been honored for 
outstanding art work by the American Library Association, the 
Children's Book Council, the American Institute of Graphic Arts and 
the Society of Illustrators. With her three sons and husband, she lives 
in New York City.) 

NOTE TO PARENTS: Read this story aloud to your children. Then, 
being careful not to frighten them, counsel them on the stranger-danger 
problem. 

The first day that Alexandra 
went to her new school the sky 
was covered with heavy gray 
clouds. She and her brother wore 
their bright yellow slickers. 

"Help me with my boots, X , " 
begged her brother, Andy. He 
called her X because when he was 
little he couldn't say her long 
name. 

"Are you sure you know the 
way?" asked their dad as he 
handed them their lunch boxes. 

"Positive. I walked there twice 
yesterday. Remember?" answered 
Alexandra. She picked up her 
notebook and out they went. 
"Are you scared?" she asked 
her brother. 

"Nope , " answered Andy. 
"You can come and see me at 

lunch if you get lonesome." 
Alexandra looked up at the sky. 
It was getting very black. 

"I won't get lonesome. I'm 
going to meet lots of new guys," 
Andy answered matter-of-factly. 

" I hope I find lots of new 
friends," Alexandra whispered 

to herself. Ahead of them were 
two other children. " I bet they are 
going to the same school," said 
Alexandra. "Let's catch up with 
them." 

When they got close, the bigger 
of the two children turned 
around. " H i . " Alexandra tried to 
wave, but she was carrying her 
lunch box. 

" D o you want to walk with us 
to school?" the girl asked. 

"Sure. My name is Alexandra, 
but everyone calls me X. This is 
my brother, Andy. He's in the 
first grade." 

"What's your name?" Alexan-
dra asked the girl with the scarf. 

" M y name is Rosita and my 
brother's name is Daniel. He's 
5 . " 

A big blop of rain plopped on 
Alexandra's lunch box, making a 
loud ping. Then another came 
and then another. Just when it 
started to come down hard, a car 
pulled up next to the curb. 

"Come on kids, I'll give you 
a ride," said Alexandra's father. 

Alexandra and Andy ran to the 
car and opened the door. 

" D o you want a ride, too? My 
dad will take you," invited 
Alexandra. 

Daniel started toward the car, 
but Rosita caught his raincoat 
and pulled him back. "No . We 
can't ride with strangers," she 
said. 

"But this is my dad," protested 
Alexandra. "It's OK." 

Rosita looked doubtful. She 
was sure that her parents had said 
that she shouldn't ride with 
strangers-but maybe this was 
different. After all, it was 
Alexandra's dad. 

"Come on," beckoned the 
children from the car. 

" I think we'd better walk," 
Rosita decided. " I 'm sure walk-
ing is right. I'm not sure about 
going in the car." 

Alexandra looked at her dad, 
then her brother. " I want to 
walk, too. I want to walk with my 
new friend." Her dad nodded. 

" D o you want me to take you, 
Andy?" he asked. 

"Nope , " answered Andy. He 
crawled out of the car, too. 
Then they both ran splish-splash 
through the puddles to catch up 
with Rosita and Daniel. 

What should you do when 
someone you don't know offers 
you a ride? What would you do if 
they offered you food or a 
present? If you were new in a 
school, would you have chosen to 
walk in the rain or ride in the 
car? Why? 

(c) Princeton Features/1978 
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BOOK KARATE 
CONSTRUCTION PAPER BELT PATTERN 

Picture 

Student's Name Grade 



S T O R Y T E L L I N G B I B L I O G R A P H Y 

The collections of good storytelling material could fill an 
entire library. Some of the better-known general collections 
and anthologies are listed below. 
GENERAL ANTHOLOGIES AND STORY LISTS 
Anderson, Hans Christian. The Complete Fairy Tales and 

Stories; tr. by Erik Haugaard. Doubleday, 1974. 
Arbuthnot, May Hill. The Arbuthnot Anthology of Children's 

Literature. Rev. ed. Chicago: Scott, Foresman, 1961. 
See also 3rd and 4th ed. 

. Time for Fairy Tales. Chicago: Scott, Foresman, 1961. 
, and Taylor, Mark. Time for Old Magic. Chicago: Scott, 
Foresman, 1979. 

Babbitt, Natalie. The Devil's Storybook. Farrar, 1974. 
Baker, Augusta, comp. Stories: A List of Stories to Tell 

and to Read Aloud. 5th ed., rev. New York: New York 
Library, 1960. See all editions. 

Brenner, Anita. The Boy Who Could Do Anything and Other 
Mexican Folk Tales; il. by Jean Chariot. W.R. Scott, 1942. 

Cathon, Laura, and Hodges, Margaret. Stories to Tell to 
Children, 7th ed. Pittsburgh: Carnegie Library, 1960. 
See also 8th ed., 1974. 

Hollowell, Lillian. A Book of Children's Literature. New 
York: Holt, Rinehart, 1966. 

Huber, Miriam B. Story and Verse for Children. New York: 
Macmillan, 1955. 

Jagendorf, Moritz, and Clark, Garrett. A World of Stories 
for Children. Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1940. 

Jinette, Isabella, et al. Stories to Tell. Rev. ed. Baltimore: 
Enoch Pratt Free Library, 1956. See all editions. 

Johnson, Edna, et al. An Anthology of Children's Literature. 
3rd ed. Boston: Houghton, 1959. Also 4th ed., 1970. 

Rugoff, Milton. A Harvest of Folk Tales. New York: Viking, 1949. 
Thompson, Stith. One Hundred Favorite Folktales.. Bloomington, 

Ind.: Indiana Univ. Pr., 1968. 



S T O R Y T E L L E R S ' GENERAL COLLECTIONS 

Bailey, Carolyn S. Favorite Stories for Children. New York: 
Platt and Munk, 1965. 
The Storytelling Hour. New York: Dodd, 1934. 

Baker, Augusta. The Golden Lynx. Philadelphia: Lippincott, 
1960. 

. The Talking Tree. Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1955. 
Bryant, Sara Cone. Best Stories to Tell to Children. Boston: 

Houghton, 1912. 
. How to Tell Stories to Children. Boston: Houghton, 1905. 

Chase, Richard. Grandfather Tales. Boston: Houghton, 1948. 
. The Jack Tales. Boston: Houghton, 1943. 

Colwell, Eileen, comp. A Second Storyteller's Choice. New 
York: Walck, 1965. 

. A storyteller's Choice. New York: Walck, 1964. 
Cothran, Jean. Magic Bells. New York: Aladdin, 1955. 

. The Magic Calabash. New York: McKay, 1954. 

. With a Wig, with a Wag. New York: McKay, 1954. 
Davis, Mary Gould. A Baker's Dozen. New York: Harcourt, 1930. 
De la Mare, Walter. Animal Stories. New York: Scribners, 1940. 

. Told Again: Old Tales Told Again. New York: Knopf, 1927. 
Hardendorff, Jeanne B. The Frog's Saddle Horse. Philadelphia: 

Lippincott, 1968. 
. Tricky Peik. Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1967. 

Hutchinson, Veronica. Candlelight Stories. New York: Putnam, 
1928. 

. Chimney Corner Fairy Tales. New York: Minton, Balch, 1925. 

. Chimney Corner Stories. New York: Minton, Balch, 1926. 

. Fireside Stories. New York: Putnam, 1927. 



MacManus, Seumas. Donegal Fairy Stories. Garden City, N.Y.: 
Doubleday, 1900. 

. In Chimney Corners. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1899. 

. The Well o' the World's End. New York: Macmillan, 1939. 
Power, Effie. Bag o' Tales. New York: Dutton, 1934. 

. Blue Caravan Tales. New York: Dutton, 1935. 

. From Umar's Pack. New York: Dutton, 1937. 

. Stories to Shorten the Road. New York: Dutton, 1936. 



Paper Plate Singing Frog 

Paper Bag Puppets 

- fold a paper plate in half 

- decorate 

- tape a strip of paper to plate to 
make a finger strap 
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decorate with mouth on the flap of 
the bag. Draw lower part of mouth 
under the flap 
show lower part of mouth under flap 

eyes may be placed on the flap 

show opened eyes under the flap 

Paper Cup Puppets 

- rub the cup with a soapy cloth if it 
has a waxy surface 

- decorate as an animal or person 
- make a hole in the cup big enough for 

pointer finger to stick through for nose 
- glue on paper strips or yarn for hair 
- make dress of a t i ssue with holes cut 

for fingers as shown 



Puppets made from glove fingers 

- cut fingers from an old glove 
- draw eyes and nose with felt marker 
- glue ea r s , hair, clothing 

Glove Finger Mouse 

- cut into the glove hand for the tail of the mouse 
- whiskers may be made with thread and needle 

taking a basting sti tch on each side and leaving 
long ends of thread on both s ides . 

Finger Puppets - cut paper or fel t rings to fit around the fingers then 
tape 

- sl ide tube off finger and press it flat to decorate 
- draw or paste fea tures , hat , tail, ea r s , or whatever Id
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A Puppet in the Palm of Your Hand 

or eating out of i t! 



Dancing Doll Finger Puppet 

Dancing Doll Stick Puppet 

- draw character on stiff cardboard 215 
- cut out and decorate 

- cut out two holes for your fingers 
- put fingers through holes to make her dance 
- if you want the arms to move, draw them separately 

and attach with paper fasteners or use yarn for arms with 
a button tied on end for hands 

- cut out paper arms and feet and attach to body with 
string or yarn 

- use fringed paper for hair and skirt 
- tape a pencil or soda straw to back for stick handle 

to operate the puppet 

Detergent Bottle Puppets 

Materials: Small detergent bottles; cottage cheese containers; fabric scrape; 
construction paper; bangles; glue, e t c . Also save the bottle caps . 
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1. Entire plast ic bottle can be used as head, or head and body. 
2. Invert bottle and insert bottle neck into small hole in base of 

cottage cheese carton. This permits movement of entire head, 
3. Add facial features . To disguise bottle, add hair or hat . 

Ears would be nice. 
4. Cover body with fabric . Add arms if desired. 

Tongue Depressor Puppets 

Materials: Tongue depressors (or popsicle sticks); construction paper; glue; crayons. 

1. Simplest puppets consis t of one silhouette or outlined cutout 
stapled or glued to s t ick. Provide little movement. 

2. More elaborate puppets allow for head movement using paper or 
cloth hinge. 

3. This type of puppet is excellent for younger pupils in recon-
structing and retelling their reading l e s sons . 

Shadow Puppets 
Materials: Tag boaard; brad fasteners; hole puncher; small dowels; marking pens. 

1. Divide puppet body into anatomical sec t ions . 
2 . Fasten at each joint with brads . 
3. Fasten dowel at back of head and one dowel at back of each 

hand(or paw or wing). 
4. Puppets can be operated behind a backlighted sheet or in front 

of stage like rod puppets. 



Jefferson County Title I Program 

yes, they have 
4 fingers 

1/8" seam has been 
allowed for felt. 
Add another 1/4" 
on other fabric. 

A BASIC MUPPET 
1 square = 1 square inch 



Make your first muppet from felt and then you will be ready to branch 
out into velvet, denim, sailcloth, fake fur, etc. The cut off leg of a levi 
makes a wonderful strong body also. 

DIRECTIONS FOR ASSEMBLY 

1. For head, stitch together dart edges on each half of head. Right sides 
facing, stitch head halves together along back and front edges, leaving 
neck and mouth open. Clip mouth edge on head 1/8" at points A. 
Spread Elmer's glue smoothly around edge of cardboard (lightweight poster 
board is right weight) mouth and allow to set for a few minutes. Fit 
into head matching points A. 

A-

Press down 1/8 inch mouth seam allowance on cardboard mouth edge. 
(You may have to clip a little, but it won't matter.) Glue felt 
mouth to cardboard mouth. 

2. Sew the arms together. If you are using felt you can sew them on the 
right side. Stuff with cotton or dacron batting. 

3. Sew arms to neck line of one body piece and then 
sew back and front of body together (right sides 
together - arms on inside). 

4. You can now attach head and body. Sew around on machine as you would 
inset a sleeve, with the head inside the body. Make sure the arms are 
on the correct side before you begin OR . . . do it by hand right side 
out with embroidery thread. 

5. Suggestions for decorating: 
Use buttons for eyes with a piece of felt under them. Embroider a nose -
Animals need ears - Yarn and fake fur for hair. As a last touch, you 
should dot whatever you have used for eyes with white enamel (or white 
nail polish). It reflects light and gives your creation life. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR BUILDING PUPPET BOOTH 

Sizes of Lumber 

Piece Board Length 

A,B,C, & D 2 x 2 42 inches 

E,F,G, & H 2 x 2 44 inches 

R & S 2 x 2 40 inches 

J,K,L, & M 1 inch molding 36 inches 

P & N 1 inch molding 44 inches 

T 1 inch molding 40 inches 

W & V 1 inch molding 6 1/2 feet 

Hardware 

Quantity Description 

8 4 inch angle supports 

4 2 inch angle supports 

4 2 inch hinges 

4 3 1/2 inch long 1/4 inch bolts 

6 2 inch long 1/4 inch bolts 

20 Washers 

Curtains 

Materials: Try K-Mart, Target or Woolco for least expensive sheets. 

Three twin size sheets in cheerful print or yard goods to measure. Some will wish 
to use yard goods rather than sheets. It is impossible to give a yardage estimate 
because of differences in widths of materials and variances in carpentry work from 
one person to another. It would be best to purchase material after the booth is 
built so that a more accurate estimate can be made. Be sure to include top, side 
and bottom hem allowances and seam allowances for narrow width materials. 

8 yards snap tape (upholstery department) 

2 yards loop tape (drapery department) 

2 2/3 yards narrow twill tape (notions) or use heavy string 

Thread to match 





Steps in Building Puppet Booth 

1. Assemble pieces A, F, B and E in a rectangle, insuring that F and E cover 
ends of A and B. Use nails and glue to fasten. When dry, screw one 4 inch 
angle support on the face of each of the four corners for strength. 

2. Assemble pieces C, G, D and H in a rectangle insuring that G and H cover 
ends of C and D. Use nails and glue to fasten. When dry, screw one 4 inch 
angle support on the face of each of the four corners for strength. 

3. Assemble J, P and K with P in the middle and covering ends of J and K. Use 
nails and glue. When dry screw one 2 inch angle support on the face of each 
of the two corners for strength. 

4. Assemble L, N and M with N in the middle and covering the ends of L and M. 
Use nails and glue. When dry, screw one 2 inch angle support on the face 
of each of the two corners for strength. 

5. Attach the uncovered end of J to F where F meets A with 1 1/2 inch hinge on 
the "outside" faces of J and F. 

6. Attach the uncovered end of K to F where F meets B with one 1 1/2 inch hinge on 
the "outside" faces of K and F. 

7. Attach the uncovered end of L to G where G meets C with one 1 1/2 inch hinge 
on the "outside" faces of L and G. 

8. Attach the uncovered end of M to G, where G meets D with one 1 1/2 inch hinge 
on the "outside" faces of M and G. 

9. Place and center R along the top side of H (as indicated by the dotted 
line on the diagram) and drill one (k inch) hole through both R and H, 
one inch from either end of R. 

10. Place and center S along the top side of G as indicated by the dotted line 
on the diagram. Drill one (1/4 inch) hole through both S and G one inch from 
either end of S. 

11. Place and center T along the top side of N, as indicated by the dotted line 
in the diagram. Drill one (1/4 inch) hole through both T and N one inch from 
either end of T. 

12. Drill one (3/16 inch) hole in E, F and P three inches from the ends of 
E, F and P where they join K-B. 

13. Allowing the upper right side to fold down on to the lower right side and 
allowing the upper left side to fold down onto the lower left side, arrange 
the right side and the left side as illustrated in the diagram. 

14. Place R as illustrated in the diagram and insert bolts into holes R-E 
and R-H respectively from the bottom side. Use washer and nut to secure. 

15. Place S as illustrated in the diagram and insert bolts in holes S-F and 
S-G respectively from the top of S. Use washer and nut to secure. 

16. Swing the upper right side and the upper left side up into vertical positions. 
Place top of T as illustrated in the diagram and insert bolts in holes 
T-P and T-N respectively from the top of T. Use washer and nut to secure. 



17. Drill a (3/16 inch) hole one inch from either end of V and W. 

18. Place right end of V on the right end of H and insert bolt from the 
bottom through previously drilled holes in H and V. Secure with washer 
and nut. 
Place other end of V on E as diagramed. Drill hole in E and insert bolt 
from the bottom through E and V. Secure with washer and nut. 

19. Place right end of W on right side of G and insert bolt from the top through 
W into previously drilled hole in the right side of G. Secure with 
washer and nut. Place other end of W on F as diagramed. Drill hole in 
F and insert bolt from the top through W and F. Secure with washers and 
nut. 

Assembly complete. 

NOTE: For more stability when many children are using the booth together, 
end A and D may be secured by ropes to chairs. 

NOTES: 

(1) To avoid confusion in assembly, it is recommended that work be done 
to completion on each section before proceeding to the next section. 

(2) Curtains are made in sections to fit AFBE, CGDH, JPKE, LNMS, BSCR 
and KTLS. 

(3) When making BSCR, measure from the point where S joins F to the point 
where S joins G. 

(4) When measuring KTLS, measure from point where T joins P to the center 
of T. Add a three inch overlap. Then measure from the center to the 
point where T joins N. 

(5) Measure material to wrap around the ends of the wood. 

(6) Make section KTLS last. 

(7) Mark all sections in pen on hem so they can readily be matched to 
section when reassembled. 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

Measure length and width allowing for side, top and bottom hems. Cut 
material and sew hems. 

Measure snap tape to correspond with top of material and cut. Separate the 
tape into two halves and sew one half to the top of the curtain on the wrong side. 
Being careful to match the snaps, staple corresponding tape to the wood at the top 
of the section. 



STAGE CURTAIN (Section KTLS) 

Measure and cut material according to Note 4. Sew hems. Cut and sew on 
tape, stapling half to the wood. Sew loop tape diagonally from top outer corner 
of curtain to mid-point of center edge. Make sure to begin and end with a loop. 
This can be ensured by folding the tape back at the end or removing a loop and 
restitching to the tape at the end. 

OUTER 
EDGE N center 

Attach curtain to booth. Without cutting twill tape or string, thread in through 
the loops beginning on the outer edge. Tie end to the last loop on center edge. 
Draw the curtain up to desired point of opening then measure the twill tape or 
string from the top of the curtain to the center of the inside edge of F and/or G. 
Cut the tape and sew on a plastic loop from the loop tape. At this point on 
F and G, screw a small screw part way in. The loop secures to the screw to hold 
curtain open. Repeat for other side. 

TO STORE 

Remove curtains and store in plastic bags. Remove V and W and store separately 
with bolts attached. Following the dotted lines illustrated on the diagram: 

1. Loosen nut at point TN. Remove bolt from point PT. Swivel T to meet N and 
attach with the removed bolt. 

2. Fold down LNM and JPK. 
3. Loosen nut at point SG. Remove bolt at point SF, swivel S to join G and 

attach with bolt. 
4. Loosen nut at point RH. Remove bolt from point RE, swivel R to meet H and 

attach bolt. 
5. Tops and bottoms may be secured with rope to prevent movement during storage. 
6. Booth is now ready for storage. 



STORY STARTERS 

Everyone has the ability to write stories yes, even YOU! 
All that is needed is a starter—just like a car—and off you go. 
You can't find the story starter? The following paragraph contains 
the clues. 

Starter 1 - Read the folktale, BILL GOATS GRUFF 

Starter 2 - Fill in the columns of the chart below. 

Who Wanted But So 

Three Billy Grass The Troll They tricked 
Goats interferred him 

Starter 3 - You, the author, create your own story as in the EXAMPLE below. 

Who Wanted But So 

Three To go their Their partners They decided 
Mittens own way were always to make a 

there grasshopper 
happy 

Starter A - Your story can grow to any length you choose simply by 
S - T - R — E - T - C - H - I - N - G any column in the chart. 

Who Wanted But So 

Three To go away Their partners The three weary 
weary and do felt useless mittens and the 
mittens their own and returned three useless 

thing to them again mittens decided 
and again to warm the 

feet of a cold 
grasshopper 
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Fold pages in half and staple. 

WE WANT YOU 

TO READ TO 



BUT MOST OF ALL --

Read to your child because it's a time to share with 

him and love him. It's also fun - and one way to get 

the T.V. turned off for a little while. 

A list of reasons why you should read to your child 

by some caring teachers at PENNINGTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

and the TITLE I RESOURCE CENTER in JEFFERSON COUNTY R-1. 

Compiled by: Susan Katz 
Title I Teacher 
Jefferson County R-1 

Some ideas taken from "Why Read Aloud to Children?" -
an I.R.A. Publication by Julie M.T. Chan. 

Illustrations by: 
and Sally Weimer 



Children learn new vocabulary words when you read 

to them. These words will help them in their own 

future reading. 

Children develop new concepts from stories you read 
to them. There is so much information about the world 
to be learned from books. 



With your child following along as you read, he can 
learn that one reads from left to right along lines. 
(That's called left to right sequence and tracking.) 

With your child following along while you read, he 

can learn that there are sentences and that these 

are divided into parts called words. 

a page. It's amazing how many he will soon learn to 

recognize. 



Through books you can help your child understand himself 
and his world better. Reading about someone with a 
similar problem will help your child cope with his own. 

I thought I was 
the only one with 
that problem. 

You serve as a model for your children. They imitate 
and look up to you. By reading, you show your children 
that it's important to you--and so it becomes important 
to them. 



Reading aloud will expose children to expression 

and sentence patterns. These are so important to 

understanding what you read. 

There are signals that 
tell the reader when 
to start and stop and 
how much emotion to 
use. 

Reading to your child develops attention and 
concentration. These are such important skills 
for school. 

We've been reading 
for a half hour. 
You're a good 
listener, Johnny. J 



Reading to your child gets him ready for reading 

instruction at school. He learns that reading is 

ideas written down. He learns to think about a 

story, follow the sequence, remember the details. 

When you read to your child, you are helping him 
develop reading interests and tastes. He will have 
an easier time selecting books for himself. You 
are nurturing a life-time reader. 
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READ-ALOUD BOOKS FOR CHILDREN 

Animals 

Byars, Betsy. The Midnight Fox; Illus. by Ann 
Grifalconi. Viking, 1968. 

George, Jean. Julie of the Wolves; Illus. by John 
Schoenherr: Harper, 1972. 

London, Jack. Call of the Wild; Illus. by Robert 
Todd. Macmillan, 1965. 

Morey, Walter. Kavik the Wolf Dog; Illus. by Peter 
Parnall. Dutton, 1968. 

Animals as People - Everyday Experiences 

Hoban, Russell. Bread and Jam for Frances; Illus. 
by Lillian Hoban. Harper, 1964. 

Kraus, Robert. Leo the Late Bloomer; Illus. by 
Jose Aruego. Windmill, 1971. PB. 

Lobel, Arnold. Frog and Toad are Friends. Harper, 
1970. 

Marshall, James. George and Martha. Houghton, 
1972. PB. 

Animal Fantasies - Talking Animals 

Carle, Eric. The Very Hungry Caterpillar. 
Collins-World, 1970. 

Flack, Marjorie. Ask Mr. Bear. Macmillan, 1932. PB. 
Lionni, Leo. Frederick. Pantheon, 1967. 
Steig, William. Sylvester and the Magic Pebble. 

Simon and Schuster, 1969. PB: Dutton. 
Fantasy 

Bianco, Margery. The Velveteen Rabbit; Illus. By 
William Nicholson. Doran, 1926. 

Dodgson, Charles L. Alice in Wonderland, by Lewis 
Carroll (pseud.); Illus. by Arthur Rackham. 
Watts, 1966. 



Jarrell, Randall. The Animal Family; Illus. by 
Maurice Sendak. Pantheon, 1965. 

Robbins, Ruth. Taliesin and King Arthur; Illus. by 
author. Parnassus, 197 0. 

Leichman, Seymour. The Boy Who Could Sing Pictures; 
Illus. by author. Doubleday, 1968. 

Folk Stories and Stories in Folktale Style 

Brown, Marcia. The Three Billy Goats Gruff. 
Harcourt, 1957. PB. 

Gag, Wanda. Millions of Cats. Coward, 1928. 
Galdone, Paul. The Little Red Hen. Seabury, 1973. 

PB. Scholastic Book Services. 
Hogrogian, Nonny. One Fine Day. Macmillan, 1971. PB. 
Ryan, Cheli. Hildidid's Night; Illus. by Arnold 

Lobel. Macmillan, 1971. 
Slobodkina, Esphyr. Caps for Sale. Addison-Wesley, 

1947. 
Tolstoy, Alexei. The Great Big Enormous Turnip; 

Illus. by Helen Oxenbury. Watts, 1969. 
Burnett, Frances Hodgson. The Secret Garden; Illus. 

by Tasha Tudor. Lippincott, 1911. 
Estes, Eleanor. The Hundred Dresses; Illus. by 

Louis Slobodkin. Harcourt, 1944. 
Godden, Rumer. Mr. McFadden's Hallowe'en. Viking, 

1975. 
Sachs, Marilyn. The Bears' House; Illus. by Louis 

Glanzman. Doubleday, 1971. 
Children and Their Fantasies 

Coombs, Patricia. Lisa and the Grompet. Lothrop, 
1970. 

McPhail, David. The Bear's Toothache. Atlantic 
Monthly Press/Little, 1972. 

Sendak, Maurice. Where the Wild Things Are. 
Harper, 1963. 



Fun With Language 

Adoff, Arnold. Ma nDa la; Illus. by Emily A. McCully. 
Harper, 1971. 

Eichenberg, Fritz. Ape in a Cape. Harcourt, 1952. PB. 
Gwynne, Fred. The King Who Rained. Windmill, 197 0. P 
Krauss, Ruth. A Very Special House; Illus. by 

Maurice Sendak. Harper, 1953. 
Parish, Peggy. Amelia Bedelia and the Surprise Shower; 

Illus. by Fritz Siebel. Harper, 1966. 
Rand, Ann. Sparkle and Spin; A Book About Words; 

Illus. by Paul Rand. Harcourt, 1957. 
Humor 

Aiken, Joan. Not What You Expected; A Collection of 
Short Stories. Doubleday, 1974. 

Babbitt, Natalie. The Search for Delicious; Illus. 
by author. Farrar, 1969. 

Blume, Judy. Tales _of_a Fourth Grade Nothing; Illus. 
by Roy Doty. Dutton, 1972. 

Cleary, Beverly. Ribsy; Illus. by Louis Darling. 
Morrow, 1964. 

Cohen, Barbara. The Carp in the Bathtub; Illus. by 
Joan Halpern. Lothrop, 1972. 

Grahame, Kenneth. The Wind in the Willows; Illus. 
by Ernest H. Shepard. Scribner, 1953, 1961. 

Milne, A.A. Winnie the Pooh; Illus. by Ernest H. 
Shepard. Dutton, 1926. 

Rhyming Stories 

Bemelmans, Ludwig. Madeline. Viking, 193 9. PB. 
de Regniers, Beatrice Schenk. May _I Bring a Friend? 

Illus. by Beni Montresor. Atheneum, 1964. PB. 
Emberley, Barbara. Drummer Hoff; Illus. by Ed Emberley. 

Prentice-Hall, 1967, PB. 
Geisel, Theodor. S. (Dr. Seuss). Horton Hatches the 

Egg. Random, 1940. 



Zemach, Harve. The Judge; An Untrue Tale; Illus. 
by Margot Zemach. Farrar, 1969. 

Historical Fiction 

Chute, Marchette. The Innocent Wayfaring; Illus. 
by author. Dutton, 1943. 

Edmonds, Walter D. Bert Breen's Barn. Little, 197 5. 
Fleischman, Albert Sidney. Mr. Mysterious and Company; 

Illus. by Eric von Schmidt. Little, 1962 
Haugaard, Erik Christian. Hakon of Rogen's Saga; Illus. 

by Leo and Diane Dillon. Houghton, 1963. 
O'Dell, Scott. Sing Down the Moon. Houghton, 1970. 
Wilder, Laura Ingalls. Little House in the Big Woods; 

Illus. by Helen Sewell. Harper, 1932. 
Nonfiction 

Holling, Holling Clancey. Tree in the Trail; Illus. 
by the author. Houghton, 1942. 

Moore, Janet Gaylord. The Many Ways of Seeing: An 
Introduction to the Pleasures of Art; Illus. 
by author. World, 1968. 

Scheffer, Victor B. The Seeing Eye. Scribner, 1971. 
Tunis, Edwin. Chipmunks on the Doorstep; Illus. by 

the author. Crowell, 1971. 
Van Loon, Hendrik Willem. The Story of Mankind; Illus. 

by author. Liveright, rev. ed., 1972. 
Poetry 

Dunning, Stephen; Lueders, Edward G.; and Smith, High L.; 
comps. Reflections on a_ Gift of Watermelon Pickle 
.... and Other Modern Verse; Illus. with photos. 
Scott, Foresman, 1966. 

Fraser, Kathleen. Stilts, Somersaults and Headstands. 
Atheneum, 1968. 

Hughes, Ted. Season Songs; Illus. by Leonard Baskin. 
Viking, 197 5. 

Jones, Hettie, comp. The Trees Stand Shining: 
Poetry of the North American Indians; Illus. by 
Robert Andrew Parker. Dial, 1971. 

O'Neill, Mary. Hailstones and Halibut Bones; Illus. 
by Leonard Weisgard. Doubleday, 1961. 



Prelutsky, Jack. Nightmares: Poems to Trouble 
Your Sleep; Illus. by Arnold Lobel. 
Greenwillow/Morrow, 1976. 

Silverstein, Shel. Where the Sidewalk Ends; Illus. 
by author. Harper, 1974. 

Bissett, Donald J., ed. Poems and Verses to Begin On. 
Chandler and Sharpe, 1967. 

Clifton, Lucille. Some of the Days of Everett 
Anderson; Illus. by Evaline Ness. Holt, 1970. PB. 

de Regniers, Beatrice Schenk. Something Special. 
Harcourt, 1958. 

Fisher, Aileen. In One Door and Out the Other: _A 
Book of Poems; Illus. by Lillian Hoban. 
Crowell, 1969. 

Hopkins, Lee Bennett, ed. The City Spreads Its Wings; 
Illus. by Moneta Barnett. Watts, 1970. 

Livingston, Myra Cohn. Happy Birthday; Illus. by 
Erik Blegvad. Harcourt, 1964. 

Milne, A.A. When We Were Very Young; Illus. by 
E.H. Shepard. button, 1942. PB. 

Richards, Laura E. Tirra Lirra; Illus. by Marguerite 
Davis. Little, 1955. 

Stevenson, Robert Louis. A Child's Garden of Verses; 
Illus. by Brian Wildsmith. Watts, 1966. PB. 

Thompson, Jean McKee, compiler. Poems to Grow On; 
Illus. by Gobin Stair. Beacon, 1957. 

Wright, Blanche Fisher. The Real Mother Goose. 
Rand McNally, 1916, 1965. 

Picture Books for Older Children and Adults 

Bradley, Helen. Miss Carter Came With Us; Illus. by 
author. Little, 1974. 

Grimm Brothers. Snow White; tr. by Paul Heins; Illus. 
by Trina Schart riyman. Little, 1974. 

Lawrence, Jacob. Harriet and the Promised Land; 
Illus. by author. Simon & Schuster, 1968. 

McDermott, Gerald. Arrow to the Sun; adapted and 
Illus. by author. Viking, 1974. 



Serraillier, Ian. Suppose You Met a Witch; Illus. 
by Ed Emberley. Little, 1973. 

Viorst, Judith. Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, 
No Good, Very Bad Day; Illus. by Ray Cruz. 
Atneneum, 1972. 
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BILINGUAL ENGLISH/SPANISH BIBLIOGRAPHY 

I. Informational Books 
Made in Mexico (The Story of a Country's Arts and Crafts ) 
by Patricia Ross 

The First Book of Mexico by Sam and Beryl Epstien 
Mexico, Land of the Plumed Serpent by Carla Louise Grant 

and Jane Werner Watson 
Mexico in Pictures by Barbara Hall 
About Mexico's Children by M. Richard Marx 
Fun With Spanish by Lee Cooper 
Mexico - Land of Hidden Treasure by Credle 
Let's Visit Mexico by Caldwell 
Tacho, Boy of Mexico by Darbois 
Here's Carlos of Mexico by Bailey 
Getting to Know Mexico by Gomez 
Come Along to Mexico by Garcia and Robinson 
Picture Map Geography of Mexico by Quinn 
Enchantment of Mexico by Wood 

IL Story and Picture Books Written in Spanish 
El Raton Mickey (Mickey Mouse) by Luis Guzman Flores (Primary) 
Minine la Gatita "(The cat Book) by Jan Pfloog (Primary) 
Vaquero Pequeno (Cowboy Small) by Lois Lenski (Primary) 
Pollitos y Patitos no author given (Primary) 
Un Pez Fuera del Aqua (A Fish Out of Water) by Helen Palmer (Primary 
Les Diez Perritos (The Ten Puppies - I Think) no author given 
Primary 

Eres Tu Mi Mama? (Are You my Mother?)by P.D. Eastman (Primary) 
El Moscardon by Maria Salud (Primary) 
La Cubata (The Sand Pail Book) by Dick Martin (Primary) 
Los Jugentes de Colores no author given (Primary) 
La Encienta (Cinderella) interpreted by Mariana Morillo-Safa 

(Primary) 
El Patito Feo (The Ugly Duckling) by Anderson (Grades 3-6) 
Juanito Perdido (Johnny Lost) by Mariana Prieto (Primary) 
El Gallo Sabio (The Wise Rooster) by Mariana Prieto (Primary) 
Blancanieves (Snow White) no author given (Primary) 

(Includes the stories of Snow White, Jack in the Beanstalk 
and the Christmas Story; Publisher Stechert-Hafner, Inc.) 

El Rey Midas (King Midas) no author given (Primary) 
(Includes the stories of King Midas, The Fisherman's Wife, 
and The Happy Prince; Publisher Stechert-Hafner, Inc.) 

Una Isla Desierta (A Desert Island) no author given (Primary) 
(Includes the stories of Ali Baba and Hansel and Gretel; 
published by Stechert-Hafner, Inc.) 

Pulgarcito (Thumbelina) no author given (Primary) 
(Includes the stories of the Apple of Life and the Tree of 
Stars; publisher Stechert-Hafner, Inc.) 

El Hada del Pozo (The Fairy in the Well) no author given (Primary) 
(Includes Little Red Riding Hood; publisher Stechert-Hafner,Inc.) 



Adventura en los Andes (Adventures in the Andes) by Hans Radau 
(Intermediate) 

Bhutan Secreto (Lords and Lamas of Bhutan) by Michel Peissel 
(Intermediate and Jr. High) 

Cuentos de Andersen (The Tales of Hans Christian Andersen 
Cuentos de Grimm (Grimm's Fairy Tales) (Elementary) 
Cuentos (Stories) by E.T.A. Hoffman (Elementary) 

III. Stories Written in English About Migrant, Spanish-American, or 
Mexican Children on an Elementary Level 
Pedro, The Angel of Olivera Street by Leo Politi (Primary) 
Nine Days to Christmas by Marie Hall Ets and Aurora Labastida 

(Primary) 
Candita's Choice by Mina Lewiton (Intermediate) 
Angelo the Naughty One by Helen Garret (Primary) 
Juanita by Leo Politi (Primary) 
Gilberto and the Wind by Marie Hall Ets (Primary) 
Bad Boy, Good Boy by Marie Hall Ets (Primary) 
Ceasar Chavez by Ruth Franchere (Biography for Elementary) 
The Friday Surprise by Dorothy Rhodes (Primary) 
A Home for Memo by Dorothy Rhodes Freeman (Primary) 
Just for Manuel by Doris Hampton (Primary) 
Poncho and the Pink Horse by Theresa Kalab Smith (Primary) 
Papacito and His Family by Betsy Warren (Primary) 
Tomato Boy by Mariana Prieto (Primary) 
Let Me Tell You About My Dad by Phillip Viereck (Intermediate) 
Rodrigo and Rosalita by Ester Buffler (Intermediate) 
Citizen Pablo by Benellett Robinson (Intermediate and Jr. High) 
Gordo and the Hidden Treasure by Adda Mai Sharp and Espie Young 

(Intermediate) 
My Name is Pablo by Aimee Sommerfelt (Intermediate) 
A Charm for Paco's Mother by Louise Stinetorf (Intermediate) 
Manuel and the Pearl by Louise Stinetorf (Intermediate) 
The Long-Legged, Long-Nosed, Long-Maned Wolf by Cristine Willis 

(Intermediate) 
IV. Stories Written in English About Migrants, Spanish-Americans or 

Mexican Children on the Junior and Senior High School Level 
The Loner by Ester Wier 
Roosevelt Grady by Louisa R. Shotwell (Intermediate) 
And Now Miguel by Joseph Krumgold 
Blue Willow by Doris Gates 
Magdalena by Louisa R. Shotwell 
Us Maltbys by Florence Crannell Means 
Viva Chicano by Frank Bonham 

The Legend of the Cid by Robert Goldstone 
Maria Lupin by Anabel Farjeon 
Hidalgo, Mexican Revolutionary by Mark Lieberman 
Zapata, Mexican Rebel by Ronald Syme 
Mighty Hard Road: The Story of Ceasar Chavez by 

James Terzian and Kathryn Cramer 



V. Informational and Poetry Books Written in Spanish 
Mi Diccionario Ilustrado (My Dictionary) by Marion Monroe, 
W. Cabel Greet and Andrea Shiller (Intermediate) 

Como Leer un Map de uno Cuidad (How to Read a City Map) 
Arturo Bernardo Carlotta by Dorothy Rhodes Freeman (An 
Alphabet Picture Book) (Primary) 

Tu Piel Y La Mia (Your Skin and Mine) by Paul Showers (Primary) 
Como Es La Luna? (What the Moon is Like)by Franklin M. Branley 
(Primary) 

Mirate Los Ojos (Look at Your Eyes) by Paul Showers (Primary) 
Pelo Lacio,~Pelo Rizo (Straight Hair, Curly Hair) 
by Augusta Golden (Primary) 

IE Am Joaguin by Rudolfo Gonzales 
Spanish-American Poetry: A Bilingual Selection 
by Seymour Resnick (Jr-Sr High) 

Play It In Spanish by Mariana Prieto (Games and Folk Songs -
Primary) 
Que Sera? (What Can It Be?) by Loretta Burke Hubp 
(Riddles - Intermediate) 

Books That Do Not Fit In Any Category 
The March of the Harvest by Irma Johnson (Primary) 
Who Am I? by June Behrens (Primary) 
I Am An American by Olive W. Burt (Intermediate) 
This bibliography was provided by the Colorado Migrant Education 
Resource Center, 830 Lincoln, Longmont, Colorado 80501 
(telephone: 499-2783). 
A source for obtaining bilingual materials is the El Camino Real 
bookstore, GSA Building 41, Denver Federal Center, Denver, 
Colorado 80225 (telephone: 233-7586). El Camino Real carries 
a variety of bilingual education materials, children's books, 
records and kits. 



TELEVISION 



TELEVISION 

a. The Influence of Television 

Television has become an important factor in the lives of 
many families. Ninety-six percent of the homes in this 
country have at least one television set. That is a higher 
percentage than families that have flush toilets or telephones. 
Television has been one of the most powerful influences on 
the American way of life. 

Although parents are not always certain how much television 
is too much, most will agree that they probably allow their 
children to watch more television than they should. The 
television set dominates many children's lives, especially 
preschoolers who spend most of their waking hours listening 
to and/or watching the television set. Children, ages three 
to five, average fifty-four hours of television viewing each 
week. The average pre-kindergartener spends more than sixty-
four percent of his/her waking time before the television set. 
By the time a child goes to school s/he has usually spent 
more hours watching television than a student spends in classes 
during four years of college. When this child graduates from 
high school s/he will have spent approximately 11,000 hours 
in school and more than 22,000 hours in front of the television. 
Saturday finds many children turning on the set to watch early 
morning cartoons and staying in front to the television until 
late afternoon. In some homes the television is on all day 
whether or not someone is watching it. 

There seems to be no doubt that American children of today 
are the television generation. Parents complain that they 
fight a losing battle when they try to compete with the 
variety and appeal of television programs. Many parents 
and educators are concerned about children becoming accustomed 
to sitting passively in front of the television while they are 
bombarded with violence, crime, mystery and brutality as they 
view cartoons, commercials and adult shows, many of which would 
be X-rated by most standards. 

Television and Violence 

The Christian Science Monitor surveyed seventy-four hours 
of prime time television viewing during one week in 1971. 
The survey recorded 217 incidents of violence and 125 killings 
and murders during this time. A study by the University of 
Arizona indicates that by the time a child is fourteen, s/he 
has seen 18,000 human beings killed on television. The 
highest frequency of violence is found in cartoons. Many 
adults believe that the animated unreality of cartoons may 
reduce the effects of violence, but young children do not 



appear to make a distinction between what is real and what 
is make-believe or pretend. Exposure to violence on 
television can lead to increased aggression in a child. 
According to research done by Aletha Stein and Lunette 
Friedrich in a 1975 article, impact of Television on 
Children and Youth, children of both sexes across a wide 
range of ages and social class backgrounds respond to 
television violence with aggression. The effects are 
not limited to males, to the very young, or to the poor, 
as some people expected. 
Pre-schoolers are probably most influenced by television 
violence. They are at an impressionable age and are learning 
how to express themselves in socially acceptable ways. Since 
the young child models the behavior that he sees, it is 
significant to realize what effect exposure to violence 
could have on this, or any age, child. 
Television and Advertising 

The advertising world has found that children are greatly 
influenced by television commercials. Saturday morning 
viewing provides time for up to twenty-four ads an hour; 
fifty-five to eighty-five percent of which promote snacks, 
candies, sugared cereals, soft drinks and other junk foods. 
Twice as many commercials per hour are seen on children's 
programs as on adult programs. Only four countries, in-
cluding the United States, allow advertising during children's 
television programs. The vast majority of these commercials 
are animated, interrupting an animated program every two or 
three minutes. Children (and adults) rarely know the differ-
ence of when the cartoon show ends and the cartoon commercial 
begins. The results of these advertisements are astonishing. 
Children buy products in their own right and they pressure 
parents to buy advertised products. One survey has reported 
that parents will pay twenty percent more for an advertised 
product that their children request even when a less expensive 
product is no different. A study by Dr. Scott Ward at the 
Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration showed that 
mothers of children ages five to seven years usually yielded 
to a child's influence eighty-eight percent of the time when 
buying breakfast cereals, fifty-two percent of the time when 
buying snacks and thirty-eight percent of the time when 
purchasing soft drinks. By the time the child is eight to 
ten years old, ninety-one percent of the mothers allowed the 
child to influence and decide what cereal to purchase. 

What Parents Can Do 

The hours spent sitting in front of the television rob 
children of time that could be spent in more active 
endeavors. Young children, especially, learn best by 



doing, so those who watch less television probably have 
more time to spend in active learning situations. As 
children grow older, television habits can seriously 
interefere with schoolwork and social activities. There 
is action parents and teachers can take to negate the 
effects of television. The most effective action for 
parents is to limit viewing time. To simply turn off 
the television will not win the battle. The child 
deserves some kind of explanation and guidance. One 
technique that has had success is for the parent to sit 
down with the child and select together programs they 
can watch. This should be done a day or two in advance 
of the programs so the child can anticipate the amount 
of time they will be allowed to watch television, avoiding 
a battle about censorship after a child is already 'hooked' 
by a show s/he has already started to watch. Using this 
idea, parent and child will have input into the selection 
of acceptable shows as the merits of each show is discussed. 
Children need to be informed of the parent's values and 
they should be included in discussions of how they, the parent, 
feel about violence, aggression and junk foods. 
To help understand the impact of television on their children's 
life parents should watch the selected shows with their child. 
It should be explained to the child the difference between 
the main part of the program and the commercial. Interesting 
discussions can be held on what the impact of the commercials 
is and the motives of the advertiser. After watching a program, 
questions and comments should be encouraged. There are educa-
tional, well-planned programs available on television. These 
programs should be put on a weekly calendar and enjoyed by 
the family together. The question of "What did you learn 
from this program" should be avoided. The television isn't 
the teacher. Instead the program can simply be enjoyed and 
used as another method of getting new information and as a 
stimulant for increased curiosity. If a parent takes the 
time to set limits, watch programs with their child and discuss 
with them what they have seen they will probably find tele-
vision can have beneficial effects. 

Alternatives to Television 

Substitutions for watching television need to be made 
available. The parent needs to provide time to be with 
the child—talking, listening and doing things with him/her. 
For many parents it will be a new experience to spend time 
alone with their children, giving them full attention away 
from the television. Suggestions for parents on activities 
to do together could be provided starting with simple everyday 
activities such as washing the dog, reading aloud, taping a 
child's story of what he did on the way home from school, 
making cookies or building a model plane. Alternatives to T.V. 
—Self Initiated Activities and Play is an excellent booklet to 
give to parents after the foregoing information has been 
presented at a parent meeting. 



Alternatives to T.V.—Self Initiated Activities and Play 
(by Ellen Franco, Prentice-Hall Learning Systems, Inc., 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1977) was written for chil-
dren three to nine years old. The goal of this booklet is 
to suggest ways for the parent to help his/her child cut 
down on T.V. viewing. The ideas follow sequential steps 
to accomplish this goal. Topics covered include: T.V.'s 
Influence on your Child, How to Start, Records and Charts, 
Getting Going and Alternate Activities. 
Cartoon-like characters enliven the pages and parents are 
given suggestions for activities which are more creative and 
more fun for children than many programs on television. 
Resources 

ACT (Action for Children's Television, Inc.) 
46 Austin Street 
Newtonville, Mass. 02160. 
Children's Committee on T.V., Inc. 
1511 Masonic Ave. 
San Francisco, CA 94117 
National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting (NCCB) 
1028 Connecticut Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20036. 
Winn, Marie. The Plug In Drug. 
New York, New York. Viking Press, 1977. 

The foregoing material was adapted from the following sources: 
Larrick, Nancy. A Parent's Guide to Children's Reading. 
Fourth Edition. Garden City, New York. Doubleday and Co., Inc. 
1975. 
Croft, Doreen. Parents and Teachers: A Resource Book. 
Belmont, California: Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1979. 



b. T.V. Awareness Workshop 
This workshop, developed by Connie Rottschafer, 
Jefferson County Title I teacher, is designed to 
create a parent awareness on how to assist the 
child in productive T.V. viewing. The main em-
phasis is placed on active and purposeful listen-
ing by the student and communication between par-
ent and child. 
A review of the activities involved in the presenta-
tion is as follows: 
T.V. Viewers' Scavenger Hunt 

This activity, which can serve as an ice-breaker, 
involves a series of categories regarding T.V. habits 
of people. Participants are given a certain time 
period to find people from the audience who qualify 
for the various categories. (See Appendix 38 for 
sample scavenger hunt handout #1.) 
Positive and Negative Aspects of T.V. 

This activity provides the opportunity for both posi-
tive and negative aspects to be aired. Divide the 
audience into groups. Provide two large sheets of 
paper for each group to record contributions—one group 
listing positive aspects and the other group listing 
negative aspects. Upon completion, summarize each sheet. 
Rank Order of Most Positive T.V. Shows 

Each participant ranks the ten top T.V. shows for chil-
dren to watch. These rankings are made from a pre-
selected list of T.V. shows. (See Appendix 38 for 
sample list handout#2.) 
Participants are then placed in groups of four and with-
in each group agree on the top five shows. Results from 
each group are shared. 
T.V. Plans for Week 

Parent and child together determine amount of weekly 
time to spend watching television. Selections for view-
ing are then listed on Plans for the Week sheet. (See 
Appendix 38 for sample form handout #3.) 
Activities for Guiding Television Watching 

Suggested activities are shared for purposeful listen-
ing and increasing communication between parent and 
child. (See Appendix 38 sample parent handout #4 
and #5.) 



Analyzing Commercials 

The public is bombarded with advertising in all forms. 
Television advertising can be extremely influential 
due to the combined effect of visual and auditory 
stimuli. Students will benefit from an awareness of 
the different approaches used to attract the prospec-
tive buyer. For a list of tactics employed in pro-
duction of commercials see Appendix 38, Handout #6. 
(See Appendix 38, Handout #7 for a bibliography for 

(See Appendix 23 for a sample invitation to a 
T.V. Workshop.) 



c. Positive Instructional Uses of Television 
{1) Teachers' Guide to Television: The Parent 

Participation T.V. Workshop 
The Parent Participation T.V. Workshop, sponsored 
by a grant from NBC, is designed to act as a spring-
board to enable parents and children to discuss 
feelings, emotions and values. It seeks to lead 
children away from the television set as they 
become more active participants in life. 
Any adult advisor can organize the workshop by 
writing for the free enrollment material. This 
material includes Family Discussion Guides for 
selected NBC programs, articles for discussion 
and supplementary material ranging from preview 
tapes of an NBC special to books, scripts and 
papers by leading educators. 
Parents and children watch a specific television 
program, either during the meeting time or at home 
the night before. Then they join together with 
other families to discuss how to use television in 
the home and to open communication with each other. 
In the discussion there is an opportunity for a 
free exchange of ideas, often on very sensitive 
topics as families learn to develop good television 
habits. 
Information about this program can be obtained from: 

Teachers' Guide to Television 
Parent Participation T.V. Workshop 
699 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 10021 

(2) T.V. Comprehension Program 
The T.V. Comprehension Program is designed to pro-
vide a unique, motivational approach for rein-
forcing specific comprehension skills. It is 
prepared for students in grades four through adult 
education. 
The program consists of eleven three-week session 
packages. Each Session Package is a complete 
teaching unit. The Package is based on three epi-
sodes of popular television shows aired during the 
time period. A variety of programs are provided 
based on suitability of stories and programming 
schedules. Some programs which have been used are 
Barney Miller, Eight is Enough and White Shadow. 
Students watch the required program at home. The 
next day a lesson is presented by the teacher based 
on the television show. A parent involvement guide 



is provided for use at home which includes 
discussion questions for parents to use after 
the viewing. 
Each Session Package contains material for 
thirty-five students and includes copies of 
the plot synopsis, the parent participation 
worksheet and comprehension exercise sheets. 
Suggestions for follow-up activities and sug-
gested reading selections are provided. 
Information about this program can be obtained 
from: 

Educational Patterns, Inc. 
T.V. Comprehension Program 
63-110 Woodhaven Boulevard 
Rego Park, New York 11374 

Capital Cities Television Reading Program 
Capital Cities Communication, Inc., an independent 
broadcasting company, in conjunction with ABC, CBS 
and NBC provides this supplementary reading program. 
The program is based on the idea that television is 
rooted in the printed word, via the television pro-
gram's script. The core of the program is the tele-
vison script itself. The motivation generated by 
the television is used to bring students to read the 
printed words of the script. CBS, NBC and ABC pro-
vide scripts from regularly scheduled and special 
television shows. After an appropriate show is 
selected, the script is printed, in its entirety with 
follow-up exercises on vocabulary, comprehension and 
study skills. The activity section concludes with a 
Time Capsule which is an exercise designed to involve 
parents as a resource for the student. The program 
is to serve as a supplementary portion to the regu-
lar curriculum and is limited only by the teacher's 
and students' imagination. Scripts are provided 
monthly during the school year and can be used by 
older students whose reading level is such that the 
reading level of the script would be appropriate. 
Information about this program can be obtained from: 

Michael McAndrew 
Director of Educative Services 
Capital Cities Communications, Inc. 
4100 City Line Avenue 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19131 



CBS Television Reading Program 
Using student interest and enthusiasm for 
television as a motivational tool, the focus 
of this program is the actual television script. 
Three or four CBS programs are selected for the 
reading program each semester. The network dis-
tributes a complete script and teacher's guide 
to its affiliated stations prior to broadcast. 
The script is read in the classroom, used as a 
reference by the student while watching the show 
at home and then serves as a guide to teachers for 
follow-up activities. The teacher's guide is 
designed to provide reading, writing and creative 
projects. The activities cover a wide range of 
age, grade and ability levels. 
To find out if the program is available in your 
area, contact your local CBS affiliate station. 
Since the stations are set up to work with the 
school systems rather than individual schools or 
teachers, the request should be coordinated with 
the superintendent's office or school system's 
media or curriculum coordinator. 
Prime Time School Television 
Prime Time School Television (PTST) is a non-
profit educational organization that produces 
viewer materials on quality television specials. 
Guides and calendars are distributed to parents 
and teachers in advance of the air dates. Guides 
contain background synopses, suggested activities, 
and resource information. 
Examples of recent programs include Tolkien's "The 
Return of the King"; "As We See It," documentaries 
produced by high school students; and "Look At Me," 
a seven episode series on parenting. 
In the fall of 1980, PTST will distribute guides 
for Twain's "Life on the Mississippi," after school 
and weekend specials, and through the PTST Elemen-
tary Curriculum Project, home viewing assignments 
based on the elementary curriculum. 
A membership fee of $10 ($5 per person when ten or 
more people subscribe at the same time) entitles a 
subscriber to receive monthly mailings for one year. 

Prime Time School Television 
120 South LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60603 



Appendix 39 
T.V. VIEWERS' SCAVENGER HUNT 

This is a special kind of scavenger hunt, in which 
parents are looking not for things, but for other people. 

Write the name of a person beside each catagory, if 
that catagory applies. Try to find as many as you can. 

1. Who watches Goodmorning America or Today every 
morning? 

2. Who watches Phil Donahue every day? 
3. Who watches at least one soap opera every day? 
4. Who watches up to five soap operas every day? 
5. Who turns on T.V. in the morning and keeps it 

on all day? 
6. Who has no T.V.? 
7. Who has two or more T.V.s? 
8. Who would turn off a T.V. program in the middle 

if they didn't like it? 
9. Who would watch something they didn't like if it 

was the only thing on? 
10. Who watches Johnny Carson every night? 
11. Who restricts their children's viewing of T.V.? 
12. Who watches Saturday morning T.V. with their 

children? 
13. Who watches less than two hours of T.V. each day 
14. Who never (or seldom) watches movies on T.V.? 
15. What's your favorite T.V. program? 
16. What's your child's favorite T.V. program? 



Rank order these TV shows from best or most positive 
for children (ages 4-12) to watch. 

Abbot and Costello 
Sesame Street 
N.F.L. Football 
Grizzly Adams 
Mork and Mindy 
Archie Bunker's Place 
Star Trek 
Electric Company 
Mister Roger's Neighborhood 

M.A.S.H. 
Happy Days 
Three's Company 
Charlie's Angels 
Soap 
Benson 
New Shmoo 
Godzilla 
Popeye 
Bugs Bunny and Friends 
Soul Train 



TV PLANS FOR WEEK 

DAY OF WEEK 
C 

TIME 
:HAN-
NEL PROGRAM 



TV Handout #4 2 5 2 

Prior to Watching 
Program 
Title _ _ 
Why do I want to watch? 
What will story be about? 
Will I learn something new? 
Do I have any questions about topic? 

During show 
List any new words. 
List sequence of events. 

List any phrases that need discussion. 
After show (Share your opinions, too) 

What did I like best? Why? 
Is this a true story? Could it have happened? 
Where did the story take place? 
What character did you like best? Why? 
Sequence events: 

What happened first? 
Cause and effect: 

Why did happen? 
How did feel when happened? 
How did I feel when happened? 

If you can relate any of the story or setting to your own 
life or child's life - do - tell story or expand. 



TV ACTIVITIES 

Make own T.V. Guide. 

Put various shows in alphabetical order. 

Arrange T.V. stars or T.V. shows in order from best 
liked to least liked. 

Watch shows for specific purpose. 
example: main idea, type of homes, climate, 

humor, violence 

Categorize favorite shows, 
medical 
humor 
police situation 

Puppets - Write T.V. scripts. 

Discuss occupations of T.V. characters. 

Use information from T.V. - Weather report to plan/ 
activities. 

Before show ends, make predictions about outcome. 



COMMERCIALS 

Analyze commercials 
Length of time?- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Written/spoken message?- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Unwritten/unspoken message?- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Use a star?- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
New/scientific proof?- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Statistics?- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Humor?- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Give away?-
Snob appeal?- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Sex appeal?- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Youth appeal?- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Questions: 
1. Does commercial tell you everything you should know 

in order to make an intelligent decision on whether 
to buy the item? 

2. Is the message honest? or is it trying to convince 
you? 



Bibliography for Parents 

In Denver 
Phone 

Home Box Office 
Premium TV Channel. . .455-5190 
3501 Kalamath 
Denver, Co 
KBTV Channel 9 (ABC) 
1089 Bannock 825-5288 
Denver, Co. 
News 893-4499 
Promotion 893-4430 
Public Affairs . . . . 893-4440 
Image 9-Productions. . 893-4420 
KMGH TV Channel 7 (CBS) 
123 Speer Blvd 832-7777 
Denver, Co. 
Business Office . . . .832-0199 
News 832-0177 
Public Affairs . . . . 832-0195 
Promotion 832-0120 
Program Information. . 832-0160 
KOA TV Channel 4 (NBC) 
1044 Lincoln 861-4444 
Denver, Co. 

Outside Denver 

Tube Magazine 
207 East 32nd Street 
New York, N.Y. 10016 
United Artists (Film Catalogues) 
729 Seventh Ave. 
New York, N.Y. 10019 
Programming Director 
CBS 
51 W. 52nd Street 
New York, N.Y. 10019 
NBC 
30 Rockefeller Plaza 
New York, N.Y. 10020 
ABC 
1330 Ave. of the Americas 
New York, N.Y. 10019 

KWGN TV Channel 2 
550 Lincoln 832-2222 
Denver, Co. 



REW
ARDING PARENTS 

FOR THEIR INVOLVEM
ENT 



12. REWARDING PARENTS FOR THEIR INVOLVEMENT 
Everyone likes to know when s/he is doing a good job, 
and parents are no exception. If you have parents who 
have contributed and gotten involved, find ways to tell 
them how important they are and how much their help is 
appreciated. 
a. Positive Feedback 

Send lots of warm fuzzies to parents. A warm fuzzy 
is a note, phone call, or spoken word that makes a 
person feel good. It might say, "Gary is reading more 
books because of the encouragement you are giving him," 
or, "I couldn't have managed that cooking activity 
without you." Develop a "Super Parent" happy gram for 
parents as well as students. 

b. Thank You Letters and Acknowledgments 
Acknowledge parents who are making an extra effort. 
Put their pictures in the newsletter of school paper. 
Thank them at meetings. Ask the principal or super-
intendent to send them a special note or letter. 

c. Parent Day 
Declare a parent day to let them know that students 
and teachers appreciate them. The day could feature 
a thank you party, notes from kids, or a special 
project for parents. 

d. Recognition Certificate 
Develop a parent recognition certificate to award at 
the end of the year. (See Appendix 39.) 

Let the community know what is happening in the parent 
involvement program. Contact the local newspaper, radio 
and television stations. When special activities are 
planned, invite local media people to attend. Most news-
papers and radio stations are looking for copy and ap-
preciate receiving local school news. 



Certificate of Appreciation 
PRESENTED TO 

For Your Dedication To the PARENT ADVISORY COUNCIL 

and For Being Your Child's MOST IMPORTANT TEACHER. 

Given this day of 19 

(Title) 

(Title) 




